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CHAPTER 1

Introduction: Creating the High
Mutual-Trust Organization

Although I am not aware of any systematic studies thathave been carried

out, a moment’s consideration will point to substantial and obvious ways

in which whatgoes on in our managerialorganizations deeplyaffects not

only the economic livesbut the social lives of our employees, theirfami-

lies and associates, and the nation. W eare talking about over 90 percent

of those who workforaliving—in the United States, about 150 million

people plus another 150 million with whom they havecloserelationships.

These vast numbers of employees are at workfor 40 working hours, or

more,each week. Their economic status is at stake: itdepends upon the

system of compensation and job opportunity. Their self-esteem, self-actu-

alization, and whatthey achieveinlifeare also on the line: these depend

on how their effectiveness is appraised,their working relationships, their

managers, career development opportunities, and all the other featuresof

the managerial leadership systems. They come home every night with

feelings of frustration or of gratification, depending upon how the day

went. Feelings of security and insecurityaredirectly engaged.

Not many CEOs, or their boards or senior executives, are aware in

explicitterms of the greatinfluence exercised by the managerial systems

that they have tacitly approved. They are,therefore,not able to think

about how wellthey might be doing in this regard,oreven whether there

isanything thatthey should or should not be tryingtodo. The book is thus

about how CEOs can better organize and provide managerial leadership

and managerialleadership systems thatwillbring substantial increases in

competitive success, while at the same time bringing a mutual trust-

inducing environment conducivetoself-realizationfor its employees, and



withal will contribute to the strengthening of a decent, trustworthy,free

enterprise democracy in the process.

It will be of most immediateinterest to CEOs, those senior executives

who advise and support them, and their HR specialists and other senior

executives who areaware of what a greatprivilege they enjoy to be the

leaders of so manyoftheirfellowcitizensfor the whole of the adult years

oftheirlives, and who alsoare understandingofthegreat socialandpolit-

ical obligation thatgoes with thatprivilege. This obligation is threefold:

firstistheobligationtoprovide such leadership as can promote the social

good of the employees they lead. Second is the obligation to provide

sound leadership for continued success of the business in hand.

The third obligation is perhaps less obvious, but of very great impor-

tance. It is the obligation to operate in such a way as to support and

strengthen the free enterprise capitalist democratic political system that

grantsthegreat economic independence and self-expressionoffree enter-

priseasagainst the enchainment of the centralized governmental systems

of the political far left and right.

Fortunately,there is no conflict between the three goals and they are

mutuallyreinforcing. To provide leadership thatnurtures the social good

also gives the foundationfor successful growth in organizational results.

I will elaborate in Chapters 16 and 17 on how these outstanding results

may be obtained. Indeed,in Chapter 17 I will present detailed datafrom

a full-scale implementation in one company of the total managerialorga-

nization and leadership system that I shall be describing. This case illus-

trates how and whyitisreasonable to expect sustainablegains of 100%

in competitive effectiveness, and more,through productive efficiency

gains; reduced inventories; decreased accidents, labor turnover, and

absenteeism; and increased customer satisfaction and market share.

These economic gains are accompanied by sustainable improvements

such as enhanced engagement of employees, a strong boost in morale,

overall sense of satisfaction and self-actualization, strikingly improved

cross-functional working relationships, confidence in management, and

most important of all, an overall establishment of strong mutual trust

between employees themselves, between employees and their managers,

and between all employees and the company.

The managerial hierarchy is potentially one of the most creative of

social institutions. Unfortunately,its full potential has rarely been

realized inpractice. It is not to be passed off as mere“bureaucracy.”

Contrary to common opinion, these hierarchical organizations are not

2 Social Power and the CEO



about to disappear in the upcoming information age. They are a critical

form of organization of people for work, an essential part of successful

capitalist democracy,and will continue to be around into the foreseeable

future. Such organizations began over 4,000 years ago, in China and

Egypt, and probably Mesopotamia as well. Their development occurred

at thepointofthebreakdown oftribalism, under the impact of large urban

populations which had sprung up, thus replacing tribal organization.

Present-day problems were in full swing 2,500 yearsago, as Confucius

reportedfrom his employment as a civilservant in the Government of the

Province of Lu.

Moreover,properly put together,these managerial organizations are

potentially among the most creative and humanly fulfilling of all social

institutions, as well as productive providers of competitive economic

wealth.

Therearecertainserious obstacles, however,thathave stood in the way

ofthefullrealization oftheirpotentialcreativity.Forexample,along with

theability of people to effectively work and cooperate,thereare the well-

known human foibles and difficulties that are seen as the cause of so

many of the shortcomings and problems of effective managerial leader-

ship: thegreed and fighting over compensation;unrealisticaspirationsfor

promotion; narrow self-interest; interpersonal rivalries; the turn against

authority;evasion of accountability;failure ofimagination and innovation

at crucial times; the need for incentives and motivation; interpersonal

stresses and politicking; and so on.

Nevertheless, to puttheblame for thesedifficultiesinbehavior on peo-

ple,including their managers and their CEOs, is both unfortunate and

wholly incorrect. These widespread behaviors are the symptoms of a

deeperlying and all-pervasive malaise; namely,gross shortcomings in the

managerial people systems that induce and require such behaviors if one

istosurvive.

The people are fine. It is the managerial leadership systems (the

“people” systems) thatareatfault.

The managerial people systems thatare the real culprits include,for

example: the dysfunctional structures of manageriallayers; the confused

formulations of accountability and authority,including who is account-

ableforresults; the disturbing compensation and so-called incentive sys-

tems thattreat people like commodities; the ambiguities of managerial

roles and managerial leadership; how people’seffectiveness and capabil-

ity areevaluated and recognized; the handling of discipline; the gaps in
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planning and in talent pool and individual development; and others

besides.

These shortcomings have been subjected to treatment by a never-end-

ing series of unsuccessful and costly fads and panaceas. The failure of

these fads and other attempts results from the fact that they are based

upon the all-pervasiveexistence of a half-dozen or moreserious miscon-

ceptions about human nature. They seem to haveexisted forever and are

simplytakenforgranted byeveryone. It is these omnipresent misconcep-

tions thatproduced our inadequate managerial people systems in the first

place.

Everyone’s ideas about human natureat workareclouded by ubiq-

uitous, invasive, serious misconceptions. These misconceptions

have continuously fueled the development of ill-advised managerial

leadership systems.

The dominating misconceptions and their consequences are dis-

cussed,and corrected,interms of why people really work; what leader-

shipreally comprises; what people really want to be paid for and can be

deeply contented with; why it is really an employee’s manager,rather

than the employee,who must be held accountable for the employee’s

results; why employees must be held contractually accountablefor the

continuous commitment of doing their best; why so-called incentivesys-

tems backfire; what human capability really is and how to evaluate it;

why wereally have managerialhierarchies, what istheirelementalstruc-

ture,and why they will persist; how it is that people can be expected to

change their behavior,without requiring them to change themselves; and

whatisreally meant by a talent pool, and how to analyze and maintain a

sound one.

DO NOT BLAME THE PEOPLE; BLAME THE SYSTEMS 

Itmust be made clear,therefore,thatinthiscriticalexamination of the

knowledgeavailable no CEOs or executivesare being criticized. Nor are

managers or other employees.

It is realized,however,that to question what CEOs are doing in the

area ofleadership, and also, what ismore,questioning the knowledgethat

the business school gurus, HR and compensation specialists, and man-

agement consultants might be teaching and offering about management

systems, practices, and leadership, is, indeed,a most delicate matter,like

treading upon eggshells.

4 Social Power and the CEO



Systems drive behavior.

Itisthuswiththedisclaimer used in films, thatanyresemblance to any

person living or dead is purely coincidental, that I undertake this task. I

ask thatany CEO,or indeed any manager,HR expert, or academic,who

might read what I have written, will do so with the clear view that I am

writing about ideas, systems, principles, and procedures used by people,

and not about the people who use them. I know thatthedistinctionisdif-

ficult to make. But I can do no more than to makeclearthespiritinwhich

this book has been written, and is offered up.

A SCIENTIFIC FOUNDATION FOR MANAGERIAL LEADERSHIP

Finally,it may be noted that the book attempts to contribute to the

development of a scientificfoundation for the art of managerial leader-

ship. Unlike the art of engineering which rests upon the sciences of

physics and chemistry,and the art of medicine whichrests upon anatomy,

physiology,and biochemistry,the art of managerial organization and

managerialleadership has had no suchfoundation.Likealchemy,itfloats

in the winds of undefined ideas.

The scientific developments thatare presented comprise a mixture of

principles, concepts, practices, and measuring instruments. They are

based upon over 50 yearsofpractical consulting research. This work was

carried out in over 15 countries throughout the world,in every type of

managerialorganization, and atalllevels: with CEOs and directors; with

managers and administrators; with technicians, operators, and clerks;

with doctors and nurses; with teachers; with bishops and parish priests;

with generals, officers, and men and women in the armed forces; with

commanders and officers in police departments; and with trade union

shop stewards and officials.

The full-scalegrowth of an adequatescientificfoundationfor the man-

agement artisanurgent necessity.

THE TWO MAIN FUNCTIONS OF THE CEO

The development of a sound foundation for managerial leadership

requires that we carefully differentiate the role of CEO from the role of

owner or the role of Board chairperson, because sometimes a CEO may

hold both roles. The role of CEO is established if and only if the owner

or the Governing Body on behalf of the owners decides to get the workof

the organization carried out by employing people to do that work. The
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alternative is that partners, or the members of the association, as in the

case of a club or a church, decide to do the work themselves.

Once it is decided to employ people,it becomes necessarytoestablish

a managerial system in order to do so. Thereare substantial reasons why

a managerial hierarchy is the only type of organization that can be used

for this purpose. But at this point, it is necessary to note that to have a

managerial system requiresthattheowner or the Governing Body should

employ someone to take on the accountability as CEO to manage the

employment system. An owner,for example,might choose either to

appoint him or herself to the CEO role,or to appoint and employ some-

one else to be the CEO. In the former case,the owner would then be in

tworoles, afact that is important to note because the CEO role is so dif-

ferentfrom that of an owner or of a Boardchairperson.

The functions of a CEO employee of the owner or ownersare twofold.

First, there are operational business functions, namely: carrying out the

toplevel work of setting strategicgoalsfor the managerial system and of

keeping on top of the strategic decisions in marketing and sales; in new

product and service development; and in supplies, production, and deliv-

ery. These functions are taken for granted,and are all too often consid-

ered to constitute the whole of the “real” work of the CEO.

Second are those functions having to do with ensuring the possession

of a sound and effective managerial system that can do the work of mar-

keting,selling,product service improvement, procurement, production,

and delivery. These are the managerial leadership functions of the CEO.

They are also part of the “real” work of a CEO. How well a CEO con-

ducts the managerial leadership work has a substantial effect upon costs,

revenues, and bottom line results, and also upon how good a companyis

to workfor. This second set of functions, the managerial system struc-

tures and leadership practices, is less often carried out as enthusiastically

or as wellby CEOs and senior executives. In my experience,that short-

coming is not the result of lack of effectiveness of CEOs. It is the result

of gross inadequacies in the managerial leadership systems thatare cur-

rently available; namely,woolly concepts of managerial accountability

and authority; no concepts of either vertical or lateral organizational

structure; sadly dysfunctional processes for selection and for talent pool

development, forperformance appraisal and meritreview,for contextset-

ting and task assignments; trouble-making compensation systems; and a

superficial symptomatic approach that leads to all sorts of fads and

panaceas in trying to improve it all. It is no wonder that the flame of

enthusiasm for managerial leadership so often burns so weakly.

6 Social Power and the CEO



THE CEO AND THE BOARD AND OWNERS

I am separating outpurposely and decisively the accountabilitiesofthe

CEO (and individual owners who decide to act as CEO) and the owners

(including elected governing bodies on their behalf) with respect to

accountability for managerial leadership and determination of the man-

agerialleadership system (the people systems). The heart of this account-

ability must be placed firmly on the shoulders of CEOs and cannot be left

to owners or their elected boards. By the heart of this accountability I

mean the prime professional accountabilityattheveryleastfor taking the

initiative in working out detailed systems, and placing these proposals for

adoption by the Board or the owners.

Thereason forlaying the accountabilityat the door of the CEO,isthat

a CEO must be a professional manager in every sense of the word,if

he/she is to be worthyoftherole. Owners and elected representativesare

not required to be professional managers and are not necessarily skilled

inthatdirection. CEOs, however,are employed by theownerstobeeffec-

tive managerial leaders.

In developing and deciding upon the managerial systems they desire,

CEOs may,of course,use professional assistancefrom their corporate HR

executive (if they have one), or from consultants. But the final account-

ability rests with the CEO to produce the managerial systems by means

of which all other employees will be led. This major accountability has a

serious impact on the lives of employees and their ability to function

effectively.

CONCLUSION

W ell organized and effectively led managerial hierarchies can con-

tribute to an economically secure harmony and to a lifeoffulfillment for

all employeesthrough the opportunity to use their full capabilitiesforthe

good of themselves and their families, for the good of their organizations

and the people they serve,and for the good of society atlarge. Employ-

ment organizations have the potential to become great and satisfying

places in which towork, places in which people worktogether with mutu-

altrust and collaboration, and pervaded withal by a strong sense of fair-

ness and justice.

A significant contribution to the realization of this potential good lies

in the hands of CEOs. It depends upon whether and how quickly enough

CEOs will be able to cast away the clouds of misconceptions thatblur

everyone’s views of the systems that are needed in order to effectively
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lead the people who are employed. This new depth of understanding

gained will enable CEOs to raise their sights and to lead their people to a

satisfying and moreproductivelife.Free enterprise democracy will have

come of age,if and when enough CEOs have understood this social facet

of their leadership role.

In short, this book is about an exhilarating opportunity thatexists for

CEOs to make a special contribution to the creation and sustainment of a

free enterprise democratic society based upon competitive capitalism

with a human soul, bycreating and leading managerialorganizations that

engender a high degree of mutualtrust among all employees.

8 Social Power and the CEO



CHAPTER 2

The New and Powerful CEO Class

It is a startling fact that during the century just past, a new class of peo-

ple has emerged with enormous power,forsocialgood orfor socialharm,

over the status and quality of life in our free enterprise democratic

nations. This class is not a social nor a political class in the ordinary

sense.Itisarather more amorphous group, members of which meet each

other in manydifferent business, professional, and technical settings.

Thisclass is the class of CEOs: the CEOs not onlyoffor-profitenter-

prises, but the CEOs also of public service organizations, federal, state,

andlocalgovernment departments and their service departments, and vol-

untary organizations. The general feature that characterizes all these

CEOs, whether theyare CEO byvirtue of ownership or byappointment,

is that they are the leaders of the managerial hierarchies that have been

established to get the work done. The hierarchies range from organiza-

tions with less than 50 employees, to those with hundreds and thousands

of people,and to the great corporations with tens and hundreds of thou-

sands of people thatare global in extent.

The extraordinary power possessed by today’s CEOs comes from the

impact they have on the outlook, the well-being,and the lives of the peo-

ple they lead,and over whom they hold sway. In the United States alone

thereareabout 150 million such people,over 90 percent of all who work

for a living. Add to this number the members of the families of those

employed,all of whom are also caught up in the effects of the influence

of the systems led by CEOs, and the full spread of the impact throughout

the whole of the land can readily been seen. It is well to note in passing

that the CEO influence impacts upon people for eight or more hours a



day,dayin, dayout, for 40 to 50 years of each person’slife,although not

necessarily under the same CEO.

(I wish to makeitclear that I am purposely not writing about the role

of Boards and governing bodies. They too exerciseinfluence in the areas

I shall write about, but they do not have the direct and personal impact

upon their employees’ livesthat is commanded by the CEO. Nor arethey

in a position to change their ways as readily.)

WHAT IS THIS GREAT POWER, AND WHENCE 
DOES IT ARISE?

The great powers wielded by CEOs and other executives over peo-

ple,and the source of these powers, m ust be readily manifest. The

employment hierarchy is ubiquitous. Everybody either earns his or her

living by employment in one,or is in a family with members who are

in employment, or who attheveryleastare in contact with friends who

are employed. The employment hierarchy is omnipresent. Its impact is

all pervasive. The power of that impact is yet to be fully realized by

CEOs.

Thestrength of the impact arisesfrom the absolutely basic importance

to people of the work they must do, want to do, and need to be able to do

in order to live. Economic security,self-esteem, opportunity to exercise

full use of capability,involvement in activity that is of value to others,

standard of living,creative working relationships and collaboration with

others, areallatstake,and the list could easily be extended.

But there is one factor that has peculiar effects all on its own and that

colorseverything. This factor does not have to do with the central eco-

nomic significance of work, which is powerful enough. It has to do with

the social and organizational conditions in employment hierarchies under

which people work to earnaliving,iftheyare part of that hugearmy of

people who are in employment, and have a job in which to do that work

and to earn a paycheck.

By the social and organizational system, I mean what might be called

the people systems: performance appraisal; compensation; meritrecogni-

tionandreview; individual career development, mentoring,and coaching;

discipline; selection and promotion; task assignment; accountability and

authority; managerialtwo-way meetings and other managerial leadership

practices; education and training; vertical organizational structure; and

cross-functional working relationships.

Leadership is not a role,nor a type of personality. It is an account-
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ability in some roles, managerialroles for example; but not in oth-

ers, as in the role of private accountant.

These systems are the ones that CEOs control through their specialist

functions known variously as human resources, personnel, training,com-

pensation, organization development, and organization effectiveness.

That the systems a CEO chooses, oragrees to have implemented,havea

powerful direct and continuous influence and effect upon every single

employed person, needs little explanation. For these are the systems that

determine what people shall getpaid,and for what; and whether theywill

be promoted; whether they will have opportunities for personal develop-

ment; how well they are judged to be performing; how secure is their

position; whether they get coaching or training; whether their roles are

well organized; whether they have clear accountability,clear authority

and clear assignments; whether they have the opportunitytoinfluence the

policies thateffect them; and whether they haveaneffective and commit-

ted manager who has the capability to bind them together in constructive

and fulfilling working relationships with their immediate colleagues.

These and related influences are precisely the ones thatgiverise to

how wefeel about getting up to go to work, whatitfeels like while we

arethere,how wellweget on with our work, and how wefeelgoing home

afterourday’s work. Therange of possiblereactions spans the wide spec-

trum of human feeling from creative satisfaction, enthusiasm, personal

fulfillment, constructive good will, invigoration, sense of accomplish-

ment, and of all being right with the world; to frustration, indifference,

disappointment, resentment, ill-will, anxiety,and just plain unhappiness.

Could anything be more important? Yes, perhaps, love andfamily. Butnot

much more important. Our work is a most significant part of the core of

human life.

AN ENORMOUS OPPORTUNITY FOR GOOD

Although CEOs rarely develop these people systems, in the final

analysis it is the CEOs who decide what kinds of people systems they

want and sanction which ones will be used. They may sometimes appear

to haveabdicated from such decisions, but in fact they will have simply

decided by omission, because there is no way to avoid knowing whatis

going on, and they will certainly waste no time in stopping any arrange-

ments of which they disapprove.

Picture then some hundreds of thousands of CEOs deciding how some

150 million Americans will be treated at work, dayin, day out, and then

The New and Powerful CEO Class 11



addtothispicture all the CEOs and all the employed people in the restof

the free enterprise democracies throughout the world,and every day

becomes a day in which the emotional atmosphere of so much of the

world is being colored by the powersthat CEOs haveat their disposal.

At its best, there is here an unprecedented circumstance thatprovides

the opportunity for CEOs to bestow good upon society as a whole,and

upon each andevery one of its membersindividually. One has onlytopic-

ture a situation in which each person who wants to work not only has a

reasonable opportunity to do so, but also has the opportunity most of the

time for work in line with his or her full potential capability. Picturefur-

ther what it would feel like if there existed a system of fair differential

compensation, so thateveryone received a fair and just total compensa-

tionforthelevel of complexity of workinhisorherrole,everyone atthe

same level of work being paid within the same payrange. Add to this the

possibility thateach one’slevel (position) in the payrangefortheirroles

would be determined by the particular level of effectiveness they were

able tomuster. Thebitterfightsoverpay would almost miraculously have

disappeared.

Sound people systems have a mighty pay-off both in productive

effectiveness and in rich human satisfaction.

To continue,there would be no need fordiversity policies, ordiversity

training. The simple answertotheproblem of gender,color,ethnic roots,

or age would be that we would have systems that would not only enable

us, but assist us, to become blind to gender,color,and other factors, and

thereby would become able to recognizereal living human beings, and

their relevant capabilities for the work in hand,regardless of these other

bias-laden, irrelevantfactors.

Accountability and authority would become stringently clarified and

form ulated, and managerial leadership practices like performance

appraisal, task assignment, coaching,and mentoring would be form ulat-

ed,based upon such sound principles thateveryone would worktogeth-

er with that unique human gift of mutualtrust. W e would not have to be

personal friends with everyone else to work together warmly and effec-

tively,because mutuallytrusting each other would more thanservetosee

us through our work with the warmth of dignity and respect for each

other.

The opportunities for senior executives to create social good are sub-

stantial. CEOs able to achieve such conditions, and to lead such organi-

zations, would enjoythefruits of the success of a flourishing,highly-pro-
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ductive organization. Their people would trust them and they could trust

their people. Managers could trust their subordinates; subordinates could

trust their managers. Everyone would get on better with everyone,focus-

ing their energy on the workat hand and not on watching their backs or

spinning webs of defense against political intrigue.

MANAGERIAL LEADERSHIP AND CAPITALIST 
DEMOCRACY

It is because of these impacts upon the countless millions of citizens

who work and gain their livelihood under capitalist conditions thatitis

CEOs, and other senior executives, perhaps as much as politicians, who

arethefront-line forcefor the continued health of democraticfree enter-

prise capitalism. The class of CEOs can do more to turn the people of a

nation against free enterprise than any other group. Employees who are

disaffected because theyfeel unfairly and unjustlytreated arefodder for

politically left and right wing activists.

However,itisunfortunately the case thattheexisting managerialorga-

nization and leadership systems provided by most HR professionals, aca-

demic gurus, and consultants, are at least marginally deleterious. Their

overalleffect is to produce widespread pockets of feelings of unfairness

and mistrust. This mistrust has not taken much of a hold in the United

States in the sound employment situationthat has been obtained since the

years of the Great Depression, especially in the last ten years. But given

a strong economic downturn and the return of the difficulties of unem-

ployment, and political unease could begin. Thefactthatafree enterprise

system and political democracy are as necessary to each other as the

opposite sides of the same coin can begintofade from awareness.

True political democracy and free enterprisecapitalism are opposite

sides of the same coin. Managerial systems that engender mutual

trustare essential forastrong and vibrant democracy.

But there is a more immediate risk. The misconception-based

American systems of managerialleadership, human resourcing,and com-

pensation are being foisted upon the economically advancing nations in

Eastern Europe,Asia, and Africa. A European Community reportfrom

Brussels reports that 90 percent of all management literature being pub-

lished in Europeisfrom the United States.Ifthisliteratureisasdysfunc-

tional as I suspect, then this invasion of thought into these countries is

unfortunate. Free enterprise capitalist democracy will leave itself wide
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open to criticism from political forces aligned against such democracyin

these countries thatare much more powerful than any suchforces in the

United States.Iamnotaware ofanygroup that should be more concerned

about such a situation than the class of CEOs everywhere.

WORKING FOR A TOTAL MANAGERIAL SYSTEM

In writing ofsuch opportunities, Iwillnottellfairy tales. My intention

is to write of how to achieveprecisely such conditions. Significant gains

in organizational effectiveness are available to CEOs who create these

trust-inducing managerial systems. Any and all suchgains will inevitably

improve their bottom-line results substantially,and redound to the good

of their people,their families, their communities, and to the nation.

However,theseresults cannot be obtained by any simple or easy one-size-

fits-allfad or panacea. Substantial workisinvolved.

W e all have been hog-tied by pessimistic misconceptions of people

at work. These misconceptions havearisen from the observation of

how people behave,understandably,within badlyflawed manageri-

al leadership systems.

The work consists, first of all, of getting the organizational structure

into good shape: theright functions attheright levels; a sound policy of

managerial accountability for leadership and results, and clearly stated

authoritythatgoes with it; the correct number of manageriallayers; well

defined accountability and authorityinthecross-functional working rela-

tionships which maintain work-flows and produce outputs. Next, thereis

thedevelopment of requisiteprocessesfor matching people to roles. Then

follows the system of specified managerial leadership practices. And

finally,arevamping of compensation policies is sorely needed.

I shall briefly outline work that my organizationalresearch and devel-

opment experiences over the past 50 years has shown to be essential to

achieve the necessary changes. It is heartening to be able to say thatthe

work is not difficult in itself. But there are nevertheless some difficult

problems to be overcome in order to achieve these changes. These prob-

lems are embedded in some serious blockages that cause widespread

trouble and stand in the way of taking advantage of the opportunities that

Ihave described. Moreover,it is an insidious issue because the blockages

and their resulting hang-ups lie hidden from view. They wreak havoc in

unseen ways.
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MISCONCEPTIONS OF CEOS ABOUT PEOPLE AT WORK AND
ABOUT HOW TO LEAD THEM

Given this great power over people at work possessed by CEOs, their

understanding of the behavior of people at work will be a matter of no

small importancefortheirorganizations, for their people,and for society.

By understanding,I mean their knowledge,assumptions, and plain ordi-

nary beliefs about why people at work behave as they do, what drives

them, what motivates them, what can help them to do well, and whatcan

stand in the way of their doing well; in short what makes them tick.

Thereare manycrucial andtreacherous misconceptions thathave been

floatingaround atlarge and thathaveblanketed the worldfor manyages.

These misconceptions arepartofthe “common sense view” of the nature

of those people who areat workfor wages or salaries in the hierarchical

employment organizations thatfill the business, financial, commercial,

industrial, entertainment, and governmental shops, offices, and buildings,

that occupy all of our cities and towns.

Therearethree serious types of misconception: false,one-sided as-

sumptions about human nature; incorrect principles of managerial

organization; and misleading ideas about managerialhierarchy.

These misconceptionscreateachronic undermining and in the end a dam-

agingeffectupontheconstructively intentionedattempts made byevery CEO

toimprovetheeffectiveness ofoperationoftheorganizationstheylead. These

demoralizingresults inevitably spill out into society-at-large. Thedistressing

fact is that these troublesome misconceptions arise not from a totally incor-

rect view of people,butfrom a one-sided view of people. These misconcep-

tionshavealways been around and are supportedbyafew butvery important

universally held and shared misunderstandings about the natureofleadership

and of accountabilityinhierarchical employment systems.

These misunderstandings include the many pessimistic assumptions that

CEOs and senior executives make about human nature that color their

views about how their employees are likely to behave. Second,there are

certain seriously incorrect principles about hierarchical employment orga-

nization thatare taken for granted by nearly every CEO,and thatare so

deep-seated as to be out of sight and to operatesilently and unrecognized.

Third,there are the misleading ideas and concepts about the sources of

good leadership that dominate the field,and with which the business

schools and academic gurus are saturated. In summary,the main miscon-

ceptions include:
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1. The view that employees do work of value mainly because they

haveto, rather than out of any inherent sense of need and satisfac-

tion in doing so.

2. The notion that it is the individual employee rather than the

employee’s immediate manager who should be held accountable

for the results of that employee’s work.

3. The assumption that employees are simply self-centered and

greedy when it comes to compensation.

4. The concept thatlabor is a commodity.

5. The idea that the managerial hierarchy was useful for the “old

economy,”butthatithasoutlived its usefulness and will disappear

in the new “E-conomy” of the electronic information age.

6. The assumption that people need to be motivated by incentive

bonuses to produce more.

7. The practice of measuring people’seffectiveness bytheirresults.

8. The notion that some types of roles (sales, research, finance,etc.)

callfor a higher level of special personality qualities or competen-

cies(initiative,sociability,risk-taking,aggression, etc.) than other

types of roles.

9. The hypothesis that human behavior is too changeable to be

amenable to the rigorous objective methods of measurement used

in physics.

10. The belief thatyou can get significant and lasting changes in peo-

ple’s behavior onlybychanging the person’s psychological make-

up and values.

The people system practices thatare put in place by CEOs, because

theyare based upon false assumptions, mayrequire negative behaviorsif

their employees are to successfully survive. In a continuing attempt to

achieve improved collaboration and effort, and to reduce uncertainties

and conflict, companies and their CEOs find they must continuallyrevise

and modify their unsatisfactory people systems in a restless roller-coast-

er motion occasioned by the imposition of one well-intentioned but inad-

equatefad after another. Thelistisextensive: delayering,re-engineering,

self-directed teams, competency development, group dynamics experi-

ences, matrix organization, socio-technical systems, multi-skill training,

leadership personality training,good habits, cheese moving,MBO (man-

agement by objectives), piece-work results-based incentives, group

bonuses, intrapreneurship, profit share bonuses, commission payment,
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stock options, changes in performance evaluation factors, employee

“ownership,”offices of the CEO,making all employeesintopartners, and

many others besides.

Strongly well-intentioned CEOs have spent an inordinate amount of

time,effort, and money over nearly the whole of the last half-centurytry-

ing these one-size-fits-allfads, sinecures, and panaceas, one after another,

without noticeable sustained positiveeffect.Inexamining why they do not

work, inthebeliefthat if these misconceptions can be clarified,they can be

removed,and thereafter steer an increasinglystraight course to alleviating

much unnecessary economic loss and human suffering and pain.

Society suffersfrom a one-sided picture of human nature.For exam-

ple,people seem to be unreasonableabout their pay;theyare continually

unsatisfied and fight for more,taking care of their own interests without

muchregardfor others. Therefore,greed and lack of concernfor others

where personal economic interest is at stake are not only clearly deeply

embedded in human nature,but also seem to be the wholestory,and there

is nothing moretoit. As another example,itisoftendifficulttoface peo-

ple with evidence of shortcomings, because they often resent criticism.It

isjustasdifficult to convince them thattheyarenotrightforagiven pro-

motion because they tend to overestimate their capabilities as compared

with others. And it is only those veryfew collaborativepersonalities with

the interests of the organization really at heart who will go out of their

way to help a colleague if it makes their own workdifficult. The “selfish

gene” seems to be at workeverywhere,and it is assumed,unfortunately,

thatiswhat people arelike.

Misconceptions lead to inept people systems, whichproduce unfor-

tunate behaviors, which lead to a one-sided,negativistic view of

people atwork, which leads to new inept people system fads, which

produce unfortunate behaviors, which...

I do not mean to imply that employees’ behavior is an unending litur-

gy of such negativistic actions. But such behavioriscertainlysufficiently

frequent and widespread to appear to justify the conclusion thattheseare

the common innatecharacteristics ofpeoplethatare thesource of enough

serious problems to warrant any and all attempts to do something about

them.Itleadstotheproduction of an endless flow of books, articles, sem-

inars, workshops, conferences, and business school teachings directed

towards trying to change all these people psychologically so they will

behave differently. It has proven to be an impossible task, as well as an

unrealistic one.
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A VERY POSITIVE SIDE

The whole approach needs to be changed. Ourcurrent, one-sided picture

of human nature and what needs to be done to get people to work effec-

tively has concealed the existence of another quite differentside.Itisaside

in which, given proper recognition by CEOs, constructive concern and

action, mutualtrust and fulsome cooperationcanallpresent themselves and

flourish. People will have the ability to maintain and to be open about a

veryrealistic appraisal of their own level of capability and their own level

ofeffectiveness. The biggestsurpriseofallisthat alongside of their appar-

ent greed,they have precise internal standards of fairlevels of differential

compensation, whichifreceived,aretreated with the greatest satisfaction

and respect, and concern thatothers also should receivefairpay.

But our people systems are sufficientlyflawed as to makeitpractical-

ly impossible for this most constructive side of human nature to be

expressed.Inshort, my theme is thatthere is nothing wrong with the peo-

ple: our problem is with the people systems; or in other words, leave the

people to be themselves, and give them good systems in which to carry

out the worktheyare employedtodo. Thereisavery constructivesideof

human nature which lies concealed underneath our methods of running

employment hierarchies. These methods, based as theyare upon the seri-

ously one-sided misconceptions available to CEOs, block the expression

of the good,and thereby serve only to reinforce the cockeyed,negative-

sidedview. W eare thus caught in a webofself-fulfillingprophecies about

human nature,which then lead to misconceivedattempts toremove them,

which, like adding petroltoafire,merely makes things worse.

TOO MUCH FUSS?

Iwould anticipate and can well understand thereaction of many CEOs

who would ask whatallthefussisabout. Surely it is the CEOs who have

been in the lead in bringing about the most prosperous economic times

ever,in the United States and in many other parts of the world. This con-

tribution to great economic prosperity is most certainlytrue. But thereis

also a darker social side to the socio-economic picture.

The darker side includes: insecurity about one’s own employment,

even in a time of near-full employment; lack of assurance about career

development opportunities; increasingly inequitable income distribution;

continuing (although improving) biases against women and other social

groups; interpersonal stresses in working relationships; unfair placing of

blame for faults because of unclear managerial accountability; wide-
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spread shortcomings in managerial leadership; uniformly poor compen-

sation systems; uncertainty and guilt in performance appraisal; and dis-

turbing effects of mergers and acquisitions. The possible list of difficul-

tiesismuchlarger. All of them cause individual and collectivefeelings of

alienation.

The opportunitiesare substantial for improving our people systems,

productivity,and human satisfaction.

Given the CEO leadership processes thatIshalldescribe,the dark side

of humanity is pushed away and the light and good side becomes avail-

able,a side that can make everyone feel more wholesome. It can also

remove some of the threats to our economic strength, and what is more,

substantially increase thatstrength along with the enrichment of under-

standing and values thatgoes with having a mutual trust-inducing,free

enterprise democracy.

There is a great opportunity for CEOs and their senior staff to take

actions to improve the people systems. Such improvements will benefit

companies by substantial gains in effectiveness and at the same time will

benefit their people byreleasing the best side of their natures which they

have always yearned,deep down inside,to express. Such benefits will

inevitablystrengthen our free enterprise democratic society. The price to

be paid for these gains is for CEOs and senior executives to accept the

task of giving up half-a-dozen or more misconceived and misleading half

truths, and wrong-minded concepts, to which most of us have become

deeply attached,and to learn to understand and to substitute their oppo-

sites from the other side of the same coin. From this understanding will

follow naturally anew and verydifferentapproach to our human resourc-

ing,compensation, training,organizational development, and managerial

leadership practices.
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CHAPTER 3

Why People Work

Let us start with whatby any calculation must come firstfor our purpos-

es. CEOs have hundreds or thousands of people who workfor them. Their

assumptions about why all these people should have sought this work,

and why they seek verystrongly to hang on to it, are then going to have

a profound effect upon their judgments about what needs to be done to

ensure that they work well. So we may ask three important and related

questions: first, why do CEOs believe people work? Second,why do peo-

ple really work? Third,are the answers similar or divergent? To answer

the last question first, the answersdiverge,but not totally. Here is why.

A very widespread and crude assumption, shared by most CEOs, is

that people seek employment work not because they wantto, but because

they have to. It is the meaning of work assumed in an interesting list of

synonyms for workgivenin Webster’s Dictionary thatruns “ Work, labor,

travail, toil, drudgery,grind.”The view is not a simple one; it is qualified.

The general notion is that the nearer you get to the top of these hierar-

chies, the moresatisfaction people getfrom being employed.Notfullsat-

isfaction, perhaps, but opportunitiesforgenuine satisfaction and pleasure.

Itgoes up and down, oscillating between bouts or periods of satisfaction

and of mild to intense frustration and its concomitant irritation.

As you work further down the hierarchy,the higher management pic-

ture of people steadily changes. Frustration and dissatisfaction are

assumed to takeover,and to dominate the scene. Thusitisthat people at

the lowerlevels are seen as needing results-based financial incentives to

overcome their assumed lackluster and inherently dispirited attitude

toward their work, and to assist them to keep at it. Of course,people at
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the higher levels are also known to appreciate and to demand such pay-

ments. A different aspect of this same view is a widespread assumption

that employeesatlowerlevels need to haveoverseers, called supervisors.

Thus, forexample,when employeesarebrought in to work onnightshifts,

they are said to be likely to take substantial amounts of time engaged in

catnaps, orcardplaying,or other activites, unless thereare supervisorsto

watch over them.

Too many executive-level managers hold the view that people far-

ther down the organization work only because they have to. W hy

else,they opine,would anyone otherwise want to do such work?

This disparaging view held by some senior managersabout their peo-

ple’sattitudestowards their work does not servetoalleviate the supposed

cheerlessattitude ofworkersatthelowerlevels. Ithastheoppositeeffect.

It helps to induce such attitudes, because it paints all workers with the

same unhappy brush, and resentment is encouraged around the reaction,

“If that’s what they think about us, we might just as well prove them

right.”

The negative notions that so many senior executives haveabout people

in employment arise from their observing what their people look likeat

work under these disaffecting and demotivating conditions. The great

strength of the deprecatoryattitudes shows in many current management

practices. Thus, for example, the application of results-based bonus

incentive systems, atalllevels, arisesfrom the assumption thatyou can-

not really risk counting upon people’s honesty nor upon their needs to

have work to do, to ensure thatthey will apply themselves satisfactorily;

moreover,it implies that the basic wageorsalarythatispaidisfor some-

thing less than full commitment to carrying out one’s work, and that

becomes a real problem.

EVERYONE’S ABSOLUTE NEED FOR SOCIALLY VALUABLE
WORK

W hat then is the real picture? Over the years I have spent a goodly

amount of time working with people employed atalllevels, not just with

executives, but at midlevels down to and including the shop and office

floor.Ihave worked with managers andlaborers, with professionals ofall

kinds and clerical staffs, with union organized and nonunion organized

employees, with sales persons and machine operators, with miners and

shop assistants, with carpenters and painters, with engineers and techni-



cians, with teachers and nurses, and with whomever else you would like

to name.Ihave done so in America (North and South), in Europe,in the

Far East, and in Australia.

The workthatIhave done has included very intensive discussions over

long periods of time about people’s deeper feelings about work, pay,

careers, managers, and how they aretreated. In the course of this work,

over these manyyears, I can say with some confidence thatthetruefacts

about people’sattitudesandfeelings towards their workareverydifferent

from the common stereotypes. Everyone needs to work; not just any

work, and not onlyfor money,but work that is of value to others. Such

work may be in employment. It may be at home with children and fami-

lies; it may be in voluntary work; it may be in self-employment in one’s

own enterprise or profession. But socially valued work is critical for

everyone to have the opportunity to perform.

I do not state these findings lightly.People’sfeelings arevery power-

ful, and veryclearlyarticulated.Ihave been left in no doubt about them,

and about the resentment, bitterness, and exasperation thatexiststowards

thoseseniorexecutives whofail tounderstandthedeep-seated importance

of work to all their employees. And it is not thatany work will do. People

want work in which they can have the opportunity to exercise their full

potential capability,to spread their wings widely,toreceive a fair com-

pensationforthatwork, and toberecognized and understood as not need-

ing artificialcarrot-and-sticktreatment in order to get on with that work.

Ihave come to the quite inescapable conclusion that to workforaliv-

ing is one of the few really important activities in which people may

engage. By work I mean an organism’s use of judgment in making the

decisions necessarytoreach a goal.Isay organism rather than a person,

because goal-directed work is a basic feature,perhaps the basic feature,

ofalllife. All humans need to do work that not only benefits oneself,but

isat the same time of value to others.1 The opportunity to do such work

is an importantfactor in self-actualization.

Such work mustsurelyreach down into the deepestrecesses ofourgenet-

ic inheritance. Human survival depends upon its members being born with

a powerful and driving willingness and abilitytoworktogether,and to need

the opportunitytodoso, tocreateallthatisnecessaryforindividualstolive.

Everyone needs continual challenging work thatadds value to oth-

ers.

W ithout the opportunity to collaborateregularly and continually,indi-

vidual members of a society deteriorate and disintegrate,and fall to
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pieces, as shown by the disastrous effects of chronic unemployment. The

need to do socially value-added work is embedded deep inside. W ithout

such work is to be without daily bread,not only the bread for physiolog-

ical existence,but the daily bread necessary to sustain a sound personal

psychologicalexistence.

It may also be noted that not only do millions gain work opportunities

by becoming engaged in employment, but need something in the order of

a minimum of 40 hours per week of such engagement.2 That is what

explains thefactthat the employment work week which came down to 40

hours during the first half of the twentieth century,has gone no lower.

Any smaller number of hoursofchallenging work is not sufficientlyful-

filling. Indeed,people who work ontheirown routinely spend many more

than 40 hours per week, and not only in order to earn more money.

Too little value-adding work and we deteriorate as human beings.

Reinforcing this phenomenon is the fact thatwegain and maintain much

of our identity and self-esteem from the value-added work that we do,

because of the feedbackthatwegetfrom those who stand to benefitfrom

our work. Good feedback is extraordinarily invigorating. It makes you

feelvalued. Lessthangood feedback canbedistressing. Hence the deeply

psychological importance of our so-called performance appraisal sys-

tems, and the reason why we must get them right.

W e workthroughout our whole lives until we sink into whatisappro-

priately called old age,the age whose defining characteristic is that we

can no longer work, butretire,become sedentary,get taken care of,and

constrict ourusefulnessat most to immediatefamily andtopreoccupation

with our own enjoyment, waitingfor the end to arrive.

In days gone by,when societies were smaller and life was more sim-

ple,work wasarranged byindividuals themselves, or withinfamilies con-

tainedwithintribes, or in times of war,within extended family-basedtrib-

alarmies. Some 5,000 yearsago, or more,allthatchanged.Largercities

grew up within countries and provinces that occupied large areas of the

countryside,and a new form of organization sprang up everywhere. This

form of organization was the bureaucracy,the multilayered managerial

organization inwhich people were no longerbrought togetherinfamilies,

but rather by individual employment within governmental services,

including armies. Such organizations were well established in China,

where during the sixth century BC Confucius himself had a distinguished

career as a civilservant in the government of the province of Lu.

Since these distant times, the bureaucracy has slowly spread about the

world. All has changed,however,in the past century. During this period,

in all economically developed nations, the managerial employment hier-
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archy(orbureaucracy) has become the overwhelmingly dominant organi-

zation in which people who workforaliving,go to work.

The managerial hierarchy (bureaucracy) is potentially one of the

most creative and satisfying of all human institutions. It is an essen-

tial element for capitalist democracy.

Moreover,the managerialhierarchy,orbureaucracy,is a basic compo-

nent, indeed an essential component, of the development and continued

existence of healthy free enterprise capitalist democracy. It is not an

optional arrangement. It is the fundamental method whereby capitalist

democratic nations arrange for their people to get the necessary work

done. In this sense,it is as fundamental as the extended family was for

getting work doneintribalsocieties.Itwastheorganizational mechanism

that was the stepping stone from tribal organization to the open commu-

nity which we so takefor granted and enjoy,in the economically devel-

oped nations of the world. The vastness ofthischangecanreadily be seen

by comparing the employment societies with the areas in Africa where

extended family-based tribal organization still holds sway.

TEAM-WORKING AND THE GREAT ORGANIZATIONAL
PARADOX

Despite the deep importance of their work to people,and despite the

satisfaction that people get from having conditions that allow them to

work together cooperatively and effectively,difficulties in ensuring such

collaboration has been a perennial problem in managerial systems.

Selfish self-interest and rivalry among employees seems regularly to

move in and hold sway.Itisaproblem that CEOs have been welladvised

to be concerned about.

Inattempting to overcome this problem, and toachievestrong cohesive

efforts, we have had countless attempts over the past 50 and more years

tointroduce collaborativegroups into our managerialorganizations. Such

attempts haveincluded the group dynamics trainingfor managersprovid-

ed by NTL (the National Training Laboratory); the introduction of vari-

ous schemes of so-called industrial democracyfor setting organizational

policies, mission, and goals; the use of group decision-making in meet-

ings of managers with their immediate subordinates; the morerecently

widespread application of so-called self-managed teams, against the

background of the development called socio-tech systems; and the wide-

spread provision of various kinds of group and department bonuses, and
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profitsharing,all intended to stimulate those involved to worktogether.

Although some notable gains have been realized in the short term,

none of these approaches has been significantly sustainable into the mid-

and long-term periods of several years and more. I have had personal

experience of working with organizations who were engagedintrying out

the implementationofallsuch systems. And myexperience has been that

theyareallinevitably doomed to failure.

The reason for this likelihood of failure is that these group arrange-

ments are in head-on conflict with the contract under which all employ-

ees work, and have always worked,which whatever its provisions, is a

contract between the employing organization and the employed individ-

ual, not an employed group. Thus, the manager faced with practicing

group decision-making with immediate subordinatesisingreatdifficulty

because he or she gets held personally accountablefor those decisions.

The most effective members of a group on group bonus resent being

pulled down in earnings by their weaker brethren. The members of a so-

called self-managed team become confused over who should take the

lead,including the supervisor who is supposed to “work with the team”

who all too often is called to account for anything that might go wrong.

It might therefore seem to be reasonable to assume that the problem

liesintheemployment contract under which each person is employed and

paid at his or her own level, gets personal performance appraisal, and is

personallyrecognized or not for promotion. Might it not be this kind of

individualistic contract that underpins and encourages self-directed self-

interest and concern, and undermines and weakens cohesion and effective

collaboration? Nothing could be farther from the truth; and thatisfortu-

nate,because there is no way in which people can be taken on as full

employees and managed as groups. Even in so-called ganging,used in

building the railways and in mining in the 1800s and early 1900s, the

gangs were in fact self-employed groups working under casual day-by-

day contract.

The paradox to be faced is that the way to gain social cohesion and

fullyeffective collaboration within managerialorganizations is to clarify

and strengthen individual accountability, authority, recognition, and

reward,whileat thesametimearticulating inmuch moreexplicit andspe-

cific terms those aspects of accountability and authority thatgovern the

required working relationships that obtain both vertically between man-

agers and subordinates, and horizontally between individuals whoseroles

demand effective collaboration with each other.

The greatorganizational paradox is thateffective group collabora-
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tion stems from clear recognition of individuals and individual

accountability combined with clear specification of required work-

ingrolerelationships.

W hen these vertical and horizontal working relationships arerealisti-

cally worked out and clearly specified then some of the major needs of

people for work, and atwork, can be richlysatisfied: thestrengthening of

personal identity and self-esteem thatgoes not only with the exercise of

authority,but equally with the discharge of accountability; the valued

recognition and feedbackfrom others; the opportunity to work construc-

tively with others; the sense of integration and wholeness thatgoes with

contributing to any economy on which the survival of humanity depends,

and of gaining in return, one’s economic status in that society. True and

strong individuality rests and rides upon true and honest social relation-

ships.

These may sound likefancy words, but theyarenot. Theyexpress the

great human contribution that CEOs have in their power to contribute to

society,insatisfying the verygreatreasons why the people who workfor

them areat work.

CONCLUSION

In our free enterprise democracies, nearly everyone’s opportunity to

work and to earnaliving depends upon how managerialorganizationsare

managed and led. Any shortcomings cause a serious waste of human

resources and other assets for which CEOs are accountable. Such short-

comings are alsothesource of widespread anxiety. The anxietiesgetread-

ily expressed as antagonism against the system that produces them,

despitethefactthat thissystemisalsotheonethatatitsbesthasproduced

untold riches in standardsofliving.

Unfortunately,all too many people have lost faith in the hierarchical

managerial systems because theyfeel thattheyareinevitablybureaucrat-

ic in the worst sense,and are basically inimical to sound human values.

They are open to being enchanted by the current blandishments of those

who claim that with the arrival of the information age the bureaucratic

managerial hierarchies will no longer be needed,and like old soldiers,

will simply fade away. They are supposedly to be replaced by various

kinds of self-managed teams, virtual as wellasreal, working with the aid

of sophisticated computers.

Such outlooks failtorecognize the fundamental reasons why the man-

agerial hierarchy has existed for 5,000 years, and is going to be around
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for a good while longer. Thereal problem is to learn to understand them

better and so to be able to lead them better.

It is because the human need for work is so important that these hier-

archies are so important, and by the same token, so are their CEOs. The

world will have taken a grand stepforward,and so will these bureaucra-

cies, when CEOs come to realize how people reallyfeelabout their work,

and choose to arrange to put into place people systems that harness this

untapped human resource.

NOTES

1. Jaques, E. (2002) The Life and Behavior of Living Organisms.

2. Ibid.



CHAPTER 4

Manager-Subordinate 
Accountability

CEOs must know that the nature of accountability and authority in their

hierarchical managerial organization is undoubtedly one of the most

important questions, and at the same time one of the most vexed and per-

plexing questions, about them. The importance is unquestionable because

accountability and authority are at the very heart of all relationships

between people. Managerial hierarchies gain their success or failure

through the success or failure of the working relationships between and

among their people.

The reason that accountability and authority are so basic to all rela-

tionships between people is that they establish where people stand with

each other. They determine who is able to say what kinds of things to

whom, and who under givencircumstances mustsay whattowhom. Even

more,they establish who can get who to do what, especially,as in the

managerial hierarchy,if one person is being held accountable for what

another person does or for the results of what the other person does.

These issues inform the nature of appropriate behavior in all contacts

between people. The knowledge of what to do and how to behave in most

situations is deeply embedded and brought out through experience that

begins with admonitions and training in early childhood: how to behave

with parents, with siblings, with teachers, in the playground; and then up

into ordinaryeveryday behaviors which vary in the wide range of differ-

ent kinds of adult contact.

There are,however,key behaviors that are required in modern eco-

nomically developed nations thatare anything but a matterofexperience

and second nature. The wise CEO will most certainly not take them for



granted. These are the behaviorsthatareappropriate and necessaryinthe

verticalrelationships between managers andtheirsubordinates, and inthe

horizontal cross-functional relationships between people. The vertical

relationships are thoseby means of which the workthat needstoget done,

is assigned,resourced,and evaluated; and the cross-functional relation-

ships are those by means of whichtheflow of workacross functions gets

processed and improvedthrough time. These behaviorshavetobelearned

from the time when people gettheirfirst jobs, or indeed every time they

change jobs. They arefarfrom self-evident from any other experience a

person might have,despite any naïve assumptions thatone’snew manag-

er is to be dealt with like a parent, or a dictator,or an Army sergeant, or

a friend,or a remote overseer. It is crucial that CEOs above all should

model effective managerial behaviors with senior executive subordinates,

and require them to do the same with their subordinates.

In view of the supreme importance of these vertical and horizontal

relationships in the managerialhierarchy,it might have been thought that

the content and context of accountability and authority would have been

wellformulated and well understood by CEOs and senior executives, and

the subject of clear and consistent teaching in our business schools. In

fact, just the opposite is the case. If we ask the very simplest and most

obvious questions, the possible answersgiven byexecutivesarelikelyto

be anything but simple and obvious: questions like, “ What are the

accountabilities of your managers, or of individual contributors?”; or

“ What authority does a manager have in relation to subordinates”; or

“ What authorities do employees who work together have in relation to

each other?” often yield ambiguous replies.

Unclarity and incorrect assumptions about managerial accountabil-

ity and authorityarethestarting point fordysfunctional people sys-

tems.

It need occasion no surprise thatthereare many unjustifiable assump-

tions thatfloataround and getabsorbed by CEOs, about what might be,

or perhaps what ought to be,the true and proper answers to such ques-

tions. Many of these assumptions engender acrimonious arguments that

may end up in the CEO’soffice (or even worse these days, in a company

ombudsman’soffice), onlytoreaffirm thatthere is no reason that a CEO

should be able to state an answer. Nor is it even reasonable to expect a

CEO to set a policyfor the organization, a policy which every employ-

ment organization needs, butfrom the absence of which they all suffer.

Perhaps what I have just written is not completely the case.Itistrue
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that many or most companies will have a set of disciplinaryrules, trans-

gressions against which will earn specified punishments for any trans-

gressor who happens to get caught, withresulting dismissal in the case of

flagrant transgressions against major rules and regulations.1 But there

nevertheless remains a widespread unclarity about accountability in the

everyday working relationships by means of which the organizationisto

get its work done,assuming that people are not going about all the time

just on the verge of breaking the rules.

ACCOUNTABILITY FOR DECISIONS

M y first experience with this issue of managerial accountability and

authority was with the CEO and his immediate subordinates of a mid-

sized engineering company.2 They were committed to finding ways of

running a technically leading,competitively successful, and sociallygood

company,and were actively engaged in pursuing means of doing so. As

part of this endeavor,they had decided to introduce group decision-mak-

ing as their own mode of working together,and each of the subordinates

did the same with his/her own subordinates.

Theirs was not an unusual step. This mode of decision-making regular-

lykeepsrecurring in management in many companies, and just as regular-

ly disappears;asfor example,in the recent fad for “self-managed teams,”

that has just died out. They wereexperiencing a problem; namely,person-

alityclashes and differences in values among the members of the meeting

intrying to arriveatsufficient consensus to getagroup decision. A central

difficulty that was expressed (they had good personal relationships that

allowedfor healthyexchangeofsuchviews) wasthatofthe “authoritarian”

personality of the CEO. This complaint arose because of the CEO’s peri-

odic outbreaks of impatience when he might feelthatitwas taking a longer

time to get to agreement than he felt they could afford to take,and also

because it seemed to be the case thatany decision was possible so long as

the CEO went along with it, but not possible if he did not do so.

In the event that they were having problems handling authority rela-

tionships, and knowing that I had been engaged in group therapy devel-

opments for helping groups learnabout the “group dynamics” of author-

ity (work thatIgave up shortly thereafter), they asked if I would help to

create such a group to see if it would help to sort out their problems. W e

did so, and met weeklyfor an hour-and-a-half. W ithinfive weeks we had

sorted out the problem. But as might be realized,it was not an issue of

group dynamics, or authoritarian, or any other kind of personality prob-

lems. Here is whathappened.
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In the special evening meetings, the spontaneous discussions began to

center upon an issue emphasized by the CEO,that while he might or

might not have autocratic tendencies, the real problem that led to his

impatience was thatitwas he,and none of them, who was held account-

able by the Boardfor sound and timely decisions, and that put him in a

special position in their meetings. It seemed an important issue to con-

sider. I helped them to do so. And the obvious fact became clear; namely,

that in meetings of a manager with immediate subordinates, it was the

manager who must be held accountable for whatever decisions were

taken, and that the very idea of group decision-making in any manageri-

al system was simply wrong-headed.

They took heed of this point, discussed it, decided to abandon all their

group decision-making efforts, and developed sound management meet-

ings in which the CEO as manager was accountablefor making all deci-

sions, but assisted by two-way discussions with his immediate subordi-

nates. And they changed the name of the meeting from the Divisional

Managers Meeting (the title of the subordinates’ roles, equivalent to

EVP), to the CEO’s Meeting.

Theresults of this decision werestriking. At their invitation, I contin-

uedregularlytoattend their weekly management meetings overanumber

of years. The behaviors changed dramatically,and immediately. The

impatientandpressurizing behavior of the CEO ceased. It became author-

itative,helpful, and two-way discussion encouraging. He had to make up

his mind,and he actively sought his subordinates’help inarriving atwhat

to decide. The subordinatesinturnfocused their attention and comments

more upon the CEO than upon trying to convince each other in order to

arriveatdifficult consensus. Indeed,one factthatthey became quite clear

about was that consensus decision-making always involved compromise

and some politicking against the sharper decisions that could be taken by

the CEO with a higher level perspective.

SOME CONCLUSIONS ABOUT MANAGERIAL
ACCOUNTABILITY AND BEHAVIOR

Irecount this experience of an actual CEO with actual subordinates

becauseitillustrateswhatIbelieve tobeanumber of issues of importance

to all CEOs.

One issue is thatitisabsolutely imperativethat CEOs be clearnotonly

about their own decision-making accountability,but they must makeit

equallyclearfor each and every manager below them in the organization.

All of these managers must also meet regularlyintwo-way discussions of
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major issues with their immediate subordinates, inorder to get their help

in making decisions for which the manager alone must be accountable.If

such a clear and regular process exists atevery level of any managerial

system in the world,Ihaveyet to encounter it.

A much more common experience is the widespread existence of

uncertainty and unclarity about these questions of managerial account-

ability for decision-making. Thus, we have the regular recurrence men-

tioned above of self-managed teams. If you have a self-managed team,

what, ifany,is its connection with the accountable managerial system? If

decisions taken by the team are deemed to be unsatisfactoryfrom the per-

spective of someone higher up in the system, who is held accountable?

A similar example isthesettingupof “project teams” by takinganum-

berof “creative” people and giving them resources and the opportunityto

“work together” to get solutions to a problem. The worst-named of such

teams were the so-called “skunk works,” which seem to have disap-

peared.

Thereare two very serious lessons to be learned from the above CEO

experience. The first is that managerial systems have genuine properties

that must be taken into account if effective managerial leadership is to be

achieved. One of these propertiesisthat the employment contractisindi-

vidual. People are employed as themselves, to do their own work, to pur-

sue their own careers, tohavetheireffectiveness individuallyrecognized,

and to be paid individually for the level at which they are able and

employed to work.

People are not employed as groups, and cannot be assigned account-

ability towork as an accountablegroup. The onlytrue group, making true

group decisions (or should be doing so), for whichtheyare held account-

ableasagroup, is theBoard ofDirectors. Putting employeestogether into

group teams to work on a group problem, without an accountable man-

ager,is to lead with your chin into trouble. And it does not help to refer

totheso-calledgangs with a ganger leader,in thedays of coal mining and

railway building,for these were not groups of employees. They were

external small companies (partnerships, ifyou will), who took on daily

contracts, and were not individual employees assigned to work together.

The gangernegotiated thecontract, took the negotiated day’scontract pay

at theendoftheday,and then decided how todivide thespoils. They next

worked when the ganger could negotiate another day’s contract.

The second lesson is that the behaviors of people in managerial sys-

tems is determined not by the psychology or the psychopathology ofeach

individual, butby the people systems set by the CEO (and the Board).If

the behaviorsare not satisfactory,it is no use trying to change behavior
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bychanging the values or the psychological makeup of people. The thing

to do is to find out whatiswrong with the managerialprocesses, change

that, and ensurethatthenew behaviorsrequired by the new processes are

carried out.

Systems drive behavior.

People arevery adaptive. Democracy,forexample,withitschangesin

legislative behavioralrequirements, depends upon it. I shall be describing

managerial peopleprocesses which my theory and concept-based practice

and experience suggest will produce the kinds of behavior that have the

constructively doubleeffect of enhancing working efficiency and of giv-

ing a maximum sense of satisfaction to the people concerned. Thereare,

of course,some few people who are unable to adapt to reasonable and

clearlyarticulated procedures. But suchproblems are much morereadily

dealt with as a matter of contractual obligation. You can hold your man-

agers accountablefor dealing with them when you haveclear managerial

processes, based upon clear and requisite accountabilities and authorities

foreveryone.

W e have established the fairly simple and obvious, but nonetheless

very important, point that it is a property of managerial systems that, in

discussion between a manager and subordinates, itisalways the manag-

er who is accountablefor decisions. Even when a subordinate has more

knowledge than his or her manager on a given matter and tells the man-

ager what he or she thinks should be done,if the manager accepts thesub-

ordinate’sview then it is the manager’s decision. No group decisions can

be tolerated.

WHO SHOULD BE ACCOUNTABLE FOR RESULTS?

W e can build upon this relatively simple observation about individual

accountability for decisions to tackle a much more difficult issue of

accountability,an issue whose almost universal mishandling hits right at

the heart of successful business as well as at the heart of the morale of

employees. It is the issue of who should be held accountable for the

resultsofeach employee’s work andtheresults of his/her working behav-

ior.

One of the most serious misconceptions has to do with this question of

accountability. It is a misconception that I shared,simply taking it for

grantedaseveryone elsedid. My experience has been thatitisalmostuni-

versally taken for granted by everyone,in every employment organiza-
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tion, inevery country with which I am familiar,that the person who has

been given an assignment to carry out should be held accountableforhis

or her results: the salesperson held accountablefor his/her sales; the pro-

duction worker held accountable for his/her outputs; the engineer held

accountable for the quality of his/her designs; the department manager

held accountablefor the outputs of his/her department; the CEO of a sub-

sidiarybusiness unit held accountablefortheprofitabilityofthatbusiness

unit.

It seems to be a matter of plain ordinary common sense to practically

everyone from CEOs atthecorporate heights to the shop and officefloor,

managers and subordinatesalike,that employees should be held account-

ablefor the results of their own work. To suggest any other possibility is

utterly counter-intuitive. And yet, I am going to suggest that this idea is

notonly wrong,but simply,factually,demonstrably,and seriously wrong.

There are two absolutely basic principles: first, all employees,

including managers, must be held accountable for the continuous

exercise of full commitment of capability; second,managers must

be held accountablefor the results of the work and working behav-

ior of immediate subordinates.

I can well understand the sense of impatience or exasperation with

which a CEO might well greet what I have just written. The common

sense notion of accountabilityforresults is not only wrong,butitstifles

and eatsawayattheroots ofpositively-intentioned strivingstorun agood

company. Moreover,analternativeformulation, whichifapplied,can nur-

ture and give wings to constructive leadership and competitive success,

will be offered.

Herearethetruefacts.

WHAT IS THE EMPLOYMENT CONTRACT?

Individual employees can rightly be held accountable,and perforce

need to be held accountable,forfully committing their capability to car-

rying out the tasks assigned. That is what the employment contract is

about: the employee exchanges commitment of capabilityfor compensa-

tion. It is in this regard that each employee is a resource allocated to a

manager; managers too are employees who are resources allocated to

their own managers.

To beclearabout thisissue,consider the following questions: “ Whatis

an employee’s wage or salary paid for? Is it paid for doing his/her best?
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Or is it paid for doing something less than his/her best?” Irealize thatit

might all too regretfully be felt that what is paid,goes for people doing

less than their best. But I am also surethatany CEO would wanttoavoid

statingthat itisthecompany’spolicythatitspeople’spayisfor doingless

than their best, and to the extent thattheychoose to movecloser to their

best, they mayexpect to receive some kind of incentive pay or bonus.

Let me now bring these questions down to the levelofeveryday prac-

ticality.Itisextremely importantthat itshouldbemadeitabsolutelyclear

that a companyexpects its employeestousetheirfullknowledge and best

endeavors in seeking to carry out their assignments. It simply will not do

forany manager’s subordinate,when asked,“Isthatthebestyou could do

on that assignment?” toreply,“Oh no, I wasn’treally doing my best on

this occasion.”

All employees must be able to be held accountable contractually to

giveoftheirbest. They maynotalways succeed in achieving agiven goal.

But they must be able to show that they tried their best to do so. How

managers can know whether or not subordinatesare doingtheirbestisnot

a matter of judgment. Managers must be able to assume that their subor-

dinates arealways doing their best, as a matter of the employment con-

tract. Moreover,it is not difficult for employees continually to do their

best.Itisamatterofgreatsatisfaction to be able to do so. My experience

over manyyearsisthat employees, unless theyareturned offby the peo-

ple systems, do commit their capability because they want to, because

they need to, and because theygain deeplifesatisfactionfrom any oppor-

tunity to go all out and do their utmost best. CEOs will know about this

kind of attitude in themselves. You have only to learn to see this same

characteristic in people atalllevels, and to ensurethecreation of systems

thatallow people to get this same satisfaction out of their working lives.

But there is a radical consequence for the achievement of results by

accepting the notion that it is a matter of contractual accountability for

each and every employee to be continually engaged in doing their best. If

employees commit their capabilitytodotheirbest, then itisasimplemat-

teroffactthatthere is nothing morethatthey candotoaffecttheirresults.

Managers can understand these issues best in terms of themselves as the

immediate manager who assigns tasks to subordinates, sets the comple-

tion times, quality standards, and resources; only the manager can vary

these factors to adjust to circumstances.

Herein lies the major point: the circumstances which subordinates

encounter in carrying out their assignments are always unpredictable.

Assignment targetsare the best judgments of managers of what might be

possible under what the prevailing conditions might turn out to be. The
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eventuating result will be affected by myriad unpredictable conditions

obtaining at the time. That is why we employ human beings and not

robots: they are needed to use their judgment, and to make decisions, in

endeavoring to overcome the vicissitudes, the endless restless arrival of

unforeseeable and unexpected conditions, that present themselves and

callfor action of some sort, ateverylevel. However,the achievement of

a sought-for result as planned can never be guaranteed. All that can be

expected is that accountable managers will lead their immediate subordi-

nates to commit their best effort, and then deal with all the variables that

can upset and disrupt things.

The achievement of planned results can never be guaranteed,

because the prevailing circumstances can never be predicted.

The conditions that can frustrate subordinates’ best-laid plans may

rangefrom the appearance of unplanned forflaws intheraw materialand

component supplies that can derail production workers; to the dramatic

and seemingly unreal offers from competitors to customers that may

plague the life of sales staff; to the sudden drop of business in the mar-

ketplace of a subsidiarybusiness unit because of a technicalbreakthrough

by another company thatchanges the nature of the business. However

large orsmall, suchchanges in conditions are outsidetherange of author-

ity of the individual employee to deal with, whether machine operatoror

salesperson or Business Unit President. Reference to the manager is

required.

All that subordinatesdoisgive full commitment, and not to do so is to

break their contract. If subordinatesare doing their best, there is nothing

more that they can do to affect their results. The managers, however,

including CEOs, can do many things for their subordinates: modify the

assignment; modify the method; make adjustments to cope with unantic-

ipatedchangesinexternal conditions; addresources;give more time;help

the subordinateby coaching and showing a better way;reassign some of

the work to someone else; or get an easement of their own programs and

assignments.

In short, subordinates can be held contractually accountablefor com-

mitting their best effort. CEOs must ensure that their managersare held

accountablefor the ultimateresults of the application of this effort under

the conditions thatactually prevailed.

Subordinates are but one of the resources allocated to managers to

assist them to achieve assigned results. Subordinates must not be given

bonus payforgiving full commitment. To do so is to statethat a subordi-



nate’s wageorsalaryisfor less than full commitment. Managers may not

understand that, but I can assureyou that their subordinates do. All such

types of so-called incentive payments undermine managers by handing

some of their authorityover to an impersonal and dysfunctional payment

mechanism, thus reducing their accountability and with it their sense of

involvement in whatisgoing on. It interrupts and weakens the relation-

ship between manager and subordinate,and in general, wreaks havoc.

As long as subordinatesare doing their best, itisonly the manager

who has the authority to make the changes necessary to adjust for

unanticipated difficulties or opportunities.

To summarize,then, it is the managers and not their subordinates who

must be held accountablefortheresults of the work and the resultsofthe

working behavior of their subordinates because managerssetalltheoper-

ating conditions; the manager,and only the manager,can adjust and adapt

these conditions to cope with the inevitablefluctuations in conditions that

are beyond the employee’s authority; and finally,and most significantly,

it is the manager who must be accountable for maintaining a team of

immediate subordinates who arecapable of doing the necessary work and

who can be held accountablefor committing fully todoingso. W hat man-

agers need is to have the necessary authority to ensure thatthey can dis-

charge such accountability. Thatisapivotal theme to which weshallturn

in the nextchapter.

If then, itisproven and manifest that thereexists a misconception of

greatproportion that is widespread among CEOs, and indeed among all

managers and employees alike,that individual employees rather than

their immediate managers must be held accountablefortheresultsoftheir

work, whatifanyare the consequences? Does it really mattervery much?

I am able to answer these questions with commonplace information that

should be all too familiar to CEOs and managers. In ways that have not

been immediatelyapparent, it mattersgreatly.

If the standards and expectations of CEOs are sufficiently low,they

will not notice the consequences. It is like the chronic diseases in eco-

nomically undeveloped countries, such as beri beri, that may persistfor

long periods undetected in their victims. They drag these people down,

though not necessarily disastrouslyso. They makelife moredifficult and

far less pleasant, with occasional acute outbursts thatareexperienced as

illness. That is the impact of holding employees accountablefortheirown

results. They know intuitively that something is wrong when they get

blamed for substandardresults. Theyfeel somehow that they have done
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their level best (which is nearlyalwaystrue), and that poor management

or an absence of good management wasatfault.

W hen subordinates are doing their best and encounter unpredicted

problems or opportunities, they must contact their immediate man-

ager to discuss what needs to be done.

On the other hand,employees are wellawarethatwhen things go out-

standingly well, it is not because they performed miracles(they werejust

doing their ordinarybest, as they do every day), but the gods had smiled,

and favorable circumstances, including perhaps a bit of good manage-

ment, had combined to make thingsgo so well. To begivencreditfor such

windfalls feels good,and is certainly welcome,but it does not increase

one’s confidence in the wisdom and competence of one’s managers.

Itis, however,thefactthatthingsgo wrong,as things periodically,reg-

ularly,and inevitably,are wont to do, that causes the chronic,sub-acute

unrecognized problems. Bad results call forth an underlying blaming,

punitive quality in the attitude of managers towards their subordinates.

They cannot help it and do not recognizethattheyaredoingit. And occa-

sionally,as in the chronic sub-acute diseases, there will be a flare-up of

bad results, with harsh blaming and even unfair dismissals, that can gen-

erate much unpleasantness. 

W hen things settle down again, ordinary (somewhatsatisfactory) life

willthenresume once more. Toagreater orlesserdegree,employeeshave

been marginally alienated,put off,and rendered unsatisfied. This alien-

ation is not necessarily all-encompassing.Itismorelikely to be buriedin

the widespread assumption thatatitsvery best, working as an employee

for someone else,although inevitable in today’s economic world,is not

necessarily the best way to live. It has retained too much of the

master–servantflavor to be an unqualified source of enthusiasm and high

morale. Indeed,ingeneralterms, hierarchy does not have an unreserved-

ly good name. That is why so many gurus are engaged in trying to find

ways of getting rid of it, under the current faddish rubric of eliminating

managers and managerial organization altogether. Their efforts are

doomed to be disappointed,because theyare notgettingatthetrue source

of the problem.

For subordinates to be held accountablefor their results is alienat-

ing and a force in the direction of corruption.

Thischronic debilitywithitsmarginal alienationandlossofgood feel-
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ing and morale can be seen in greatly enlargedform, asthrough a magni-

fying glass, in police departments. The young recruits come in, all gung-

ho, ready to grab the bad guys, and to save the local community,or soci-

ety itself, from the forces of evil. But after a few years of being

investigated,blamed,and punished by suspension for any and all com-

plaints against them by citizens, they become disaffected. Most, if not

absolutely all of them, were doing their very best to do what they were

trained to do, and there was not a true first-line manager anywhere in

sight with any accountability or authorityfor ensuring thatthey had been

taught well, for assessing whether or not they were doing well, for coach-

ing them when there were opportunitiesfor improvement, and for seeing

to it that they were doing what was necessary to work within properly

defined limits.

A BRIGHTER SIDE TO THE COIN

I havefocused thus far upon what can and does go wrong when mis-

conceptions exist in our CEOs about who should be held accountablefor

what in our managerialhierarchies. I havelikened whathappens to what

goes on with incipient diseases in undeveloped nations. I will go further

and submit that our economically advanced nations whose economic suc-

cess depends upon these omnipresent hierarchical institutions which

dominate them areat the same time socially damaged by the anachronis-

tically backward leadership systems used for managing these institutions.

Managers could do much better.Inorder to do so, a major step will be

to take on a new, fresh, and ultimately constructive conception of

accountability. CEOs will be positively impressed by the immediate

impact, with a change in behavior up and down their organizations to the

easy collaboration and involvement thatthey havealways wished for.

THE CARING ORGANIZATION AND HOW IT GETS RESULTS

The change is a simple one.Itisnotinherentlydifficult to implement,

and it need not take much time.Itisachangefrom an implicit policy of

employees’accountabilityfortheirown results, toanexplicitlyformulat-

ed policy in which each and every employee will continue to be held

accountable for bringing the full commitment of their capability to the

work, but that their immediate managers will henceforward be held

accountablefor the results of that work and working behavior.

All employees, including managers, must be held accountablefor
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continually doing their best to achieve their assigned tasks.

Managers must, in addition, be held accountablefor the results of

the work and working behavior of their immediate subordinates.

The effect upon managers will be electrifying if it is made quite clear

that each and every one of them will be held accountablefor the results

of their own subordinates’ work. Here is what can reasonably be expect-

ed to happen if the new policy is implemented down through the organi-

zation.

Every employeewillfeelthat the company has taken on a new lease of

life. Managers who have always looked at their subordinates through

blame-colored lenses now look at them through caring lenses tinted by

accountability. Each employee will know that his/her manager cares in a

totally new wayabout what he/she is doing,because managers being held

accountablefortheresults of their subordinates’ work automatically take

on the ownershipofthatwork. Ownershipisapowerful stimulantforcar-

ing. Constructive coaching will automaticallyfollow,not because a man-

ager has been exhortedortrainedtodoit, but becauseitissuddenlyinthe

manager’svery best personal interest, as an accountable manager,to do

it.

For employees to have a manager who is held accountablefor their

resultsistofeel partofarealistic and caring organization.

The outcome is that employees will no longerfeel marginally alienat-

ed. Instead,they will develop a strong sense of inclusion, membership,

and identification with whatisgoing on, through identification with their

managers, who now have an understanding and appreciation of their

accountabilityfortheresults to be obtained with the resources, including

the subordinatestaff,they have been assigned. Theresults willcomefrom

the work of managers, supported by their subordinates.Itstimulates high

trust and morale.

It may alsobeapparentthatany suchchange willhaveasalutaryaffect

upon the family life of those who work in employment for a living.

Spouses and children will feel better. The CEOs who act in this manner

willhave made a constructive socialcontribution tothenation, or nations,

in which their people areat work.

This description implies that people’s behavior can be changed,and

rapidly changed,by changing the systems within which they function.

The implicationisabsolutely correct and it is my consistent experience.I

will pull together at the end the evidence and the far-reaching implica-
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tions of the overriding impact of social systems upon behavior.

W e have seen an extraordinary impact of setting up this counter-intu-

itivebutreality-based system of accountability ateverylevel in the hier-

archy. It contributes a very positive tone everywhere. It is exceedingly

inclusive,and helps to make people feel and become a part of a healthy

organization. And while doing so, itadds greatly to the generaleffective-

ness of the way work is done,by highlighting whatevery manager can

and should do to optimizeresults, instead of spending their time oversee-

ing,investigating,and blaming subordinatesfor whatthey have not, and

infact, could not have,achieved.

Thisformulation of managerial accountabilityforresults produced by

subordinates has quite some significance for the role of CEO.Itapplies

in the same way as for all other managerial roles. Quite simply,CEOs

should be held accountable not onlyfor the aggregateresults of the work

of all of their immediate subordinates, butalsoforapplying full commit-

ment of capability in doing their work of using judgment and making

decisions, within the limits set by the Board,thataffect the company’s

results in a very big way. It is then for Boards to judge how effectively

CEOs have discharged their duties during the period under review.

AN EXAMPLE OF ACCOUNTABILITY AND OWNERSHIP

Getting clear-cut accountability for results firmly into the hands of

managers is the keystepfor CEOs in getting their managers to take on a

strong sense of ownershipfor whatisgoing on in their subordinateorga-

nization. This issue shows up most strongly where you have 168-hour

working weeks, with the work divided into three shifts each day,or per-

haps into less tidy shifts of different length whichstart and stop atdiffer-

ent times. I shall briefly discuss this situation, not for its own sake,but

because it illustrates the close and important relationship between

accountabilityforresults and ownership of the situation and its problems

in which the results are obtained.

The common wisdom is that the best, and only way,to manage three

shiftsistohave managers on eachshift, with their teams of subordinates.

Let me take the most simple example,that of one area of an office,or of

a workshop, or of a mine,requiringshiftsof20to50peopletodothenec-

essary work. Have a manager (usually called a supervisor,at this level)

with 20 to 50 subordinates, clerks, or machine operators, or miners, for

eachshift. Thatnumber is said to give a comfortable span of control, the

supervisor is there on hand to supervise the work, and everyone is sup-

posed to get on with it.



In fact, however,there are problems, and the same problems are

encountered everywhere. No one is accountable for the total situation.

The resources, equipment, physical situation, and methods are shared

among several supervisors. Each supervisor takes over the situation for

his or her shift. But it is like guests in a hotel; or whatare called the “hot

cots” in submarines, wherefor economy of space,the crew arerequired

to share sleeping cots with each other. None of the guests or crew mem-

bers is accountablefor the state of the room, or of the cot, for improving

it, for doing something about a missing light bulb,or a wash basin that

does not work well, orforcrumbs in the cot, orforchanging the sheets.

In the same way,the complaints areuniversal. One shift leavesthesite

in a bit of a mess for the nextshift. An equipment fault that should have

been fixed was continued in use,leftfor the next shift, and is now more

difficult to repair. Another piece of equipment has been sent away for

repair,and the nextshiftfinds itself without it. Longerterm planning and

problem prevention is impossible. The situation allows onlyforreactive

crisis management. And above all, none of the supervisors can be

accountablefor day-to-day improvements. That accountabilityrests high-

er up, toofaraway.

Inordertoappreciatetheproblem, you haveonly to picture the conse-

quences of extending shift managerialorganizationtohigherlevels. Thus,

forexample,splittheaccountabilityfor managinganentire plant between

three plant managers, one managing each shift. Or,perhaps, allocating

sales accountability for a major customer between three sales persons,

each accountable for the customer for one shift. It would not work,

because no one person can be held accountablefor doing the work.Itis

exactly the same for the shop and officefloor management.

In an employment hierarchy,it is the managers who must be count-

ed upon fortheresults achieved. Thatiswhy all managersatalllev-

els mustbegiven full 24-hour authorityover,and accountabilityfor,

atotalarea, with its people and its other resources.

The solution is really quite simple,and the results arestriking.Divide

theoffices, shops, or mine areas, geographically intoparts, with each part

the accountability of a 24–7 first-line manager,thatistosay,atrue man-

ager (not a supervisor) with 24 hour a day,7-days-a-week accountability,

with 20 to 25 people spread over the three shifts, and where necessary,

leaving a deputy behind when the manager cannot be on duty if the com-

plexities ofthework demand it. But each ofthesefirst-line managersnow

has full accountability,and thus ownership, of a total section—equip-
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ment, planning,improvement, people,and all. The subordinates now

share in the ownership, because their manager has ownership and can

bring them all together every week or so to discuss overallproblems.

Reorganizing in this wayallows the first-line manager to be genuinely

accountable for the totality of results of the employees in a sector for

which heorsheisresponsible,and for leading continual improvement. In

recentprojects, thechanges in behaviorhave been immediate.Organizing

police patrol areas in this way,for example,with first-line managerial

lieutenants each accountable 24–7 for the policing of a designated com-

munity,leading 18 to 22 patrolofficers, produced a reduction in crime of

30% in the firstthree months. In a clerical office,a staffattrition rate of

55% per annum dropped to 20% in the firstthree months and continued

to improve.Inaproduction shop, running expenses werereduced by 15%

within three months, accidents and absenteeism were dramatically

reduced,and quality dramatically improved,and these changes have per-

sisted for three successive years. To hold managers accountablefor the

results of the work of their subordinates, even under three shift condi-

tions, is reality based,and systems grounded in realistic assumptions

actually do workfar better than systems grounded in unrealistic assump-

tions.

NOTES

1. But even suchtransgressions are not well-handled by sound man-

agerial policies.  CEOs will be veryfamiliar with the difficulties of han-

dling the “problem” employee who persists in repetition of minor but

nonetheless significantinfringements.  Much management time is wasted

on such cases because accountability for dealing with them gets passed

between staffwithtitleslike lead hands, supervisors, first-line managers,

department heads, and so on, and it is never clear who should be doing

whatabout these problems, because no clear accountabilities and author-

ity haveever been specified at these levels.

2. The Glacier Metal Company in England. Ihavereported in detail

on my work with this company in several books.  This particular work

with the CEO and his senior team was written up with their cooperation

in myfirst book: Jaques, The Changing Culture of a Factory.
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CHAPTER 5

The Four Managerial Authorities

Managerial accountabilityfortheresults ofthework andtheresults ofthe

working behavior of subordinates cannot operateproperly without clear-

cut and relevant authoritythat supports the accountability. Accountability

and authority are two sides of the same coin; neither can exist in reality

without the other. And as might be expected,authority lies enshrouded in

clouds of unclarity and half-truths no less dense than those wefound to

befog the meaning and use of accountability. The trouble is that CEOs

who are not absolutely clear about managerial authority,including their

own managerial authority,suffer unnecessarydifficulties in giving effec-

tive leadership to their own managers.

A centralissue,forexample,has to do with the authority of a managerto

hire and fire. CEOs must surely have a clear and well-articulated stand on

that issue. But my experience is that they do not. Like the question of

accountability,this question of authority has been bandied about in manage-

rial circlesforever. By and large,authority is treated as a dirty word,syn-

onymous with autocracy and authoritarianism, Taylorism, and incorrect

notions about militaristic command and control. Most CEOs are cautious

about stating their own definitive conceptions of managerial authority in

publicfor all to hear. Thisreticence comes morefrom the difficulty of con-

structing a statement that a CEO might be willing to live with, than from

shyness or reserve.

Managers do not need,and should not be given, the authoritytohire

and fire. They must have the authority to veto on appointment, and

to deselect after due process.



Thehire andfire issue has been argued long into the night without res-

olution. Should CEOs give managers the right to hire whomever they

please? W hat should CEOs enable their managers to do when they have

subordinates who are not able to work at the minimum level a manager

judges to be necessary,or is somehow entitled to judge to be necessary?

Should managershave theauthoritytoincrease a subordinate’ssalary? Or

decrease it?

Such questions are moot. Employersrarely enough provide them with

unequivocal answers.Itiscertainly not an uncommon complaint of man-

agers in relation to a subordinate who is performing in a substandard

manner that “The trouble is thatyou cannot getrid of anybody around

here.”Moreoverthere is a widespread assumption among CEOs thattheir

managers should not have such authority,not because it would be unrea-

sonablefor them to haveit, or at least something likeit, but because of

the underlying assumption thatyou could not trust managers to use such

authority in a just and fair manner.

In getting to the following formulation of managerial authority,which

has stood the test of time,I was aided,oddly enough, not by managers,

butby a small group of union representatives. These representatives held

theview that the CEO and the managers werenotclearabout theirauthor-

ity over their subordinates, and that they therefore could not be good

managers ofthosesubordinates. Thatshortcoming stirredupproblems for

thetrade union members and were passed on to these elected representa-

tivestotry to deal with. 

W orking with these representatives, I helped them, and conversely,

they helped me,toformulatethefollowing four minimum authoritiesthat

every manager musthaveinorder tobeaneffectiveandtrustworthy man-

agerial leader. They put those proposals to the CEO,and after discussion

with his immediate subordinates, he adopted them. It suddenly changed

the work of every manager in the organization. They now had the neces-

sary and appropriate authoritytoallow them to be fairly held accountable

forresults. Everyone’s work improved.

1. Authority to veto on appointment: Managers do not need wide-open

freedom to hireanyone they wanttofillasubordinatevacancy.Suchchoice

mustalways be within policy,and within such limits as the manager’sown

manager may set. But all managers should be provided with the unequivo-

cal authoritytoturn down any candidate who might be offeredfrom above,

not on personal grounds, but only if his or her judgment is that the candi-

date cannot do the necessary work. In short, managers do not need wide-

open authoritytohirebutthey must be abletoreject the well-known “arm

twist” from abovetotake someone on who isunlikelytobeabletoperform
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above the minimum necessary. By providing such a policy,you can getrid

of much tension and unease among managers.

2. Authority to deselect after due process (decide that an unsatisfacto-

ry subordinate should be removed from role): The heated issue of who

can fire who for what, was resolved once it was recognized that there

were two separate issues. The first issue is to ensure thatflagrant or

repeated infractions against regulations are dealt with. Such issues are

disciplinary matters, to be dealt with by penalties as laid down in policy,

and may endindismissal.Infractionsare actionsagainsttheorganization,

and must be dealt with not by immediate managersbutby an officialact-

ing on behalf of the organization. Managers do not need to be given the

authority to dismiss or fire; that authority must lie higher up the organi-

zation, because,afterall, itistheorganization, and not the manager,who

is the employer. Dismissal and being fired are synonymous; this action

usually carries with it loss of various benefits.

But there is an authority that managers must be given unequivocally,

an authoritythatcallsfortheclearest and most precisestatement. Itisthe

authoritytodecidethataparticular subordinate who is no longer working

at minimum required level of personal effectiveness (i.e., whose best is

notgood enough fortherole), whether because of loss of commitment, or

notkeeping up with developments in knowledge,or whateverreason, will

no longerkeep his or her position with that manager. W ecalltheterm de-

selection. The terminology of dismissal or of being fired,or axed,or

sacked,simply does not fit. The subordinate has done nothing wrong,but

just cannot, or will not, keep up.

Deselection may not be the most comfortableterm, but the process

is absolutely crucial for enabling managers to maintain a sound

organization.

The process needed for deselection is very simple. Managers must be

required to warn the subordinatethat he or she is not doing well enough,

inform their own manager of the situation, and give special coaching to

the subordinateforareasonableperiod.Ifthere is no improvement, warn

again, coachagain, and ifstillnoimprovement begins, decide to deselect,

and inform the subordinate and own manager. The manager’s manager,

assisted by Human Resources, ifavailable,attempts to find if there is a

vacancy someplace else in the organization where the subordinate might

succeed,perhaps because of good knowledge of the company. If so, a

transferisarranged so long as the manager of anyavailablevacancy does

not veto. If there are no possible vacancies, the employee is terminated,
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but with the benefits associated with lay-off and not dismissal.

Thisprocess, properly implemented,strips managers of the opportuni-

ty to complain about subordinates. If a subordinate is definitely below

scratch, then stop complaining,institute a deselection process, and start

coaching.

3. Authority to decide assignments: Accountable managers must be

able to decide what types of assignment they give to subordinates. They

must not be bypassed by their own managers.

Managers must not be bypassed on assignments, and must have the

authority to decide meritrewards.

4. Authority to decide personal effectiveness appraisal and merit

recognition: I emphasize the phrase “to decide.”The decision in question

isthat of deciding atwhatlevelofeffectiveness a subordinateisworking,

and by the same token, what level of merit pay the subordinate shall

receive. This issue is a major one,and needs to be approached in a care-

ful and reflective manner.

Ihavetried to keep my description of these authoritiesasbrief as pos-

sible,but I could not in all good conscience have made them any shorter.

They mattersoprofoundly to people.From the employee’s point of view

they deal with job security.From the manager’s point of view they pro-

vide the necessary backing that makes being held accountable for the

results produced by subordinates a most reasonable,and useful proposi-

tion.

W ithout establishing the minimum managerial authority described,you

cannot justifiablyexpect to have managers who behave with the necessary

accountability.Effective management cannot, therefore,berealized.

SUMMARY: THE CONCEPT OF AN EMPLOYEE AND A
MANAGER

Out of all the above,we can now put together the following working

concepts of employees and managers, atalllevelsfrom senior executives

to shop and officefloor.

Accountability of Employees

• All employees, including managers, are accountablefor doing their

best to apply their employed level of capability to achieve the level

ofeffectiveness for which theyare being paid.
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• They must be held accountable and subject to specifiedpenaltiesfor

any infractions against policies, rules, regulations, or established

custom and practice.

• W hen circumstances make it likely that assignments cannot be

achieved,or that more could be done,they must inform their man-

ager in time for adaptive action to be taken.

• They must advise their managers about ideas which they believe

might be helpful, and about disagreements.

• They must seek special dispensationfrom managers if and when they

judge that doing their best is atalevel of effectiveness significantly

below thatfor which theyare being paid.

Entitlements of employees:

• Opportunities to use potential capability to the fullest.

• Equitabledifferential payforlevel of work carried out.

• Clear accountability and authority.

• Accountable,competent managers using requisite managerial lead-

ership practices.

• Opportunities for work in line with individual growth.

Definition of a Manager

A manager is the incumbent of a role in which he or she:

• Is assigned 24-hour accountability for doing his/her best to use

assigned financial, physical, and human resources (the human

resources comprise subordinates under contract to do their best).

• Is accountablefor deciding how best to get optimum short-, mid-, and

long-term results from an assigned functional area (e.g., aproduction

department, orageographical area, or a customer category).

The manager is also accountablefor:

• The results of the work and the results of the working behavior of

subordinates.

• Maintaining a team of subordinatescapable of doing the necessary work.
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• Effectivelyapplying all managerial leadership practices in relationto

subordinates.

Minimum authority of a manager:

• Decide veto on appointments of immediate subordinates.

• Decide types of work assignment.

• Decide personal effectiveness appraisal and compensation level

within payrange.

• Decide deselection (removalfrom role) with due process.
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CHAPTER 6

The Nature of Time and the
Measurement of Size of People and

Size of Roles

It may seem strange in a book that is intended to be a very practical and

down-to-earth account of immediate practical usefulness to practicing

CEOs, to introduce the seemingly abstruse and far-out subject of the

nature of time. But just stand backfor a moment and picture how useful

it might be,for example,to be able to know specifically and accurately

how big are the roles the next twolevels down in your organization and

how big they should be in order toget the work done; and how big should

your subordinates be in ordertofilltheseroles, and how big they actual-

lyare.

Such matching of people to realisticroles would be a boon. The abili-

ty to make such objective measurement would pay off in many other

directions as well, as in eliminating the continuous and cloying problems

of compensationthatwaste so much energy and cause suchfrustrationfor

everyone,or in increasing flexibility in understanding and achieving

sound organizational changes as well as people development.

Ipropose to demonstrate how an understanding of the nature of time

has led to the development of two such measures—size of role and size

of people—simple,accurate,and precise. Thus it is that there is no sub-

ject that has morepractical substance for CEOs than this question of the

nature of time. It will be to management what the thermometer has been

tochemistry.

The thermometer brought the ability to measure temperature,and that

made chemistry possible. Here,then, isanew two-dimensional theoryof

time that hasledtotwo measuringinstruments thatbidfairtodofor man-

agement what temperature measurement did forchemistry. The discovery



and use of certain time measurements have opened up new horizons for

the pursuit of a systematicapproach to managerial leadership thatover-

turnsanumber of greatly limiting,dysfunctional assumptions about work

and people,and provides powerful new instruments for effective man-

agerial leadership.

CAN HUMAN BEHAVIOR BE MEASURED OBJECTIVELY?

The two measuresthatIshalldescribeare,first, a method for objective-

ly,and quite simply and accurately,measuring how big any employment

roleis, or in other words, how big is a given position, or job,in a manage-

rialorganization; and second,how big is a person, or in other words, what

isthelevelofpotentialcapabilityofapersoninterms of whatwould be the

biggest position that he or she could successfully carryright now.

Understanding the 2-D nature of time leads to the ability to measure

prime aspects of human behavior which have until now been taken

for granted as non-measurable.

Itisprettygenerally assumed,and not onlyby CEOs and by managers

butby psychologistsaswell, thatwhen it comes to people,and the things

that people do, objective measurement likethatcarried out in physics and

engineering is not likely to be possible. Human behavior is thought to be

too variable,too idiosyncratic,too unpredictable,for such measurement.

W ith such an outlook holding sway,it is no wonder that we have put up

with suchflawed and slovenly so-called measuresofthesizeofroles and

the size of people.

In the case of the former,size of role,we have all the inept measures

called job evaluation, which are naïvely said to be “objective” measures

because numbersare used to expressthefinalresults obtained by the var-

ious evaluation processes thatare used. But they are not more objective

thana “measure” of the height of a mountain byaveraging the judgments

of six observers looking at it with the nakedeyefrom 10 miles away,just

because it is stated as, say,5,000 feet, because 5,000 is a number.

In the latter case,size of a person, there are equivalent serious diffi-

culties. W e have IQ testing,M yers-Briggs assessments, and many other

types of intelligence and personality tests used on their own or at assess-

ment centers. But none,not one,of these procedures gives an objective

measure of the size of a person, and most certainly not in terms relatable

to the sizerequiredfor a given level of workinarole (which also, as we

have noted,has remained unmeasurable).
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HOW ROLES ARE EVALUATED AT PRESENT

It will surely come as no surprise to learn that people care,and care

very deeplyabout how large their job is supposed to be. It is no wonder

that peopleare so concerned,for so muchisatstake. Thesize ofone’sjob

(whatever that might mean) determines two major elements in people’s

lives: how much money they can earn; and how much status they can

earn. Economic standard of living,social and economic status, and self-

esteem, all matter very greatly so who is to say which of these personal

factors is the more important?

This issue is the subject matter of the function that parades under the

inelegant title of job evaluation. The inelegant title is unfortunately apt,

fortheprofession and the fieldofjobevaluation has tended to be an infe-

licitous and bumbling pursuit. The inelegance to whichIrefer has to do

with the term “the job.”W hatisit?Ifound in the early 1950s that no one

knew,and that this ignorance held untold pain for employees, for their

managers, and in the end for CEOs who get the full upward onslaught of

thefrustration and suffering.

The most common form of so-called measurement is to go psycholog-

ical. Evaluation experts, or consultants, assume certain psychological

qualities as necessaryfor a given role,qualities such as foresight, flexi-

bility,knowledge,andinitiative (the same kinds of qualities, note,thatget

built into many performance appraisalsystems). Then they“measure” the

amount needed of each of these qualities (in some sort of seemingly

objective point rating), add them up, and the total gives them the size of

therole. Of course,it does no such thing. Even if you could measure the

sizeofaperson, therolethatsuch aperson could fillwould still be a mat-

ter of judgment.

Our lack of an objective method for measuring the size of one per-

son’srole as compared with another has been the source of endless

trouble.

Or,people mayattempt to become more objectivebyfactoring in such

elements as the number of subordinates that a manager has. But thereis

infact nodirect simplerelationship between numbers ofsubordinates and

comparativesize of various managerialroles. And even worse,non-man-

agerial individual contributor roles, with no subordinates, get underval-

ued,an effect that has had a widespread influence in undervaluing many

scientific and technical functions and roles. There are other methods of

jobevaluation besides, allunfortunatelyarelike sheep inwolvesclothing:
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they may look powerful, they may sound powerful, but their teeth and

claws do not work.

In addition to its overriding and wide-spreading negativeeffects upon

people’sfeelings about the company they workfor,and about its man-

agers led by its CEO,present job evaluation methods even subvertflexi-

bility and adaptation. They slow down your ability to make changes to

roles and to organization structures needed to adapt to changing circum-

stances, including introducing new methods. Such changes often times

callforre-evaluationofroles andtheirlevels. That’swhen the unfortunate

manipulations begin, when people takeadvantage of long-awaited oppor-

tunities to revamp their pay either individually,or in revision of official

agreements. I use the term manipulation advisedly,because if the evalua-

tion system is spurious, that sets the rules of the game,and the only

response you arereasonably entitled to expect from your employeesisto

use everytrick in the book to forward their own self-interest.

If you stir the “selfish gene,” do not be surprised if you get a selfish

response. But do not forget the existence of the other side of the story:

there are high-trust, collaborative,cooperative,high moral-seeking dri-

ves, as well. Theyareextremely powerful, ifgiven half a chance.Ittakes

a lot to suppress them, but somehow with our current people systems, we

do manage,ifnottocripple them completely,at least to do a prettygood

job of turning them off.

TIME-SPAN MEASUREMENT, A SOLUTION TO A TRICKY
PROBLEM

Very early in my career I had the opportunity to work with officestaff

and operators, along withtheirelectedrepresentatives onpayissues. They

were quitesophisticatedabout the natureoftheproblem. W orking togeth-

er we sorted out the difference between work, assignments, and roles;

namely,work as the judgment and decision-making of individuals in

attempting to carry out the assignments (or tasks) they were given to do

in their workroles. W e then came to realizethat an assignment is not just

what asubordinate has been tasked todo, but awhat-by-when. W iththese

clarifications wearrived (two yearslater) with the biggestfinding of my

life; namely,that what we came to call time-span gave a simple,direct,

and objective measure of the size of a role.Ifrole A and role B had the

same time-span, they were the same size,regardless of their functions.

The measurement itself is very direct and simple. It is obtained by a

discussion with a managerabout the targeted completion times of actual

tasks that he or she is assigning to a particular subordinate. The aim is to
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discover the longest tasks or sequence of tasks during whichyou haveto

rely upon the judgment used by a subordinate,without getting feedback

on possibly marginal, substandard judgment in balancing pace against

quality. These longest periods can rangefrom daysat shop floorlevel;to

months atfirst-line manageriallevels; toone,two, three,or moreyearson

longerterm development work and projects at mid-management level;to

five,ten, twenty,and more years on long-term goals at corporate senior

executivelevels.

Thefinding that ledtomy taking this time-span measureseriously was

the very dramatic discovery that is the best illustration of my general

theme.Itwas the discovery that people have a deeply ingrained sense of

fairness about their pay. That is not to say that they might not also be

greedy about pay under adverse conditions. Common belief would have

it, however,thattheevidence shows that peoplearealways and inevitably

greedy,self-centered,and demanding about their pay.

Size of role can now be objectively measured by time-span. This

measure has led to the discovery of one worldwide pattern of felt-

fair pay differentials related to differentials in measured level of

work.

W e have had consistent findings for nearly 50 years now,confirmed in

over 20 highly controlled studies in different parts of the world,that peo-

ple have an extraordinary universal view of what constitutes fair pay dif-

ferentials fordifferential levels of time-span. No matter what the country,

thetypeofindustry or occupation, the actualpay,or anything else,thepat-

tern of felt-fair pay differentials shown in Table 6.1, is the same every-

where.

The meaning of this table with its United States, 2000, example,isthat

everyone inalarge urban area in the United Statesinaroleat1year time-

span, in 2000, would name around $80,000 as fairpay,everyoneinarole

that measures2years would name around $160,000 as fair,and everyone

inaroleat10years time-span would name around $640,000 as fair. These

felt-fairlevels were independent of actual pay (which could varyallover

thelot), type of work, or marketvalue. And of even greater significance,

anyone who wasreceiving what has come to be called equitable payfor

the time-span of their role,at whatever level of work, described them-

selves as being fairly paid; if they were paid below equity for their level

of work, they were disgruntled and resentful; if they were being paid

above this level, they would smile with a knowing smile that I came to

understand meant that theyrecognized that they were being paid above
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whatthey would have accepted as fair and just for whatthey were being

given to do.1

These findings about equitabledifferentials have stood fastfor nearly

50 years. The actual pay levels are different in different countries and

regions, and they shift with earnings inflation, but the felt-fair pattern of

differentials (the X factor) is the same worldwide, and remains

unchanged. Moreover,in those companies (very few) that have estab-

lished wage and salarystructures, and paid their people,in line with this

equitable pattern of relativities in relation to measured time-span, strife

and conflictabout pay have simply disappeared.2 Itisaremarkable phe-

nomenon to witness. From these remarkable and unexpected findings,

time-span byitselfgivesadirect, objective,and complete measure of the

true level of work in roles in managerial employment organizations. It

readilyreplaces all methods of job evaluation by a simple procedure that

takes only a few minutes and can be carried out within the organization

once a few people havelearned and become accustomed to its use.

Here is the other half of the story of peoples’ reactions to their com-

pensation. On the one hand,thereare the manifestations ofgreed and con-

flict over pay,under current compensation systems thattreat employees

as commodities, and generate impassioned bargaining conflicts. On the

other hand,wehave the manifestationsofreasonableness and shared stan-

dards of fairness and justice when your systems provide for the manifes-

tation of the other half of the truth about people. The greedy and unrea-
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sonable side? Or the fairandreasonable side? It should not be difficultto

choose.

HOW BIG IS A PERSON? TIME-HORIZON

These findings about the time-span of a role as a simple measureofits

size led directly to a connected measurefor the size of a person; namely,

whatisthelargestrole that a person could have the potential to carry,in

workthattheperson valued doing,andfor which he or she had gained the

necessary skilled knowledge andexperience. The time-span of sucharole

would clearly give what we came to call the time-horizon of the person.

W e could thus identify a person as having,say,a 6-month, or 2-year,or

7-year time-horizon.

The time-horizon of a person is thus the longest time forward thata

person can plan and execute an assignment or gettoagoal. Planning here

means not simply thinking,or wonderingabout, or picturing the future.It

is a what-by-when, as described above,within which that person is able

not only to plan or target a goal or outcome,butisable to actually work

toward and achieve thatgoal within the plan. It is a planning and execu-

tion, not just a thinking about the future.

W e then discovered that once we had these formulations of time-span

(size of role) and time-horizon (size of person), it was possiblefor the

managers, and the managers-once-removed of an employee,and the

employee himself or herself,toarriveatextraordinarily consistent evalu-

ations of the current potential capability of that employee,in terms of a

judgment of the highest levelofroleatwhich the employee had the poten-

tial to workright now. The time-span of such a role gave the time-hori-

zon, and thus the currentsize,of theperson. W ehave hadconsistentinter-

raterreliabilities in highly controlled studies in managerialorganizations

worldwide of between 0.94 and 0.96 in the evaluations made indepen-

dently by manager,manager-once-removed,and the individual; and any

minor discrepancies have been readily sorted out in discussions between

them.3

The discovery of time-span measurement of level of work in a role

led to the discovery of a person’s time-horizon as the measure of

thatperson’s potential capability.

I am awarethat my description thus far of measurement of size of per-

sonisofcourseinterms only of judgments and not of objective measures.

But being able to conceptualize size of person in terms of time-horizon
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led to the development of a measure of time-horizon, which I shall

describeinthenextchapter. The moment we had a meaningful and under-

standable language for measuring potential capability of a person, it

became possible to getreasonable and consistent judgments of potential

capability not only from a person’s managers, but from the individuals

themselves.Itwas one more demonstrationoftheextraordinaryabilityof

individuals to be reasonable and balanced,even about themselves, once

we can providetheinstruments and measuresthatenable them to do so in

a setting of openness and trust.

WHAT ALL THIS HAS TO DO WITH TIME

In the course of this work, it occurred to me that I was using two dif-

ferent conceptions of time,and that led in due course to the realization

that in dealing with human behavior and the measurement of some of its

crucialproperties, we need a two-dimensional concept oftime. These two

dimensions are an ordinary,everyday phenomenon of all management:

the time of planning and budgeting,and the time of accounting for

accomplishment. Or to put it even more simply,we have the time in

which we planned to complete a program (the targeted-completion time),

and the time it actually took to complete it. Both these times are of the

greatest importance for good management (see Figure6.1).

Further consideration madeitapparentthat planned time has to do with

intentions about the future. And it became obvious that we were neither

going towards the future,nor was the future coming towards us. The

futureexists squarelyright now in the present, interms of our intentions

and how we plan to carry them out. Planning and intentions are orienta-

tions towards presently existing goals thatareexpressed as though they

exist somewhere out in a so-called future. In the same way,the time actu-

ally taken to carry out such plans is an orientation towards a so-called

past, butisinfactacurrentrecord of when a program started and whenit

finished.

Finally,it became obvious that the single huge difference between

human events and programs (indeed,forallliving organisms), and inani-

mate physical processes, is that physical processes have no intentions or

goals. The river simplyflows to the sea, and the ball simplyfalls to the

ground. They have no intention to go wherethey seem to be going,unless

one becomes outlandishly anthropomorphic. So what? Thereason is that

a 4-D world works very wellfor locating physical events: three dimen-

sions of space,and one dimension of time—the time events actually took

tohappen. Human events occur in a 5-D world: three dimensions of space
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and two dimensions of time—the second being how long it was planned

for something to take,thetargeted completion time,the what-by-when.4

W hat is the conclusion? The second dimension of time,the planned or

intended by-when, turns out to be the missing scale for the objective accu-

rate measurement of some very basic human characteristics, such as level

of workinarole and the size of the capability of a person. Failure to iden-

tify this second,and very measurable,dimension of time has been the very

considerablebarrierblocking the path to such objective measurement.

There is a major shift here for measurement theory in psychology.

More immediately,however,there is a major boost for CEOs who are

doing their best to be good leaders of good,efficient, effectiveorganiza-

tions. And in case it might be reassuring,the Greeks havealways had two

different wordsfor time; namely,chronos,or the time weare accustomed

to measurein, as in chronometers; and kairos,or whatthey call the time

of human opportunity,and which I shall call the second time dimension,

or the time of intention, from whichIshallderivetheterm kairometryfor

our new measures of behavior.

NOTES

1. The most extensive research was carried out by Roy Richardson

working under the guidance of Marvin Dunnette,Professor of Industrial
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Psychologyat the University of Minnesota. In an extensive and carefully

controlled study carried out at the Honeywell Corporation for the Board

of Directors, they showed a 0.86 correlation between time-span of role

and felt-fair pay of the occupant. Moreover,in comparison with 29 other

variables, all of which weresaidtoinfluence judgments of fairpay,time-

span explained 75% of the variation, and the next highest factor was

judged marketvalue whichexplained only 1% of the variation! This study

isreported in Roy Richardson (1971) Fair Pay and Work.

2. See Jaques (1996) Requisite Organization.

3. The most highly controlled study was conducted for the U.S. Army

Research Institute (ARI) in the 1980s, in the United States and in

Australia, and is reported in Human Capability (1994) by Elliott Jaques

and Kathryn Cason, and see also Elliott Jaques (1996) Requisite

Organization.Ihavepersonally been involved overtheyears in thousands

of these discussions between managers and subordinates in many coun-

tries.

4. See Jaques (2002) The Life and Behavior of Living Organisms.
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CHAPTER 7

In Praise of Hierarchy

I shall use the measuring instrument I have called time-span, introduced

in the previous chapter,to describe how we discovered the universal

underlying basic structure essential foreffective managerialhierarchies.1

W hen thisbasicstructureisapplied,andIshallbriefly indicatehow to do

so, itgives the CEO a clearandvisibly well-organizedfoundationforeffi-

cientoperations andeffective managerialleadership. Thisstatement isnot

intended to saythatitsorganizationalstructure is the most importantfea-

ture of managerial systems. But it is to say that implementing the basic

structure is the necessarystartingpointforgettingtoagood total system.

In more general terms, this description will enable me to illustrate how

the possession of even one single objective measuring instrument can

help to cut through many of the vagaries of managerial leadership and to

bring a refreshing science-based discipline to the field.

THE VAGARIES OF MANAGERIAL ORGANIZATION
STRUCTURE

W hatare these hierarchical organizations? W hatare they like?Iraise

this question because,although it may seem a strange thing to say,Ihave

rarely,in allmytravels, met a CEO or any seniorcorporateexecutive who

had an entirelyclear picture of the structure of the organization in which

theyfound themselves cast as leaders. Thisfact is not, afterall, really so

strange. At best, you have an organization chart that spreads as many

shadows as it does light. Managerialorganizations are hierarchical orga-

nizations whose hierarchical nature has never been clearly portrayed.It
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has been more often decried than clarified.

The organization at the top will be fairlyclear,comprising the CEO’s

immediate subordinates with titles like EVP,or VP,or managers or offi-

cersofvarious kinds. But even herethere may be some confusion in that

not all of a CEO’s immediate subordinate roles are necessarily experi-

enced (or compensated) as being of the same size or at the same levels.

From there on down, things become less clear. It cannot be assumed that

rolesat thesamelevel ontheorganizationchartaretrulyat thesamelevel

insize or authority. In other words, thereare no clear organizational lay-

ers based upon equivalentlevels of management; thatistosay,thereisno

clear and self-evident managerialstructure.

This lack of order,principles of ordering,and lack of systematic lan-

guage does not mean thatyou can have no pictureat all of your organi-

zation. Thereare things called layers, but where they stop and start, and

how many there might be,isat best unsystematic and unprincipled. And

asfor generally understood language or titling,there is none.Inaddition

to some order in the picture of your immediately subordinate organiza-

tion, there is a sort of wide panoramic view of whatgoes on at the very

bottom. But in between thereisanill-formed or evenformless organiza-

tion, dotted with managers, a.k.a. supervisors, and teaming with hun-

dreds, or thousands, or tens of thousands, of people.2

Thusitisthat CEOs getfocused upon their leadership as somehow giv-

ing a personal lead to all these unclearly organized people. Getting

through to them is a tall order,butifyou can do it, it is assumed,itwill

payoff because everyone will work smarter and better. Or lookedatfrom

a morenegative or jaundiced angle,ifthingsaregoing wrongitisbecause

of the people,and the question becomes how to find the weak spots and

to cull them out or get them culled out. Not surprisingly,one of the areas

that commonlyreaps more than its share of the blame is that amorphous

area called middle management.

Thisview of a moreorlessformless mass of ill-ordered people is not to

be confused with a chaoticfield. Chaos theoryreferstoself-organizing sys-

tems; thatistosay,to systems thathavetheirown inner dynamic properties

that lead them to reshape themselvestowards orderlystates. Unlikechaot-

icfields, these ill-organized populations of employees are not in a position

toreshape themselves. They are contractually constrained from doing so.

Even to set up leaderless groups or self-managed teams cannot work

because they cannotbelinked intothebasicrequirements of an accountable

employment hierarchy. The outcome is thattheviewfrom the top is of lots

of people to be dealt with, rather than of the need foracrisp and clearhier-

archy of well-stratified and well-led organizationallayers of people.
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Poorly defined hierarchical symptoms are a drag on productive

effectiveness.

There are two serious consequences of this poorly organized circum-

stance.First, in such an amorphous situation, thereisastrong and under-

standable tendencytoattempt to create control systems thatreduce as far

as possible the use of managerial judgment. Any suchrestrictions upon

managers will unfortunatelyresult in a serious loss of managerialeffec-

tiveness. Second,top management is likely to find itself focusing upon

training,exhortation, and other ways of attempting to change its people’s

values and attitudes, one by one or in small groups, so that they will

somehow behave and work together differently and more effectively in

line with what they have been given to do as the means for achieving

improvement in organizational functioning.

Exactly the opposite is needed.Itisfruitless to try to change behavior

and improveorganizational functioning bytrying to change the outlook of

each person. W hat is called for is the development of better managerial

leadership systems. Better includes, as part of its meaning,managerial

leadership systems thatprovide for taking full advantage of the judgment

and decision-making capabilities ofmanagersatalllevels, and to hold them

accountablefortheresults obtained under their leadershipby their subordi-

nates.For,as we discussed in Chapter4, itisthrough the accountablelead-

ership of managersthat CEOs areabletoexercise leadership and get work

done in their organizations. That desirable state of affairs begins with a

clear and well-structured hierarchical organization and thrives upon it.

THE UNIVERSAL BASIC STRUCTURE OF TRUE 
MANAGERIAL LAYERS

Let me now come to the first major far-reaching and practical benefit

of having even one objective measuring instrument. In this instance,itis

that of time-span measurement leading to the discovery of a universal

underlying basic structure of managerial levels (true organizational lay-

ers)thatapplies to all managerial systems everywhere,ofallsizes, and of

every kind. It is similar to the way in which the discovery of the ther-

mometer led to the discovery of regularities in the freezing and melting

points of all materials, and to the creationofchemistry.Inthiscase,ithas

to do with discovering thatthere were consistent and constant time-span

levels that defined absolutely the boundaries between true managerial

layers, and thus the level of workrangesfor each basic managerialorga-

nizational layer,orstratum.
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It all began with the findings about time-span described in Chapter 6,

that led to the firm conclusion that time-span is an accurate objective

measure of level of workforallroles, atalllevels, in all occupations, in

managerialhierarchies ofallkindsthroughout the world. Let me now take

this proposition and show its usefulness to CEOs who want to deepen

their understanding of the nature of these curious and ubiquitous hierar-

chical organizations which they have chosen, or have been chosen, to

lead. Hereisakey and far-reaching finding.

The level of work (size) of all employment roles can be measured

by their time-spans. Time-span measurement is simple,quick, and

objective.

Ifyou have had the opportunity to work lower down in a managerial

hierarchy,you maybefamiliar with the following circumstance.Itisthat

of having had the experience of working as the subordinate of an unsatis-

factory immediate manager. W hat I mean by an unsatisfactory manageris

one who might have been quite a good person, but who addedlittlevalue

to your work; who did not have the necessary vision to set context for

your work; who micro-managed; who was busy breathing down your

neck; who was not capable of doing much more,or any more,than you

werecapable of doing; who did not know enough to coachyou effective-

ly;ineffect, who was the antithesis of the meaning of a good leader,hard

as he or she might try.

There is also the exact opposite experience; namely that of being a

manager of immediate subordinates who felt too far below you, too far

away. The experience is widely described as “being pulled down into the

weeds.”Managers who havethisexperience will seek to appoint a subor-

dinate in between themselves and these immediate subordinates, and so

take the pressureoff of themselves.

The one experience,thus, isthatofone’s manager being too close. The

otherexperienceisthatofone’s subordinatesbeingtoofar.Ihadthegood

fortune to be able to discoverby happenstance thatthelikely occurrence

of either or both experiences of “too close” or “too far” could consistent-

ly be predicted from the following structure of boundaries of the man-

ageriallayers, asillustrated in the accompanying Figure7.1.

The time-span boundariesat 1 day,3 months, 1 year,2 years, 5 years,

10 years, and 20 years, turned out to have a most astonishing significance.

Anyone in a role whose time-span falls between the same two adjacent

boundaries as the time-span of the role of their manager,will feel too

close; for example,A1 and B2,B3 and C3. Any manager with a subordi-



nateinarolefarther down than the next time-span rangewillfeel pulled

down into the weeds; for example A and B3,and C2 and D2 (exceptfor

secretaries and other personal assistants). Any subordinate,with a man-

ager whose role has a time-span atanylevel in the next higher time-span

range,willfeeljusttheright and comfortable distanceaway;forexample,

A and B1,B1 and C1,B2 and C2,and C3 and D3.

There is one unique underlying optimum structure of managerial

layersfor each organization thatfollows from the time-span of the

role of the CEO.

These phenomena, first notednearly40yearsago,3canbefound in any

managerial hierarchy,of any kind,anywhere in the world. It is complete-

lycross-cultural. Going back to our chemistryexample,itislikethefact

that H2O freezesat0ºC. The implication is thatany CEO,who wants to

establish an effective managerial leadership system, will begin by estab-

lishing a proper structuralfoundation layered in accord with the accom-

panying Table7.1. All that needs to be done is to measure the time-span

of the CEO’srole,placeitinitsproper layer,and count down from there

the number of organizational layers(strata)you can have.

I have included in Table 7.1 the time-spans for the boundaries found

between levels of units in Army combat organization in peacetime.4

These findings were striking because non-combat organizations are not

organized systematically insuchlayers. They tendtobeorganizedaround
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militaryranks, with, for example,a one-star brigadier with subordinate

colonels, who may have subordinates at colonel and lieutenant-colonel

levels, with subordinatesinturnat lieutenant-colonel level, with subordi-

nate majors, and down through captains and lieutenants, and NCOs at

various levels.

The contrast was striking: combat units are organized in seven ele-

mental layersorstrata, with an eighth stratum, the 5-star General-of-the-

Army,added to the top in extended large-scale wars with big army

groups. Non-combatunitsareorganized in ranks, whichturned out to be

the pay-grade structure,and would giveat least a dozen layers and even

more in some areas. Thereason forthesevenlayerstructure issimplythat

ithasproven to work better in combat, whereitisessentialtohaveclear-

cut layers so thatclearly bounded units of effective sizes can be moved

from place to place atwill. Armies havefound that, in over 2,000 years

of history,thatyou get killed much morereadily if you departfrom this

particular hierarchical schema. They have in fact hit upon a key basic

human feature,butthey still do not understand whatitisabout.Itisstrik-
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ingthatsuch units come in time-span sizesthatfittheuniversalpatternof

basic layers.

If and when you areable to accomplish a reorganization into this basic

structure of hierarchical organization, you will find that the picture of

your organization will undergoatotalchange.Ihaveprovided in Chapter

16 two case studies with detailed and specific examples of the conse-

quences of structure along the requisite lines described,and also a practi-

cal description of how to goabout achieving such organization.

Givenarequisitestructureoflayers, you will be able to look down and

perceive a recognizable and comprehensible series of strata (layers),

because the work at each stratum has certain distinctive characteristics

deriving from the common time-horizons, and the particular quality of

complexity of workthatinforms eachstratum. Thislatter issueisonethat

has led to the discovery of a significant advance; namely,how to obtain

accurateevaluations of the level of capability of individuals in terms that

relatedirectly to the time-span atwhichtheyareable to work. It makesit

possibletoanswertheall-too-familiar question of whether A, who has the

necessary knowledge andexperiencefor apositionyou are seekingtofill,

isnevertheless “big enough” for that position.

The first step in getting a good organization to lead is to establish

the right number of basic layers. Too many or too few layersgives

rise to predictable managerial leadership problems.

These developments in our knowledge of organizational structure and

individual capabilityreinforce what this book is about. The coredifficul-

ties, the substantial factors that confound attempts to achievegood orga-

nizations, lie not in changing the internallives and values of people,but

in creating the systems (including the structures) we provide for leading

people and for them to work within. It is foolhardytotry to change peo-

ple either in outlook or in personality: even were you to succeed,they

would still be hamstrung by the ubiquitous dysfunctional managerial

leadership systems thatare in place everywhere.

In the present example, improve the structure and the leadership

behaviors of managers, when fittedintoproper roles in the newstructure,

will adjust with alacrity,changing them only individually in the sense of

enabling them to function in constructive ways thathave lain dormant or

suppressed. It will no longer be necessary to resort to exhortation and

communication skills which so many of us have been taught were the

high road to “whipping up the troops” and becoming a “true leader.”

Such changes in the behavior of managers are not mysterious. They
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have to do with requisite basic structuring giving a qualitatively more

effective disposition of individual capability,as leaders of Armies have

intuitively known for centuries. However,getting the right verticalstruc-

tureisjustthebeginning; justthefirststep. The second stepisgettingthe

horizontal, or cross-functional, structure just as right, as I will demon-

strate in the nextchapter.

NOTES

1. I published a paper under this title in the Harvard Business Review

in 1990.  My positive view of well-organized hierarchy has, if anything,

strengthened since that time.

2. Some organization experts even draw hierarchical organization

charts as an upside-down pyramid with the CEO roleat the bottom hold-

ing up the hugestructure,or with the CEO role at the center surrounded

by organizational sproutings, as though doing so somehow changesitto

a“democratic” bottom-up or workingfrom the center organization, rather

than an “autocratic” top-down organization.

3. Brown, W ., and Jaques, E. (1965) Glacier Project Papers.

4. I am not going into detail here,but how to achieve suchareorgani-

zation is spelled out in Jaques Requisite Organization (op cit).
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CHAPTER 8

The Cross-Functional Morass

W ehave now completed one-half of the storyofthestructure of the man-

agerialhierarchy,theverticalpart, in whichtherolerelationships workin

a down-and-up direction. The other half of the story is composed of the

working relationships thatgo from side-to-side,horizontally across and

between the vertical lines; in other words, the cross-functional working

relationships. By and large,most managerial thinking has been focused

upon trying to find satisfactoryformulations with which to articulate the

verticalrelationships, because it is these relationships thatare connected

with management and with accountability for the harsh realities of

results.Inaddition, autocracy,Taylorism, and militarism areharsh words;

the need to get them out of the wayisstrong.

Turning then to the stresses and difficulties in cross-functional work-

ing relationships, theruling misconceptions are interesting. Theyare not

intheform offads or other types of inadequate solutions.Onthecontrary,

the misconception (an unfortunate half-truth about people,treated as the

wholetruth)isthatthere isnotmuch to be done abouttheproblems, other

than undertaking the difficult task of changing people’s psychological

makeup byprocedures, suchasgroup dynamics training,so thattheywill

get along better with each other. For after all, “Relationships between

people can be difficult. It is the way people are. W hat can you expect?”

And weget on with our work.

The universal lack of specification of the accountabilities and

authoritiesinthecross-functional relationships of everyone’severy-

day workisthebiggest sourceofinterpersonalstress and conflictin



managerial organizations. Such conflicts are system-induced,and

are not, as is so commonly believed,caused by clash of personali-

ties.

Here are some specificexamples of the omnipresent problems taking

place between people atany time in any organizationfrom senior execu-

tivelevels to the shop and office floor.Just think of how useful it could

be to clarify accountabilities and authorities in situations likethefollow-

ing:

• W hat authorityshouldaproduction controllerbegiven whoisfaced

by getting a shop supervisor to break down a job that has already

been set and running in order to put in another job that a customer

has asked urgentlyforearlierdelivery,and the supervisor judgesthe

demand to be a cost-increasing unnecessary nuisance?

• W hat authority should a section manager be given, who judges that

if the section managerproducing the previous operation in the pro-

duction process on a complex product were to introduce a slightly

inconvenient change,toovercome a production problem?

• W hat authority should a specialist be given who has information

that might help certain managers gain some improvements, but

alwaysfinds them “too busy at the moment” to listen?

• W hat authority should a safety engineer in an oil refinery have who

judges it necessary to changeafaulty knuckle on a pipe going into

a boiler,and is balked by the supervisor on the spot who thinks the

safety engineer is being far too finicky and a pain in the neck?

• W hat authority should a finance specialist have who is assisting a

more senior operational manager to produce the terms of a lucrative

contract to be presented to a customer,and judges that the proposed

terms are just outside financial policies, but the senior manager is

annoyed and proposes to go ahead?

The examples can go on and on, but let me put forward the following

possible solutions, with a word of warning and apology. Theterminology

I shall use is in need of improvement. It is the best I have been able to do

so far. Moreover,I shall not describe all the relationships fully. After I

have described the first, collateralrelationships, I shall then give a brief

outline onlyfor the additional six types of relationships.1
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COLLATERAL RELATIONS

W efirsttakethecriticalworking relationship betweencolleagues with-

in each manager’s team of immediate subordinates. CEOs must lead the

way to ensuring and maintaining good relationships among their own

immediate subordinates. Any stresses and strains among these senior

executives, including professionals, is intolerable. These subordinates do

not have to love each other,or even like each other. But they do haveto

be able to worktogether with mutual trust. Failure to do so has devastat-

ing effects upon their own subordinates. Here is what CEOs should

arrangefortheirown immediate subordinates (and cascade down through

the whole system).

Subordinates, professional or not, must have the authoritytoapproach

each other,say B1 to B2, for help, assistance,or collaborative effort. B2
maynotfeelabletogive itthenecessarypriorityatthattime.Butyou will

have made it clearthatthey will not be sanctioned to argue or fight. They

will be required to change the discussion, and consider whatyou, their

manager,would decide if you were there. Once again, if they cannot

agree,they will not argue or fight. They will go together,not separately,

toseeyou, foritisyour problem to set a clearer contextfor both of them,

so that in the future they will know whatyou would have them do with-

out needing to bring the problem to you. It is paramount to ensure that

fighting or arguing is avoided. That includes the unacceptability of the

worstcase,whichisthat of subordinates simply not talking to each other,

or head tossing.

Givenclearlyestablished accountabilityandauthorityincross-func-

tional working relationships, employees should have no reason, or

right, toargue or fight with each other.

One common example of collateralrelations would be the interactions

between sales and production managers. One suchexample would be an

argument in which the sales manager can get a good order for products

for whichaflood of orders has already been received and the production

resourcesaregrosslyoverloaded,while other partsoftheplantare unem-

ployed and starving for orders. The production managerisresentful and

says so publicly because he believes that his sales colleague is not doing

enough to get the badly needed types of work. Another common example

isthatofaproduct development manager who is putting too mucheffort

into designs thatare more easily created,butfor products thatare both

difficult to make and difficulttosell.
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The above type of collateralrelations process will prevent these prob-

lems. If this type of collateral working relationship is established among

your own subordinates, it is an object lesson and a benefit to the whole

organization. It lays the necessaryfoundation for requiring this type of

procedure to be carried out by managersatalllevels. Successfully imple-

mented,it can make a most powerful contribution to constructive team

working throughout the whole organization.

CROSS-FUNCTIONAL WORKING WITHOUT THE SAME
IMMEDIATE MANAGER

W hilegood collateral team working between your immediate subordi-

nates, and by the same token, between every manager’s immediate sub-

ordinates, iscrucial for effective productivity,a healthyatmosphere,and

good morale,so too aregood working relationships between and among

subordinates-once-removed and farther down. The accountability and

authorityintheserelationships tends to be even morecloudy. Inmyexpe-

rience,no company has addressed the task of making provisions for a

clear formulation of what these relationships should be,other than the

formulationthatwas popularinthelate 1980s, interms ofaninternal sup-

plier-customer relationship between employees. Thisfad took onlyafew

shortyears to disappear because it quickly became obvious that it was

manifestly dysfunctional to establish supplier-customer relationships

between employees within the same organization.

The failure to adequately address this problem leaves people fighting

about who has the authority to do what to whom. Design and specifica-

tion engineers, finance controllers, professionals and safetyofficers, envi-

ronmental officers, trainers, managers of successive production depart-

ments, and production controllers arerequired by the lack of clarity to

learn how to manipulate others, or as it is often phrased,“how to use the

ironfist inside the velvetglove.”The ensuing uncertainties, mistrust, and

unease cause politicking and the widespread activity of fending off the

threatsofthe “knife in the back.”

If people are allowed to treat each other in this way,there will be a

great loss in time,wasted effort, and productivity,and it is not necessary

todoso. Thereare sixtypesofrelationships of accountability and author-

ity to apply to role relationships between C1,C2,C3,etc., at more than

one removefrom the crossover point manager A1. W e are talking about

the important working relationships between the subordinates of a man-

ager’sown subordinates, with respect to whom it is the accountability,as

the crossover-point manager,to ensure thatthey worktogether effective-
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ly. It is for the CEO,and for managers-once-removed throughout the

organization, to specify these relationships, and to inform everyone con-

cerned,so thatthey can getonwithit. You can judge whether the follow-

ingsixarrangements, plusthecollateralrelationships between and among

your own subordinates, take care of all your needs.

Advisory: You may want to designate C1to act as a source of special

information, and to make C1accountablefor keeping C2,C3,C4,and C5
informed of new developments. They must listentoC1and give time.But

C1 does not have the authority to ensure that they do anything with the

information, only to inform them.

Service getting and giving: You may need to authorize C2, C3, etc., to

get specified services from C1. C1 is made accountable for providing

them on request, next in line. If C2 is not satisfied with the completion

dateavailable,C2 is not authorizedtotry to persuade C1 togive a higher

priority,nor is C1authorized to decide priorities, for C1does not havethe

necessaryinformation to makeitpossible todoso.C2musttaketheprob-

lem up with his or her own manager,B2 (your subordinate), to see if B2
can arrangetogetearliertreatment from within his or her collateralrela-

tionship with C1’s manager.

Managerialhierarchiesareverticallyorganized by specialty. Butthe

flow of output takes place horizontally across vertical specialties.

Thatiswhy the establishment of clearterms of reference forcross-

functional working relationships is so important.

Monitoring: Suppose thatyou are concerned to ensurethatC2,C3,and

C4 are all operating within stated policies and terms of reference. You

may designateC1to watchover them. C1can be informed about whatC2,

C3,and C4 are doing. If C1 judges that C2,for example,is heading out-

side the limits set, C1 has the authority to try to persuade C2 to change,

and if C2 does not agree that it is necessary,C1 must take the matter up

with his or her own manager,B2,for possible collateral action at that

level.

Auditing: This is the same situationasfor monitoring,butyou want C1
tohavestronger authority as might be needed,forexample,bysafetyoffi-

cersorenvironmental officers.IfC1cannot getC2toagree,and thinks the

matterisserious, you can give C1 the authority to instruct C2 to stop the

work under consideration. C2must stop, and if not satisfied,must takeit

highertohisorherown manager B2tosort outwithhis/hercollateralcol-

league.

Prescribing: The same situation as for auditing,but in order to cope
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with dangerous circumstances you may assign C1 the authority to

instruct C2 to do something which C1 judges to be necessary to averta

catastrophe.C2 m ustdoit. IfC2is not happyabout the situation, he/she

m ust take the matter higher for sorting out after carrying out C’sdirec-

tive.

Coordinative: Here we haveasituation whereyou are implementing a

new program (e.g., launching a new product) and have instructed subor-

dinates B1,B2,B3,and B4 each to carry out inter-related projects con-

cerned with the implementation of your overarching launch program.

Each of your subordinates delegates assignments to his or her own sub-

ordinates C1,C2,C3,and C4 as part of the program. These assignments

have to be carried out in sync and be concluded together. You may then

instruct that C1,for example,be given coordinative accountability to

ensure that the work at thatlevel is proceeding synchronously. If things

get out of sync,C1 has the authority to call C2,C3,and C4 together in

meeting,and to present a possible solution, or options, to get back into

sync. If C1 cannot persuade the others to agree,C1 must take the matter

up to B1 to sort out collaterally with B2,B3,and B4.

A DRAMATIC EXAMPLE OF CROSS-FUNCTIONAL 
WORKING

A dramaticexample of the problems thatcanresultfrom the failureto

articulate the nature of accountability and authority in cross-functional

working relationships was that of the difficulty in achieving effective

working relationships betweenthefourservices—Army,Navy,Air Force,

and Marines—of the U.S. Defense Forces. The problem wasbrought to a

head in the early 1980s, when it wasrecognized that a major contribution

to the difficulty was the cloudiness of the accountability and the authori-

ty of the role of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staffinrelation to

each of the four Service Chiefs.2

As General Colin Powell subsequently described the situation in his

book, My American Journey,3

The system was seriouslyflawed. Eachchief,except the chairman,

was the head of his own service yet also expected to vote against

service parochialism in the national interest. It was a tough balanc-

ing act. The chiefs had trouble going “purple,” the metaphor used

...for the color of “joint” uniforms. The deck was stacked against

the very thing these dual-hatted leaders were supposed to achieve,

“jointness.”
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TheJoint Chiefs carried the accountabilitytoadvise both the President

and the Secretary of Defense on all military matters. But, as General

Powell describedit, this advice had to be 

consensus advice,not separate opinions. Almost the only way the

chiefs would agree on their advice was by scratching each other’s

backs.... These failings in the JCS were more than bureaucratic.In

my judgment, this amorphous setup explained in partwhytheJoints

Chiefs had never spoken out with a clear voice to prevent the deep-

ening morassin Vietnam.

These flawedarrangements continued until 1982 when two competing

proposals were put forward. One was set out by General David Jones, a

former Chairman of Joint Chiefs, for the chairman of Joint Chiefs to

become the principal adviser to the President. The other wasproposed by

General Shy Meyer,aformer Chief of Staff of the Army,for the role of

the chairman to be eliminated altogether and replaced by a National

Military Council.

Reacting to this debate,Senator Barry Goldwater and Congressman

W illiam Nichols sponsored and succeeded in getting the passage of what

they called the Defense Reorganization Act of 1986. As General Powell

describesit,

Thisact, forthefirsttime,gave the Chairman of the JCS realpower.

As “principle military advisor,” he could give his own counsel

directly to the Secretary and the President. He was no longer “lim-

ited to presenting the chiefs’ watered-down consensus recommen-

dations and then whispering his personal views. The chiefs, howev-

er,werestilladvisors and encouraged togive their counsel and even

disagree with the chairman.”I would be the firstfull-term chairman

to possess these powers.

Although the Goldwater-Nichols solution was not identical with coor-

dinative accountability and authority,it was the same in its essentials. It

is an organizational solution thatovercame the problem thatarose when

the issue was considered only in the usual terms of vertical (managerial)

accountability and authority; i.e., should the Chairman be the

Commander of the other Chiefs (not possible), or should the role be elim-

inated altogether (not sensible)? It is a cross-functional solution. The

Chairman could try topersuade the four Service Chiefs into what he con-

sidered to be a sound view,but if he failed,he could then take his own
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view higher,leaving it to each of the other Service Chiefs to decide indi-

vidually what to do. W atered-down consensus views were no longertol-

erated.

General Powellleaves no doubt about the importance of this example

of an articulation of cross-functional accountability and authorityfor the

achievement of a great improvement in inter-service cooperation (joint-

ness), an opportunity he was the first Chairman of Joint Chiefs to enjoy.

There is muchevidence that its impact continues.

Ihave described this particularexample because I know of no better or

more significant example of the importance of overcoming the great

silence that hangs over the need to define,state,and teach an adequate

system of cross-functional accountabilities and authorities. Effective

cross-functional working relationships are the prime means by which the

work of managerial organizations, the work of companies, actually gets

done.Failure to stateclearly the accountabilities and authorities in these

ubiquitous working relationships not only stirs up the worst stresses in

interpersonal relationships among people,but also seriouslyreduces pro-

ductivity.

CONCLUSION

My aim in setting out these brief summariesinterms of the role of the

CEO,and by implicationtobeusedalsoby other managersdown through

the system, istoillustrate the point thatclear-cutcross-functional author-

itiescanbeformulated as opposed to vague “teams” or “dottedlines,”and

much unnecessary stress and strain removed from employees. The six

described,plus the very important collateralrelationship, have been put

together overanumber of years, and havefor manyyears now proven to

dealwithalltheproblematiccross-functional relationships thathave been

encountered.

Theexample of the Chairman of Joint Chiefs and the impact of the for-

mulation of his accountability and authorityinhiscross-functional work-

ing relationships with the Chiefs of Staff of the Army,Navy,Air Force,

and Marines is but a very dramaticexample of what can be achieved by

specifying these working relationships. As General Colin Powell pointed

out, itliterallylaidthefoundationforasignificant improvement in “joint-

ness,”or in other words, intheabilityofthefour services to worktogeth-

er.Butitwould be unwise to failtoseethatsuchclarification canproduce

justasdramaticeffectsinevery managerialorganization. Achieving such

clarification is probably the single most important step that can be taken

to improve working relationships among employees.
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Theformulation oftheserelationships isoneillustrationofthefactthat

itreally is possible to solve problems by system development without

having to change people even though personality clashes seem to be the

order of the day. Articulation of a trust-inducing system can grip and

change people’s behavior in no uncertain manner,even in the tension-

laden areaofcross-functional working relationships, and remove the ten-

sions and stresses and strains without having to take on the difficult, or

impossible,process of changing all the tension-laden people themselves.

Moreover,changing people is a process that is in any case very ques-

tionable in the sense thatitraises the issue of the right of any companyto

sanction proceduresthatare designed not just to requireparticular behav-

iors, but to bring about changes in the nature of any of their people. To

seek specified behaviors, and to establish systems that require those

behaviors, is certainly allowable. That leaves it up to people to decide

whether or not they wish to be employed under those particular require-

ments.

It is good managerial leadership systems that enable people to

achieve their best work and working relationships. Such systems

justifiablyrequire,and can in factelicit, sound behaviors.

Butfor a company toseektochange thenature of the employees them-

selves, so as to change their behavior,is not acceptable. Not even gov-

ernments should have that authority. It is a fundamental tenet of any

democracy that citizens must adapt their behavior to obey the law,

whether theyagree with it or not. Humans arestrikinglyflexible. But no

government should have anyright to undertake to change the nature of

anycitizen to bring their behavior into line (other than in cases of legally

defined insanity or criminality). Nor should any employer.

Itisuptoevery company to decide just what policies on accountabili-

ty and authoritywillapply initsmanagerial systems.Individual managers

cannot do so. A well-articulated policy is a consummate actofleadership,

a powerful expression, not of personality,but of deeplyrelevant under-

standing. The pay-off in goodwill, trust, and security serves everyone’s

needs.Itisunfortunatethatsuchexpressions oftrue leadership getlostin

the notion (called a theory) that interpersonal stresses are obviously due

toindividual personality difficulties and rivalriesthat need sorting out by

dealing with peoples’ personality makeup. This competency theory-dri-

ven cult of personality is surprisinglystrong today in the capitalist man-

agerial world.

The difficulty that defeats the best of CEOs intentions and striving to
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givegood leadership to their people,to command a tight ship, is the wel-

ter of easy-to-use misconceptions, many of them buttritefads, whichare

so popular. I have tried to show how such misconceptions are there to

confound even such simple down-to-earth, and obviously important, mat-

ters as who is to be held accountablefor what, and what authority dothey

have to do something about it? W e are talking not about casual matters,

but of getting work done,the work by which welive. Leadership capa-

bility can be strengthened by the realization that it is the systems estab-

lished and abided by that count, and not personal charisma or some per-

suasive habits, or the habits or personality makeup of your people.

NOTES

1. See Jaques (1996) Requisite Organization,pages 88 to 94 for a

more detailed description.

2. I had the opportunity for some involvement in the playing out of

thisdevelopment because of the following circumstance: during 1982 and

1983, I had been commissioned on behalf of GeneralJohn Vessey,then

Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, to discuss with each of the 78 flag offices

(Generalsand Admirals)intheOfficeoftheJoint Chiefs of Staff (OJCS),

their views about “jointness” among the four services, and how to

improveit.

3. Powell, General Colin (1995) My American Journey,see pages 398

to 399.
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CHAPTER 9

Getting the Right Person 
for the Right Role

Time-Horizon, Individual Capability, 
Talent Pool Development, and Mentoring

Ihavealreadyintroduced in Chapter 6 the notion of time-horizon of indi-

viduals as a possible measure of potential capability,defined as the high-

estlevel of work measured in time-span that a person could carry out in

arole for which that person possessed the necessary skilled knowledge,

experience,and commitment. I could not proceed further at that point

with my consideration of capability because I had not yetestablished the

concept of the basic hierarchy of stratafor sound managerial organiza-

tion.

How this conceptofstrata comes into play in connection with the eval-

uation of the levels of capability of people will emergefrom the follow-

ing pages. It will take us into a world not only of people’s current poten-

tial capability and current applicable capability, but of their future

potentialcapability aswell;thatistosay,not only wheretheyare,butpre-

dictably,where they are headed. This last will open up a more accurate

picture of your talent pool which you mayfind intriguing. That will lead

to the themes of talent pool and individual development, and of account-

ability for mentoring each and every employee firmly and clearly in the

hands of that employee’s manager-once-removed.

Thereare some odd notions thatfloataround about the nature of indi-

vidual capability,by which CEOs, like everyone else,have become

infected. A common assumption that any full-blooded American must

adhere to, is that every American has the potential to be president, if

he/she wished to be president. A European version of this is thatevery

soldier carriesafield marshall’s baton in his knapsack.

Another set of assumptions, perhaps less naïvebut no less incorrector



destructive,has become a very popular and widespreadfad.Itisthatthere

are certain special qualities, personality characteristics, or competencies,

thatarerequiredfor particular types of work. This outlook leads to time-

consuming,expensive,and morale devitalizing procedures aimed atdis-

covering just which of these competencies arerequiredfor the work in a

particular vacancy thatiswaiting to be filled.

There is no such thing as a leadership personality,even in the so-

called charismatic leadership of cult leaders.

Many CEOs have been fooled by what has been presented as a scien-

tific method for investigating which of these qualities is needed for a

given vacancy.Itistofind one or more people who have been successful

at the particular type of work, and to submit them to personality tests, so

as to determine what their outstanding personality qualities are. Having

done so, it is then assumed that these qualities are those that need to be

tested for in applicants for the vacancy. The sample of people can never,

however,be a valid sample,and the tests are scientifically unsound. The

result is that the field of good candidatesfor a vacancy is seriously and

unnecessarily restricted. Examples that are commonly cited include:

salespersons need to have well above normal sociability,initiative,and

ability to function on their own; researchers need to be much more than

normally analytical and high in attention to detail; Army officers need to

be substantially moreaggressive than ordinary people; and so on.

The big catchinallthis, isthateveryone,forevery single type of work,

needs to be reasonably sociable,reasonably equipped with initiative,rea-

sonablyable tofunctionontheirown, reasonablyinclinedtoserve others,

reasonablyanalytical aswellasreasonablysynthetic,reasonablyattentive

to detail as wellasreasonablyattentive to pulling it all together,reason-

ably aggressive,and reasonably any and all of countless other qualities

such as optimism and realism, risk taking and due caution, honesty,intu-

ition, loyalty,reliability,balance,and cooperativeness (I have a collection

of over 1,000 suchterms thatare corroding our processes).

There are no personality qualities thatare needed in especially great

amount for any particular employment roles. Everyone needs to be

able tofunctionsomewhere withinabroad normalrangeinallofthem.

The simple fact is thateveryone needs to possess reasonable amounts

of all suchcharacteristics, not too much and not too little,inorder to get

along in any employment work. Or to put it in other words, within what
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might be thought of as normal limits, without dysfunctional excess or

shortcoming. Thus for example,by reasonably aggressive,I mean that

everyone needs to be so, for any and every occupation. The Armyofficer

who is more aggressive than a reasonable amount gets everyone killed.

The researcher who is more analytical and focused on detail than every-

one else needs to be,isinfact unnecessarily obsessional. The salesperson

has to be reasonably analytical, reasonablyattentivetodetail, reasonably

synthetic,reasonably equipped with initiative,reasonablyaggressive,and

so does everybody.

The prime need is to have people who can work without veeringtoofar

towards the extremes of too much or too little of any of these character-

istics: tobeabletoavoid becoming too aggressiveortooreticent;toorash

or too cautious; too sociable or too withdrawn; too analytical or too syn-

thetical; too impressed with the unsupportedbigpictureortoofixed upon

the details. As it was put to me many yearsago, the unwritten employ-

ment contract requires that employees must leave any dysfunctional

behaviorsthey may haveat home when they leavefor work.

Once it is recognized that the employment contract does imply that

reasonable behavior is to be required,a much simpler approachtoatrue

evaluation of human capability becomes available,an approach thatwill

get you what you really need,and badly need; namely,the ability to

ensure the placement of the rightperson intherightroleattheright time,

atalllevels, and in all functions in the organization.

THE FOUR TRUE COMPONENTS OF APPLICABLE
CAPABILITY

In whatfollows, I shall distinguish sharply between potential capabil-

ity and applicablecapability. By potential capabilityIshallrefertoaper-

son’s time-horizon: that is to say,the highest level of role measured in

time-span atwhich a person could work, in workfor which he or she had

both the necessary skilled knowledge and experience,and the necessary

interest. It is the raw native capability measured by time-horizon. By

applicable capability I shall refer to a person’s actual level of capability

to work in a specificrole atagiven moment.

Therearefour,and onlyfour,qualitiesthatindividuals need in orderto

be able to function successfully in any givenrole in a managerialhierar-

chy. Theyare:

1. The necessary potential capability,or time-horizon (TH), whichisa

measure of the level of a person’sinformation processing complex-
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ity,the raw native ability,to match the level of complexity of the

role,measured in time-span.

2. The skilled knowledge (K/S) required to function in the role.

3. Sufficient valuing of the work in the role,tobring full commitment

(C) of capability to doing the work.

4. Ability to carry out the required behaviors (RB).

Theformula of capabilityrequiredfor work in any employment roleis

a simple one:

Applicable Capability =ƒ TH • K/S • C • RB

Or to spell it out: Applicable capability is a function of time-horizon

(potential capability based upon information processing complexity),

skilled knowledge,commitment, and required behavior. Let me examine

each of these factors, inreverse order.

Required behavior: Thisistheability to behave in line with the behav-

iorsvalued and articulated by the employing organization. These behav-

iors must include the ability,first, for all employees to stay within rea-

sonable limitsonallpersonality qualities; thatistosay,theabilitytostay

awayfrom the extremes thatwouldprovedysfunctional in yourown work

or in your working relations with others, whether other employees, or

customers, or other external persons. Such dysfunctional qualities are

readily assessable. W hen theyexisttheystick out like the proverbial sore

thumb; to the extent, that is, thatclear role accountabilities have been

specified. And,second,for managers, the ability to carry out the simple

straightforward managerial leadership practices thatarerequired.

The qualities requiredfor success in an employment role are: time-

horizon (potential capability), skilled knowledge,commitment, and

required behaviors.

Commitment: W e havealready discussed the contractual level of com-

mitment that CEOs should establishasrequired of all employees.Itisto

do their best and to achieve thatlevel of applied capability that matches

thelevel of personal effectiveness thatjustifiesthelevel of compensation

being paid. Every employee must, as a matter of contractual obligation,

routinely apply this level of commitment to his or her work in order to

remain in role. There is nothing more in the way of individual motivation

or incentive that can be expected from people.
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Skilled knowledge: Skilled knowledge is possession both of the neces-

sary information to handle the role,and the skill to carry out the work

processes at the necessarylevel of quality and with the necessary timeli-

ness, including,in the case of managers, carrying out the manageriallead-

ership practices. The leadership practices are simple enough, and each

manager will have to carry them out in his or her own personal way (but

not in any dysfunctional way).

Time-horizon or potential capability: Here we come,lastly,to the most

recently discovered component of applicablecapability. Toreview,a per-

son’s time-horizon is the longest time-span that person could handle in

some kind of work. It is what is often referred to by phrases likeraw

nativeability,orlevel of intelligence or IQ,cognitiveability,or potential

capability. A shortdescriptionisthatitisthehighestlevelatwhich aper-

son could currently work, in work thatperson likes to do, and for which

he or she had accumulated the necessary skilled knowledge and experi-

encefor the work.Itisbrieflyreferredtointhequestion, “Is he or she big

enough for a job atthislevel?”

A sound process for selecting people for vacancies, so thatyou get

the right person in the right role,at the right time,is to be able to

match the measured time-span of the role with the time-horizon of

the person.

It is when a person’s time-horizon matches the time-span of the role,

and the person has the appropriate skilled knowledge,experience,and

commitment, and is free from displaying truly dysfunctional personal

qualities, thatyou havetheright personfortherightroleattheright time.

This simple selection policy should inform the filling of all types of

vacancy at every level. Employees will feel secure and grateful if

ensconced in such a policy.

THE EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL CAPABILITY IN TIME-
HORIZON

You may,however,reasonably say that these four criteria are simple

enough, on one condition: namely,that time-horizon can be readilyeval-

uated. Evaluating a person’sraw native capability has been the bane of

selection procedures, including assessment centers, forever. I am more

than well enough aware of this fact, because my experience includes

assisting with the introduction of assessment centers into the United

States, via OSS selection, shortly after WWII. Fortunately,I am able to
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report that the evaluation of potential capability can now be carried out

simply and accurately; both for those already employed in the organiza-

tion, and for those being recruited from outside.

Theevaluation of the current potential capability of those,atalllevels,

already employed in the organizationflows from the finding described in

the previous chapter that every employed individual, that individual’s

manager,and the manager of thatindividual’s manager,allhave an accu-

rate and consistent evaluation of that individual’s time-horizon, except

that up until now they have never had a language with whichtostatethat

evaluation. Here is how the process is carried out.

Manager A, say yourself as CEO,works with immediate subordinates,

B1,B2...Bn,toevaluatethecurrent potential in time-horizonofallofyour

subordinates-once-removed (SoRs), C1,C2 . . . Cn (your subordinates’

immediate subordinates, as many perhaps as30or40)andofalloftheirsub-

ordinates-once-removed,D1,D2 ...Dn (as many perhaps as 100 or more).

Each of you and your immediate subordinatesisinterviewed independently

by one of your HR specialists about each one of your own SoRs, the Cs and

about those of your subordinate’s SoRs, the Ds, whom you and they know.

The questioning runs as follows: “Do you think that C (or D) is just

rightinaroleat his or her currentlevel?Ifso, do you think that C (or D)

could work right now in a role at the next higher stratum (the level of

his/her true manager), if he or she could be provided with the necessary

skilled knowledge and experience?Ifso, do you think that C (or D) could

workright nowinaroleatthenext higherstratum, atthelevelofthetrue

manager-once-removed,A, (in this example,you the CEO), given the

necessary knowledge and experience?”

Managers have an accurate judgment of the potential capability of

their subordinates and of their subordinates-once-removed—and so

do the subordinates. But none of them has had the concepts and lan-

guage with which to state this knowledge.

Ithasbeenastriking experience thatthevast majority of managers and

individuals working in managerialhierarchies in any of 20 or more coun-

tries in which the process has been used can readily answer these ques-

tions. W hat is more,they can be even more precise. They can judge not

only the organizational stratum for which an individual has the current

potential, or latent capability,to work, but also whether the individual

could workatthelow end,the middle,or the high end of thatstratum.1

W hen these interviews have been completed (they do not take very

long), a meeting is held by A, with immediate subordinates B1,B2,...
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Bn,to considertheresults.Ihavecalleditagearing meeting. At this meet-

ing the evaluationsarepresented,and any discrepancies in judgments are

noted. As I havealready mentioned above,these discrepancies are quite

rare. They are discussed by comparing the individuals concerned with

other individuals with the same or similar time-horizons. These lateral

cross-comparisons lead fairlyreadily to agreement on final conclusions

for the time-horizon levels of each one.

ARTICULATING THE TIME-HORIZON

Here is how these judgments can be translated into time-horizons for

each individual. If the levelat which A and B judge that C could poten-

tially workat the present time is, for example,in a mid-stratum IV role,

that means thatthey judge that C has the potential currently to workata

time-horizon in the 3 to 4 yearrange. W hy? Because the time-span range

for stratum IV mid-range is in the 3 to 4 year belt (see Chapter 6). To

judge by this scale that an individual’s current time-horizon is at 6

months, or 21 months, or6years, istohave judged a currentpotentialfor

thatindividual to workinaroleat a time-span thatwould place it in mid-

stratum II, or high stratum III, orlow stratum V respectively.

Then, since you can measure the time-span of anyrole,you can match

people to roles in terms of their time-horizons, which tells whether or not

theyare“big enough,”and haveonly to determine whether or not they have

enough skilled knowledge,experience,and commitment, to be a sound

choice.

EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL CAPABILITY OF APPLICANTS
FROM OUTSIDE

So much then, forevaluating the time-horizon and potential of people

who are inside the organization. These insidersare known to their man-

agers and managers-once-removed. But companies must also be con-

cerned about evaluating the time-horizons, and thus the potential capabil-

ity (the complexity of information processing), of individuals from

outside who areapplying for positions. Examples wouldbetheevaluation

of universitygraduates, orexperienced people who are seeking to change

from one organization to another.

There arefour ways, and onlyfour ways, in which people process

information.
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Thisevaluation of outside applicants has also now become possibleto

carry out accurately,with resultsstated in the same terms of time-horizon

and stratum level of work complexity. The method was developed in the

above-mentioned work carried out for the U.S. Army Research Institute.

In the course of this workitwas discovered thatthereare onlyfour ways

in which people organize information when engrossed in solving prob-

lems, asfollows:

Declarative: Reasoning by one or more unconnected arguments.

Cumulative: Reasoning by two or more linked arguments.

Serial: Reasoning by chains of two or more cause and

effect sequences.

Parallel: Reasoning by two or moreseries ofcauseandeffect

sequences thatare linked and interwoven.

I do not propose to go into detail here about the methods, but how a

person processes information can be heard by listening to their handling

of information when heavily engrossed in a discussion. It is possible to

train your recruiters to listen for these processes in the course of inter-

viewing external candidates. They can be quite open in informing such

candidates in general terms that they are using the interview to evaluate

capability,in addition to gathering information about their work experi-

ence and aspirations. Such interviews havealways been used intuitively

for such a purpose.

An additional and important finding from the U.S. Army studies was

thatthesefour methods of processing information increase in a step-wise

seriesoforders of complexity of the informationitself. Theyrecur atdif-

ferent levels in the overall order of complexity of the information being

processed. Your children will maturefrom declarative upthrough parallel

processing. Then in adolescence or early adulthood,they will shift from

childhood to adult complexity of the information they use,and repeatthe

process of maturing up through the same four processes. Some,but not

all, adults will then cross another boundary to the use of even more com-

plex information, often referred to as abstract/conceptual: the kind of

information it is necessary to be able to use to have whatittakes to work

at corporate levels in larger corporations. Once again, the same four

processes recur.

Having this independent and more objective method of evaluating

potential capability has made it possibletocheck the evaluations arrived

at by MoRs and their managerial subordinates in the gearing process
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described above. Thereisaveryreassuring,almost perfect, correlationin

highly-controlled studies.2

A GENERAL THEORY OF THE MANAGERIAL HIERARCHY

Out of these findings, there has emergedastrong theorytoexplain the

existence of these managerial hierarchies thatare led by CEOs and their

colleagues.3 Itstrongly supportstheview thattheseorganizationsare not

going to fade away in the foreseeable future. The findings are set out in

the accompanying Table9.1, which shows thatthere is one and only one

of these methods of information processing specifically associated with

the time-horizon ranges for each of the basic strata. For example,you

must be able to use serial processing to work atstratum III and to lead

subordinates atstratum II, who are cumulative processing; or to be able

toprocess abstract/conceptual information cumulatively in order to work

atstratum VI and to give leadership to subordinatesatstratum V who are

declaratively processing.

The managerial hierarchy is the organizational expression of the

hierarchical structure of human capability. The basic structure of

manageriallayers coincides with the layers of complexity of infor-

mation processing.

One important and practical implication of these scientificfindings is

that they give strong support to the importance of structuring vertical

organizationinterms of the basic manageriallayers described.Itisthese

specific and particularlayersthat makeitpossibletofill managerialroles

at any given level with people of just the right level of applicable capa-

bility to give effective and strong leadership to subordinates at the next

level down, and without the frustration or aggravation of breathing down

their necks or of being pulled down into the weeds by them. Your organi-

zation will markedly benefit, and your people will get increasing satis-

faction and genuine pleasurefrom their work.

HOW TIME-HORIZON GROWS THROUGHOUT LIFE

Let me now deal briefly with one morebigfinding about human poten-

tialcapability withverypositivepracticalapplications.Itisdramatic,and

for most people it is counter-intuitive. Or atleast, itruns counter to what

most people believe that most other people would want to be the case.

At the beginning of this chapter,I stated that one big misconception
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about human capability was the belief,held especially widely in the

United States, thateverybody was born with the potential to be president,

but thatfactorslike educational opportunities, family background,occu-

pational opportunities, social opportunities, and just plain ambition, mil-

itated against most of us ever having,or even wanting,to reach such

heights. The dataturn out to show that nothing could be fartherfrom the

truth. The realtruth provides the opportunity to obtain a full photograph

of the pool of talent in organizations, both current talent pool and what

the talent pool will look like,say,in 5, 10, and 20 year’s time. Here are

the data, in Figure9.1.

Ifyou examine Figure 9.1, you will see twofigures atage 30. One is

shown atthestratum I/II boundary (time-horizon 3 months), and the other

athighstratum III (time-horizon just under 2 years).Ifyou now move up

the arching bands in which each of these figuresfalls, you will see that

the first person ends up in mid-stratum III (time-horizon 18 months) at
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age 60, and the other ends up in mid-stratum VI (time-horizon 12 years)

at the same age.

It is an unpopular idea, but nonetheless true,that people mature

along innately established,predictable pathways in potential capa-

bility (time-horizon).

These two cases arepresented to illustrate the meaning of these bands.

Every person will mature predictably in ability to handle complexity up

one of these bands. This important finding has been derived from thou-

sands of measurements of individuals’ progression in time-horizon over

20 to 30 years of career. In short, the growth of people’s time-horizon is

innate and predictable. It matures predictably,andallitrequires to do so

aretheordinaryexigencies ofeverydaylife. The courseofindividual mat-

uration appears to be unaffected by education, training,or occupational
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opportunities. It is this placing of people in a band that some people say

theydislike: theysayitfeels too muchlikepredestination, whichthey see

as an unwelcome possibility.

Regardless of these statements, however,my consistent experience

worldwide is that people are looking for career progression opportunities

in line with their maturation within one of these bands. Theyfeelfulfilled

if they get such opportunities for progress and frustrated if they do not;

and theyexperience failureiftheyareprogressed morerapidly than their

own pace of maturation.

Consider for a moment how much more successful you could be if

you had a comprehensive portraitofyour total talent pool atalllev-

els. That possibility exists.

Totake noteofthesescientificallyestablishedfindings istoeschew the

wish fulfillingfantasies that masquerade as facts about human capability

and its development. Any CEO who does so can get another useful gift.

It is a picture of his or her whole talent pool, presented in two useful

ways. Thefirstisasimplelist, ofsay,the top 300 or 400 people in his or

her organization listed by name and current potential but without age,as

illustrated in Table 9.2. The second is the time-horizon progression data

chart, with these same top 300 or 400 people plotted as dots with differ-

ent shapes and colors to indicate different functions, but without names

(see Figure 9.2). Neither chart is plotted with both names and ages, to

avoid age discrimination information.

These charts show the talent pool today,and by extrapolation on the

progression chart, what the future holds for this particular body of peo-

ple. You will be enabledtocarryoutyour human resource planning effec-

tively and systematicallyrelated to your strategic planning for the near

term, mid term, and long term. Such planning redounds to the welfareof

allyour people,andtothestrength and effectiveness ofyour organization.

MENTORING: A GREAT BOOST FOR MORALE

The above processes must not be carried out without the following

condition: when an evaluation of the time-horizon of any employeeatany

level has been carried out in the gearing process described above,by that

employee’s manager-once-removed,assisted by the immediate manager,

the MoR must see the employee one-on-one,and discuss the result. This

process must be initiated by the CEO with his or her own subordinates-

once-removed (SoR). The objective is twofold: first, topreserve a policy
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of truly open management, people are entitled to know about the judg-

ments thatare being made about them thataffect them; and second,ini-

tiative of the CEO should be the harbinger of systematic mentoring by

MoRs for each andevery SoR, in the sense of discussion of the SoR’sper-

sonal development in relation to opportunities within the organization,

and possibilities for the future.

Thereisgeneralagreement that mentoring is important, butitisrarely

ifevereffectively implemented. Again, thereareanumber of fallacies to

be cleared away before we can get down to a few simple proceduresfor

implementation. One of these fallacies is the notion that mentoring is a

special, delicate,and tactful skill. Good mentorsare said to need a greater

than ordinary interest in people. They also have to enjoy counseling,and

should themselves be mature,in nature if not in age. That is why some

organizations that provide for mentoring do so by seeking volunteers

from among their own people,orbyhiring outsiders to do the work, per-

hapsfrom among their own retirees. Sitting in the background is the idea

that the employer must accept some accountability for the careers of its

employees.

Let me take a different approach. First, we are dealing with an adult
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community. Adults must be allowed to be accountablefor deciding their

own ambitions and aspirations, and for seeking and finding the best

opportunities for doing so. You can assist in this process by setting poli-

cies and procedures thatare in the best interest of having a high-morale

workforce and an atmosphereofstrong mutualtrust grounded in reality.

The necessary policies and proceduresare simple,butvery important.

Mentoring is a function that should be carried out by each employee’s

MoR; not his or her immediate manager,but the MoR. W e will discuss in

the nextchapter the accountability of immediate managers to coachtheir

subordinates; that is to say,to help them grow and improve in their cur-

rentroles. But immediate managers do not have the necessary perspective

to assist their subordinates in considering opportunities for progression
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within the wider organization, other than into any given manager’sown

role. MoRs can be effective mentors because they do have a wider per-

spective,one thatextends across the full range of their subordinateorga-

nization.

Each employee’s manager-once-removed mentors him/her with

respect to career and personal development. Each employee’s

immediate manager coaches him/her on how to improve in current

role,and advises the MoR about the employee’sfuturepossibilities.

But whatabout the possibility,then, of using managers still higher up

for mentoring? MoRs are able personally to judge the current potential

capability of all of their SoRs, but managers-twice-removed are too far

removed to be able to do so consistently. The same argument applies

against having specialists from the HR department, or volunteers from

other parts of the organization or from outside,do the mentoring. They

are not in a position personally to know the individuals, norarethey inan

adequate accountabilityrelationship with them.

Thefinalfactoristhat of accountability. Mentoring,like coaching,has

to be carried out from a position of requisite accountability; in this case,

accountability for ensuring adequate talent pool development in relation

to the achievement of mid- and long-term goals. The MoR is the person

who is both in the accountability line for subordinate personnel and is

also the person with the widest perspective on possibilities who at the

same time is close enough to know the potential of the person to be men-

tored.

If you add all these factors together,the MoR role is the best-placed

rolefrom which to do mentoring. An MoR can sit down one-on-one with

an SoR, with whom he or she is alreadyfamiliar,and havearealistic and

down-to-earth discussion. The MoR can take into such a discussion three

key pieces of information: his or her own judgment of the potential of the

SoR and any developmental opportunities within the MoR’s own talent

pool and organization; informationfrom the intermediate managerabout

how the SoR is panning out in day-to-day work; and information from

Human Resources on opportunities in other parts of the organization that

might be useful for the development of the SoR who is being mentored.

Armed with such information, MoRs will be able to carry out more

effective mentoring than anyone else could do; mainly because it is men-

toring based upon the fundamental accountabilitythat should be assigned

to every MoR to maintain the best possible talent pool to cater for the

immediate and future needs of his or her organization, where future need
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isdefined as reaching out to the end of the time-span of the MoR’srole.

An accountable,effective MoR is the best mentor. Mentoring does

not require a professional psychologist or a person with some spe-

cial kind of intuition or sensitivity.

Itisbeyond my goal here to go into the details of the process of men-

toringitself.Itmay have become apparent, however,that I am describing

a process in which the MoR should begin by discussing the evaluation

that has been made of the SoR’s current potential in terms of time-hori-

zon. The sharing of thatinformation is a dramatic moment of truth. The

confirmation that the MoR’s judgment almost always coincides with the

SoR’s own judgment, or that any discrepancies arereadily resolved,is

greatlyreassuring to both. MoRs discover that their people are not only

able,given the right situation, to be realistic about themselves, but also

desire to be so. And the SoR’s estimation of the organization leaps up, at

the first hand experience of having MoRs who unexpectedly know so

muchabout them. Until you havetriedityou can have no idea of whata

great morale builder this whole process can be.

As one CEO who has had over 1,000 mentoring discussions in the past

10 years or morereports, these one-on-one mentoring discussions with

his SoRs has a considerableeffect in opening their eyes to a much better

understanding of the nature of the business, and of the opportunities for

them to play a part in its development. He has observed a noticeable

improvement in the quality of their contribution.

The next step in the mentoring interview should be for the MoR to

learn about the aspirations of each SoR, and to discuss what opportuni-

ties, ifany,existcurrently or might existinthefuture,for the MoR to con-

sider in terms of experience and knowledge-building lateraltransfers, or

possible promotions. The SoR can be helped to develop plans for his or

her growth: such plans can include staying put in the currentrolefor the

foreseeablefuture,if an individual has just been appointed to a new role,

or has reached full potential. Or,they mayeven cover what I would call

constructive leaving,where there are no opportunities within an organi-

zation inlinewithanindividual’saspirations, and arrangements are made

to assist the individual to gain alternative employment.

Accountable mentoring of this kind can be carried out by any and

every MoR who has been well-appointed in the sense of having the nec-

essarycapabilitytocarry out the ordinaryrequirements of his or her role.

MoRs do not havetobetrained or natural-born psychotherapistsinorder

to mentor effectively. It can come as an ordinary aspect of the role of all
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managers who have subordinates-once-removed.Itwillbevalued by peo-

ple because they know it can be relied upon, it is part of the established

everyday accountability of all MoRs, and is an ordinary partofareliable

system.

Ihopeitwillbeclearthat Iamincluding manual workersinthiswhole

process. Too often “career development” overlooks this group. The

implicit assumption is “once a blue collar worker,always a blue collar

worker.”Nothing could be moreuntrue. And itisanattitudethatisunder-

standably deeplyresented on the shop floor.Failuretorecognize and pro-

mote higher level shopfloortalentisamajorsourceofhostiletrade union

organization. It is also puts managerial hierarchies and free enterprise in

a bad light.

Itwillberefreshing,and all-around strengthening,for an organization

toarrangefortheintroduction of processes thatwillrealisticallyevaluate

the potential of people,and provide supportfor their effective personal

development.

NOTES

1. This work, other findings, and the full managerialgearing process

forevaluating time-horizon arereportedfullyinJaques and Cason (1994)

Human Capability.

2. Jaques and Cason (1994) Human Capability.

3. This theory is presented in detail in Jaques (2002) The Life and

Behavior of Living Organisms.
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CHAPTER 10

The Appraisal of Personal
Effectiveness and 
Merit Recognition

W e have now considered how to evaluate the current potential capability

of all the people,down to and including all clerical and operator person-

nel. This process has involved all managers-once-removed (the MoRs),

assisted by their managerial subordinates.

Inow wish to turntoakey function of the CEO,as an immediate man-

ager,and all other managers, thataffects each and every employee and

thatsensitive psychological possession of each of them, namelytheirself-

esteem and their self-actualization. This function is the appraisal, not of

thelevelatwhich they have the potential to work in some role,butrather

ofthelevelatwhichtheyareactually working intheiractualrole,or what

is called performance appraisal. I propose to change the name of this

process to personal effectiveness appraisal.

In all my years of work and study,I have never come across a perfor-

mance appraisal system that lasted more than a few years without modifi-

cation. Theyvary markedly.Intheirvery instability and variationisallthe

evidence that is needed thattheyare and always have been largely unsatis-

factory.

The following practice takes place at all levels. Your managers, and

often enough you yourself,will spend hours writing up performance

appraisals on each of their immediate subordinates during that awful

week that comes around every year when most work ceases and perfor-

mance appraisal time takes over. They will follow the written procedure,

evaluating each subordinateonthisfactor and on thatfactor,including the

results thatthey have achieved to date.

Then the managers will combine these variousratings intheprescribed



manner,and out will come a performance score. They will then look at

the scorefor each subordinate,and if in a given case it “feelsright,”they

will leave it. But if it does not accord with their initial primitive,gut-feel

evaluation of someone,they will go back over the evaluation exercise,

adjusting the variousfigures, so thatitalladds up to a scorethatfeltright

inthefirst place beforegoing through the required performance appraisal

rigmarole,and without its being quite clear where this initial evaluation

came from, except thatitbuilt up throughout the year under review.

Thereare two commonly held misconceptionsthatare embedded with-

in the foregoing description of performance appraisal, and that warrant

the very closest scrutiny and review. One of them, accountability for

results, hasalready been discussed. The second,thatyou can measurethe

effectiveness of an employee by taking a number of factors and adding

them together,needs to be addressed. I shall then present some findings

about how managers, universally,actually do goabout making these intu-

itive judgments about their subordinates, and accurately so. Taking

advantage of these judgments can make every CEO’s life easier,and

prove to be a blessing to all your managers and all your people.

Personal effectiveness is the level within a work band at which a

subordinateisjudged by his/her manager to be working.Itisajudg-

ment, and is not measurablebyresults.

The first misconceived assumption was that you can judge subordi-

nates’ effectiveness bytheirresults.Ihavealready described the fallacies

and the deleterious effects of evaluating in this way. Reality requires that

it is an individual’s manager who needs to be held accountablefor the

results of the subordinate’s work, and not the subordinate. But I am fully

aware that the idea of the person doing the work being held accountable

for the results will die hard.

The outstanding example of the tenacity of this dysfunctional notion is

the difficulty that CEOs of corporations with multiple strategic business

units have in accepting the fact that one cannot evaluate how well a sub-

sidiary president has done by the profitability,or ROI, or any other mea-

surableresult. To accept any such idea feels like giving up the game,for

those figures are the achieved performance that can be counted. But note,

these figures of achieved performance in no way evaluate how effectively

the Business Unit President did in achieving that performance under the

business conditions obtained. There is a much moreeffectivealternative.

The second mistaken assumption is thatyou can put together a group

offactors thought to be significant aspects of how wellaperson has done.
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Examples of suchfactorsare: results obtained (always included), innova-

tive ideas, absence of complaints, sustained good quality,punctuality,

leadership, cooperation with others, motivation, flexibility, initiative,

acquisition of new skills and knowledge,and so on. The list is as long as

anyone wants it to be.

This second misconception, a misconception that informs the vast

majority of performance appraisal systems worldwide,fails on a number

ofscores, which need only tobebrieflystated tobeself-evident.First, the

factorschosen can never be relied upon to be continuallyrelevant under

allcircumstances. Second,even if managersare helped to put numberson

them, those numbersare only judgments, and to believethat an objective

approach is being used because you are using numbers is simply to

deceive oneself. Third,having put numbers on a variety of factors then

requiresthatthey be combined into a single figure. There can be no ratio-

nal way for doing this. You can add the figures, or multiply them, or

weigh them, or whatever,but none of it can make any sense.

You cannot evaluatealiving system bybreaking it up into factors, and

then adding them up again. Like Humpty Dumpty,the pieces cannot sen-

sibly be put back together again, as shown in the example I gave of the

practice commonly used by managers to put together a total score that

might make sense. Thisbrings me to whatreally needs to be done,which

if accepted could offer a major and far-reaching improvement and

enhancement for our managerial systems, one that will allow people to

feel thattheyare being fairly,reasonably,and realisticallytreated.1

WHAT MANAGERS REALLY DO ABOUT PERSONAL
EFFECTIVENESS APPRAISAL

Every capable manager everywhere,including any and every CEO,

under any and all circumstances, is not only capable of making a sound

evaluation of the effectiveness of each one of his or her immediate sub-

ordinates, but actually maintains a continuallyrunning evaluation. This

view is based upon universal and readily available observations, one of

which is that of managers manipulating performance appraisals to get

results in line with an evaluation thattheyalready held somewhere with-

in themselves, as described above. Theevaluationsexist. The problem has

been the absence of a language and a scale which CEOs and their man-

agers can use to express these evaluations. Here is a simple language

whichisvery easy to use.

Managers maintain an intuitiverunning evaluation of the level of
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personal effectiveness of each of their immediate subordinates, and

must be given the right tools to use forstating those evaluations.

Any well-appointed manager will have no difficulty in answering the

following three questions about any immediate subordinates, say subor-

dinateB1. Thefirst questionis: “Is B1functioning satisfactorily inhis/her

role?” If the answerisyes, the second question is “Is B1 working as well

as someone you would think of as working in the top half of the role,or

in the bottom half?” Then finally when you have the answer,ask, “Is B1
working like someone in the top of the top (or bottom) half,in the bottom

of thathalf,or the middle of that half?”

Managers can readily answer these questions without anyexplanation

ortraining. You are making such judgments of your subordinates all the

time. It comes naturally. I did not think up these questions. I found out

about them from discussions with managers. Moreover,whether or not a

manager is using adequate standards in making these judgments can be

checkedinareview in which the manager of the managers who are doing

the evaluation has a brief meeting with these immediate managerial sub-

ordinates. I call it an equilibration meeting.

CEOs would have such a meeting with their own managerial subordi-

nates. The subordinates put their judgments on charts, as illustrated in

Figure 10.1. Each column on this chart shows the evaluations by one of

the of managers of each of his or her immediate subordinates. You will

see that the patterns of the evaluations vary quite markedly. Some are

spread out, some are concentratedtowards the top, and some are concen-

trated towards the bottom.

The point is thatthereisno “best” pattern. The question is whether the

pattern of any given manager is sound. This judgment is made by means

of a meeting of the manager of the managers with all the subordinate

managers, with this chart of all their evaluations on the table,in which

they all compare notes with each other. Such a meeting maytake an hour

orless. Theyreview patterns. Is one of the managers being generally too

high, orgenerally toolow,in estimations ofsubordinates? Unrealisticpat-

terns show up glaringly,and can be discussed and modified,since theyall

know many of the subordinatesofeach of the managers.Itgives anexcel-

lent and effective discipline that enables the overarching managerstoset

sound standards, and to learn the importance of judgingrealistically.

THE VALUE OF CORRECT ASSUMPTIONS

The value of having correct assumptions about human nature and



behavior is perfectly illustrated in this example of the evaluation of per-

sonal effectiveness. W hat I have done is distinguish performance from

personal effectiveness. Performance definestheresults achieved by asub-

ordinate,and can be objectively counted.Personal effectiveness defines

how wellthat subordinate is judged (by the immediate manager) to have

done in achieving those results. W hat then are the values of such a dis-

tinction?

On the performance side,the distinction sharpens the ability of people

to get along with their day-to-day work far more successfully. W hatI

have called early warning task assignment can be implemented fully.

W hat I mean by this phrase is the assignment of tasks by a managertoa

subordinate on the assumption that if the subordinate,having done his or

her best, isstillhaving trouble,he or she will give the manager the earli-

est possible warning of the impending problem, and its possible effect

upon results or timing.

W ith such a practice,subordinates, because their performance is not
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being measured in terms of their results, are enabled to freely approach

their managers when circumstances are such that it has become impossi-

ble to achieve the results assigned. If subordinates can show that they

havereally done everything reasonably possible with the resources avail-

able,they can go to their manager withgood heart, knowing thattheywill

get good marks for the effectiveness that they have demonstrated in the

way they have attempted to overcome the difficulties, rather than a bad

markfor an unachieved result; for which it is the managers and not the

subordinates who should be held accountable.

Subordinates who know they will not be appraised by their results

(performance), butby their manager’s judgment of how wellthey did

in achieving those results (personal effectiveness), will be enabled to

have a much more realistic and constructive two-way relationship

with their managers.

On the other side,managers can havethegreatreassurance of knowing

that theirsubordinates and their subordinates’subordinatesdown through

the system will be encouraged to work full-out, knowing that they get

credit for doing so. At the same time,ifcircumstances make it impossi-

blefor a particular result to be achieved,managers can know that they

will be told about it in a timelyfashion, and have the opportunity to do

something aboutit.

This arrangement is very much better than mechanistic performance

appraisals based on results over which subordinates have only the very

slightest control, that push them in the direction of cutting corners on

quality,or other dysfunctional manipulationsinstriving to get the highest

possibleresults score.Foragain, after all is said and done,it is the man-

ager whose results areatstake,and not the subordinate’s.

Setting matters up in this way can ensure that people are working as

well as they possibly can. The work atmosphere noticeably lightens and

brightens. The relationships between managers and subordinates can be

improved beyond recognition. Subordinates now have managers who

really care about what they are doing, because their managers are

accountablefortheresults obtainedfrom whattheyare doing. Managerial

coaching occursinanatural manner,without exhortation, because it is in

the manager’sclearinteresttodoit. The undertone of alienation, with its

chronic undermining of optimum morale and good feelings, is eliminat-

ed.

It becomes possiblefor CEOs to find themselves leading organizations

that have the kind of constructivefeel to them that any committed CEO
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must desire. Mutual trust is enhanced. Achieving good business resultsis

facilitated. Society, and the families within it, get a great boost.

Democratic free enterprise earns the good name to which it is entitled,

and which it must haveifitistosurviveingood health.

NOTE

1. A current fad is so-called 360 degree performance appraisal that

seeks evaluationsfrom the person’s colleagues, others with whom he/she

relates to in work, and in the case of managers, from their subordinates.

Thetrouble with this method is twofold: itgathers opinions for whichthe

informant cannot be held accountable,and it undermines the judgment of

the person’s manager.
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CHAPTER 11

Strategic Planning and Alignment

If there was one thing about the role of a CEO that nearly everyone

could agree upon, itwould be that it is up to the CEO to work out the mis-

sion and a strategic plan for the managerial system, and to getitagreed

on by the governing body or the owner,as the case may be. There would,

however,belessagreement on just what is meant by a mission and strate-

gic plan, and how they compare with an operational plan, and how strat-

egydiffersfrom tactics. In order to pursue our analysis, therefore,let me

setupafew definitions thatIbelieve will not only help, butareabsolute-

ly necessaryifyou aretobeable to communicatetoyourstaff inthismost

importantarea of your work.

Keygoals: The 3 or 4 goals set for each and every manager by his or

her manager that specifies the state to which the subordinate manager

should havebrought his/herarea of accountabilityinthelongterm (where

longterm means the longesttime-spanestablishedfortherole).Statehere

would refer to manufacturing capability,or product/service design capa-

bility,or developed customer or supplier network, etc., depending upon

the function.

Mission: Those keygoalsfor the whole enterprise whicharesetforthe

CEO by the governing body or owner in consultation with the CEO.

(Vision is a wider view about how things generally arelikely to turn out

in the future.)

Strategy: The method of operation chosen by a manager as the best

way to achieve his/her key goals. The strategy sets the overall context

within which assignments are given to subordinates, and must be made

clear to those subordinates.



Tactics: Shorterterm tasks undertaken by a manager,and assignments

made to subordinates, as steps in the process of moving towards the key

goals and in overcoming obstacles encountered on the way.

PLANNING HORIZONS

The reason for bothering with these simple definitions is that they

makeitpossible todescribethefollowing systematic planning procedure.

Idescribed in Chapter6thefactthat thescaleofoperation ofany man-

agerial system is defined and can be measured by the time-span estab-

lished for the role of the CEO. This time-span set for the key goals is a

judgment about the overall time-outreachtobesetfor theoverallworkof

the CEO. W esaw how this time-span determines the number of manage-

rialorganizationlayersthat will be needed,and the level of capability or

time-horizonrequired by the CEO if he or she is to be successful. It is one

of the most important judgments and decisions that can be made atgov-

erning body/CEO level for any managerial system. It needs to be

reviewed,adapted,and updatedregularly.

The need for short-, mid-, and long-term planning will alwaysexist

as a critical factor in successful business regardless of changes in

technology.

There are,of course,new questions being raised today with all the

hype about information technology and how it is producing such rapid

changethatyou cannot plan for more than one or two quarters ahead any-

how,regardless of mission or strategy or any other mid- or long-term

wishes. I say hype advisedly. A CEO’s planning horizons do not change

with technology. The intent of your plans may be affected,and you may

have to change and adapt your plans morefrequently. But your mission

and strategic outreach will always be a function of the time-span of your

role—its farthest assigned outreach—and of your own level of capability

asreflected inyour time-horizon. The biggeryou are,and the biggeryour

role,the longerforward will be your strategic plans.

THE SYSTEM OF PLANNING LEVELS

It will be apparent that it will not be sufficient to have a planning sys-

tem that sets key goals only. In the first place,one-year plans must be

established in order to deal with the issue of annual budgeting and annu-

al accounts. But longerterm plans will be needed as well. Thusforexam-
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ple,many companies build plans at multiple time scales, popular periods

being 3-year and 5-year plans, and sometimes 10-year plans, often called

extended plans. In publicservice organizations, one-year and 5-yearplan-

ning are often used,the 5-year plan being partofa5-year PPBS (planned

program and budgeting system). But none of these periods derivesfrom

any principle. The question then becomes, “Is there an optimum system

of planning levels?” The answer is that there is. Let me develop this

answerby takingastratum VI corporation;thatistosay,acorporation, or

a large civil service department, which if requisitely structured would

havesixlayersinall, including the CEO.

Such an organization would haveachain of management as illustrated

in Figure 11.1.

Thischartillustratesthateveryone has a varied panoply of tasks atany

given time,with a wide spectrum of times in which they have to be car-

ried out, ranging from hour-to-hour,day-to-day,week-to-week, month-

to-month, and as you get higher up the organization, year to year,and

years ahead. But a CEO’s hour-to-hour,day-to-day,and week-to-week

tasks are not the same as those of a shop floor operator or an officeclerk.

Their tasks are limited to the workgoing on in their particular local shop

or office. The CEOs shorter tasks are concerned with the company-as-a-

whole (unless, of course,the CEO is being “pulled down into the weeds”

by a subordinate or by an area that is in trouble in getting their work

done).
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Systematic planning needs to be carriedoutat multipleorganization

levels.

Thus, this chart shows that a CEO in a stratum VI role would havea

mission or strategic plan atstratum VI, comprising key goals, say at 12

years (just above the 10-year stratum VI boundary) set in consultation

with the Board or the owner. Such an outlook may seem long,but CEOs

who aretruly working atthislevelcaninfactarticulatetheirthreetofive

key corporategoals if theyturn their attention to doing so.

By the same token, astratum VI CEO would find it extremely useful

to sort out his/her goalsfor the whole companyat the nextlevel down at

stratum V,somewhere in the 5- to 10-year time-span range.For practical

convenience I have taken the 7-year levelfor planning purposes. In the

case of the CEO,the aim would be to produce and articulate the three to

four key 7-year goals for the company,as part of the tactics for carrying

out the 12-year strategic thrust. To do so would accomplish two useful

results. First, itwould provide an extremely useful tactical planning step
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on the way to the corporate 12-year key goals. Second,itwould haveset

a point of horizontal alignment for each of the immediate subordinates,

for the following reason.

The immediate subordinates would each have key goals assigned to

them by the CEO,takingintoaccounttheirproposals and advice.Itwould

then be for each of them to develop his/her 7-year strategiesfor achiev-

ing these keygoals, aligned to the CEO’s 7-year plan for the whole com-

pany.

The nextstep in the process would be to establish the next twotactical

plans one and two morelevels down, atstr. IVandatstr.III, for the whole

company.For planning convenience,it is useful to set these tactical steps

at3years (between the 2 and 5 Str.IVrange), and at1year (the budget-

ing levelfor the 1- and 2-year str.IIIrange). This last point, of course,

gives the planning base for setting the whole company’s 1-year budget.

Each of the subordinates would then follow the same cascading plan-

ning process. You end up with all managersateverylevelhaving an over-

arching strategicthrust that aligns horizontally across to the CEO’stacti-

calstepathis/herlevel, and tacticalsteps that align with the CEO’slower

tactical steps.
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This process is illustrated in Figure 11.2, which shows the strategic

thrustateachstratum in dotted outline. The complete horizontal and ver-

tical alignment can be seen in the figure. By means of this final step, the

annual budgeting process becomes a process in which every manager at

stratum III and above gets a one-year budgetfor his or her area which

aligns with his/her manager’s one-year budget, and finally horizontally

across to the CEO’s, as shown in Figure 11.3.
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IS THIS PROCESS WORTH THE EFFORT?

Implementation of this planning process in companies of different

sizesrequires only thatyou startatthelevel of the CEO and work down.

Thus, in a small stratum III company or subsidiary you would start with

the company mission and the annual budget as the same thing.Inastra-

tum IV company,you would start with the 3-year mission of the CEO; in

astratum V company,with the 7-year mission of the CEO.

In a largerstratum VII corporation, the start would be with the corpo-

rate 25-year mission (just above the 20-year stratum VII boundary); and

stratum VIII super-corporations start with whatexecutives at these rar-

efiedlevelsrefer toasthe3-generation mission and strategy.Ifthesetime

out-reaches seem unrealistic,then speak to CEOs of large or super-cor-

porations. You will find thatonreflection they know about them, evenif

they had not done anything so far to set them out for their companies. A

more detailed example is given in Figure 11.4

But the question remains, is the effort worth it all? The answer is an

unequivocal yes. The effort, in fact, is a one-time first-time investment

effort. Once that has been achieved,subsequent years call only for an

updating,unless, of course,major changes have been occurring in the

market, or technology, or elsewhere, that call for a more extensive

change. In this case,itisfar easier to plan for extensivechanges against

the background of the planning workalready accomplished.

It is also useful to consider whathappens if CEOs do not do their plan-

ning this way. They and their Board or owners will havefailed to set the

mission for the company,despite all their best intentions and advicefrom

management books and advisors who have told them of the importanceof

establishing and communicating mission down through the organization.

I have had the opportunity myself to follow this process down through

several companies, and the feelings of gratification that“the company”

now seemed to know where it was going had engendered precisely the

strong feelings of confidence in the company leadership that would be

predicted.
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CHAPTER 12

The Demystification of Compensation

The compensationpractices have an unparalleled importancefor each and

every one of the millions upon millions of individuals who earn a wage

orsalary,and the families of those individuals: they determine their stan-

dard of living,their socio-economic status, their economic security,and

their self-esteem. Theyare also a major determinant of the distribution of

wealth in capitalist nations. W ho could ask for anything more?

Unfortunately and understandably,however,by far the majority of our

compensationpractices suffer under the burden of a host of untenable and

disturbing notions about what constitutes a sound payment system, and

indeed,about what compensation should be about in the first place.

I must assume that there is no one who would need convincing that

compensation practices have a continuously disturbing impact upon

everyone. Thus, to exercise effective leadership, CEOs are constantly

faced with the difficult problem of dealing with the compensation issues

in their organizations. To the extent thatyou can succeed in getting good

equitable solutions, you canrun a moreprofitable,productive,and human

organization, and make a very wholesome contribution to society. There

are,however,threekey misconceptions that stand in the wayofgettingto

such solutions.

The first is the misconception that we have already discussed,that

employees should be held accountablefor their own results, combined,

and exaggerated,with the misconception that subordinates should be

given incentivepay in accord with those results. The honest realityliesin

the principle that it is the manager who must be held accountablefor the

results of his or her subordinate’s work. Failuretorecognizethisreality,
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and to hold subordinates accountablefortheirown results, alienates them

andforces them into corruptpractices. Results based performance bonus-

es can thus be seen to be not only pointless and foolhardy,but downright

disturbing and demoralizing.

The second misconception is that of seeing work as something that

people do only because they have to in order to survive. Therefore,the

provision of incentivesintheform of payment byresults is deemed to be

essential in order to get people to put forward their best efforts. In fact,

the simple realityisthat full commitment mustberequired as a matterof

fulfillment of contract to be covered by the wageorsalary,not something

that has to be covered by special incentive pay over and above the wage

or salary,for getting the most out of people.

An employment contract is a contractual commitment to bring an

agreedlevelofcapability tothework of doing one’sbesttoproduce

assigned outputs. Failure of an employee to exercise full commit-

ment is a contractual violation.

Finally,let me elaborate a bit further on the third and related miscon-

ception thatnearlyeveryone seems to havetripped over and thatrules out

any possibilityofproviding afair,just, andtrust-inducing system of com-

pensation; namely that human labor is a commodity whose price should

be determined by marketforces, and is therefore to be bargained forlike

a commodity. This causes large-scale dehumanization byafalse concep-

tion dreamed up by labor economists disconnected from reality,and

accepted in the form of wage and salary bargaining.

Factually,labor is not a commodity. If looked at squarely,it behaves

nothing like a commodity. Commodity prices are market determined.

Adam Smith’s notions of market demand still hold sway,and rightfully

so. And note,the essence of market economics and market determined

pricesisthat commodities have no inherent permanent value in their own

right, and especially no inherent permanent relative values or differen-

tials. The value is in the eye of the buyer. Olive oil has no inherently

greatervalue,in its own right, than premium engine oil. Nor does either

type of oil become upset if the price of the other creeps higher,or dips

lower,than itself. There is no question of doing a damaging injustice to

thefeelings of one or the other,nor of groups of one or the other joining

together to go on strike to see that justice is done.

All employees have a strong and clear judgment of the total com-

pensation that would be fairfor the work theyare assigned to do.



Now note the difference between commodities and human labor.

Human beings seeking employment, orarguing for a wage,are quite dif-

ferentfrom commodities. Each employee has a very decided view of the

inherent differential or relative value of his/her work as compared with

others. Moreover,as I have had the good fortune to have been able to

demonstrate,every single employee can stateinaclear and precise mon-

etary amount the fairrelative value of the work he/she is being given to

do; that is to say,the monetary value as compared with others. Thisfact

has been demonstratedby the discovery of the time-span method of mea-

suring the size or complexity of any and every employment role. This

work led on to the discovery that the differentials in felt-fair payfor dif-

ferentials in time-span are identical for all occupations in all managerial

organizations worldwide,and that these relativities haveremained con-

stant now for over 50 years.

The major determinant of employees’ differential pay values, there-

fore,is thesenseoffairness they haveabout differential compensationfor

differentlevels of work. Moreover,highly controlled research has shown

that it is people’s judgments of fair pay for their work that determines

whether they think the current market value is good or bad,and not the

current market value for their work that determines what they think is

fair.1How different, indeed,from the vicissitudes of value(price) of com-

modities relative to each other,which maychange all over the map with

changes in public demand and availability,and most significant of all,

may drop to no value atall.

Employees, then, do not behavelike commodities, because theyarenot

commodities, nor is their labor. It is possible to measure levels of work

and the labor thatgoeswithit.Infree enterprise democracies, employees

must surely havetheright to be treated by employers as politically equal

citizens, not as commodities, and not as servants in master-servant rela-

tionships. They are citizens seeking employment work that suits their

levelofcapability,and atafair andjustwageorsalary;notallat the same

salary,because political equality does not imply equality in capabilitynor

in economic contribution. Butfortunately,people do have an inherentfair

differential evaluation of the level of work thattheyare contributing.

In a common economic region, employees at the same levels of

work as measured in time-span share the same judgments of fair

pay. The patternoffairdifferentials is the same worldwide.

As contrasted with these findings about the sense of fairness and jus-

tice in people,let us consider then the message that is sent to employees
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by current compensation systems. “You arebut mere commodities” quoth

our system, “ We will pay you the least we can getaway with in the cur-

rent marketfor your labor. W e know thatitisunfortunatelytrue that we

cannot alwaysrely upon our managerstoleadyoutobetrusted to do your

best in your work, therefore we will motivateyou with pay incentivesfor

getting better results. W e,your employers, of course,know better,and of

course,can be relied upon to want to do our best atwork, because weare

different (superior?) to you down there.” For,you will find that it is

always those in the lower echelons, as seen by those in the upper eche-

lons, who could not possiblygetanysatisfactionfrom their work, who are

the ones who cannot be relied upon to work properly with full commit-

ment without financial incentives to do so (although those in the higher

echelons are not aversetoreceiving their own forms of bonus).

Moreover,our bargaining mechanisms carry these messages into day-

to-day action. If employees are not self-seeking and grasping,out to get

allthey canfor themselves, they will lose out in the compensationstakes.

It happened in my estimation to the nurses and the teachers. They were

centered upon their professional concerns about patients and pupils and

chose not to take part in the payratrace. They got badly behind in earn-

ings. The teachershave now become one of the most militant trade union

groups. W ithsuch self-centered behavior demanded by current pay nego-

tiation procedures based upon treating people as commodities, whether

by one individual in relation to his/her manager,orby a union in relation

to an employer,human natureitselfgets a bad name.

The situation is worsened,moreover,by a less recognized circum-

stance. If employees, whether as individuals or in groups, are put on a

system of “incentive” payments forresults, whatarethey to do? W e have

already established that all that individuals can do to improveresults, is

to work effectively. If they are already doing their best, they can do no

more. Thisisnotquitetrue. They can cut corners on quality; and they can

conceal small improvements in their ways of working,so as to earn

bonuses more readily. Slacken their quality standards and conceal

improved methods, and they can get more done,more quickly.

W hat then happens shows up most starkly where,for example,shop

floor operators are on payment-by-results. If they have produced some

marginally substandard work that they know will not be picked up by

inspection, then theyarefaced by a moral dilemma. W hatarethey to do?

If theyreject the work themselves, the pay system will punish them. If

theyletitgo, they willearn a bonus. Thatistosay,the current system will

rewardindifference and unconcern.Inaddition, they sense in their hearts,

even though they cannot quite express it in words, that they should not
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honestly be held accountablefor their results, and in any case “they the

management” should understand and appreciate the fact thatthey do not

need to be prodded to do good work, thatthey enjoy doingit.So, letitgo,

and don’trock the boat.It’s not their fault thatthey have been put in this

damnable situation. And so morality suffersfrom a system that is in its

deepest essence,corrupting.

Allresults-based bonus pay systems provide employees with incen-

tivestowards various degrees of alienation and corruption.

The situation has similar effects in other areas. Sales staff on commis-

sion pressfor portfolios of easy customers.Ifthey succeed,they can earn

more,but the work is less challenging,less interesting,and less satisfy-

ing. They may also get into collusive relationships with customers in

order to maintain high levels of commission, with again, a passing sense

ofresentment because theyarenottrusted to get on with their best work,

buttreatedratherlike a donkey with a carrot dangling in frontofit, and a

rod to prod from behind.

In the same vein, profit sharing bonuses sound good. But the fact is,

and people know it, that profits do not go up and down in response to

increase and decrease of the efforts of employees. Employeesarenotrid-

ing an effectiveness roller coaster.Irecall the CEO who had to approach

his Boardforaspecialfinancial allocationtopayagood bonus tohispeo-

ple.Ithappened at the end of a year in which the company’sown profits

were shattered by a massive and powerful new product and price offen-

siveby a competitor. Heandhisseniorexecutives knew thateveryone had

spent the year working at full-out commitment, and the idea that their

people would get no bonus because of this clearly “external” circum-

stance was very disturbing. In similar vein, the problems attendant upon

incentive bonus payments in the form of advantageous stock options, are

just beginning to show up.

Iwould hope that my point becomes clear. I am suggesting that human

nature has gained an undeserved bad name where work and payment for

work are concerned. The common assumptions that employees need

results-based incentives in order to get them to work hard to produce

results are derived from observing people in employment work where

theyare held accountableforresults thatthey do not and cannot control,

are treated like commodities whose only value is a market price to be

fought over,rather than as humans with intrinsically valuable levels of

capability,and aregiven basic paylevelsfor less than full commitment.

These disreputable assumptions about how people will behaveare thus
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another one of the half-truths with which we have become familiar.If

people do behavethatway,itisonly because conditions have beensetthat

requireit. Thefulltruthisthat under other conditions, people arecapable

of behaving fairly,reasonably,honestly,and cooperatively,even overpay.

Unfortunately,the disparaging half-truth has become established as the

whole truth. Our free enterprise democratic nations have been and con-

tinue to be plagued by this imperfect and defective belief.

Thefindings I described about felt-fair pay in Chapter6, tell the other

halfofthestory.Itis, unfortunately,a notvery well or widely known half

of the story and is worthrepeating.People not only like to do work that

is of value to others, they actually need the opportunity continuously to

do such work day-by-day in order to keep themselves psychologically

pulled together as whole persons. Moreover,they have a universal set of

norms of fairness and justice about total annual wage and salary levels

and relativities. But (exceptfor a mere handful of exceptions) this partof

the story has never been built into our systems of payment.

The self-centered behavior demanded by our pay negotiationproce-

dures give human nature a bad name.

To recognize this positive but hidden side of human naturerequires

only a very simple system for compensating work. It is to create a pay

structure that provides an equal pay rangefor roles of equal ranges of

level of complexity,regardless of occupation—the higher the level of

complexity the higher the pay. Holdindividuals accountablefor tendering

their full commitment and pay them within their range at the step that

matches their manager’s evaluation of their level of personal effective-

ness. Hold their managers accountablefortheirresults. That is the basis.

Here,briefly,is how it works.

STEPS FOR A CEO WHO WANTS A FAIR AND JUST
COMPENSATION SYSTEM

Step One: Divide eachorganizationalstratum into three paygrades, as

shown in Table 12.1.Establish a total compensationstructureby deciding

on the paylevelfor one-year time-span. Takethisvalue as X, set the dif-

ferential pay levels for each of the other stratum boundaries in accord

with the felt-fairdifferentials described in Chapter6, and set out in Table

6.1. Then divide eachstratum payrange into three pay grades, as shown

in Table12.1. The paylevelsillustratedaretheyear 2000 felt-fairpaylev-

elsinmajorcitiesintheUnitedStates, and itwillbenecessary todiscover
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the local felt-fair paydifferentialsfor other localities.2

Step Two: From the compensationstructure,the payrangefor individ-

uals can be determined.For example,take an individual from a firm in

Chicago in a role which currently has a measured time-span of 15

months. That measure places it in stratum III Low,and thereforegivesit

a payrange of $80,000 to $101,000.

Step Three: The remaining question is where to place the individual’s

compensation within the $80,000 to $101,000 pay range for the role.

Recall that inChapter7, we described the questions thatenabled the man-

ager to place a subordinateinthetop, mid,or bottom of the top or bottom

half of their role in personal effectiveness. This gives a possible six pay

steps, for which the payrange we are considering would be divided as

shown in Table 12.2.

Let us saythatthisperson has been evaluatedby his or her manageras

working at a level of effectiveness of someone at the bottom of the top

half of the role. The person will then receive a salary,atalevel decided

by the manager,within the 89–93K rangefor the following year. By this

procedure,everyone has a salary at his or her current level of work and
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effectiveness, and iscontractuallyrequired tocommithisorherfulleffec-

tiveness.3

Felt-fair differential pay structure gets rid of the disruptive fight

overpay.Ittreatspeopleaslive human beings and not as dead meat.

Fully implemented,this method of compensation is fair and just, and

willbeexperienced as such. Therelationship between managers andtheir

subordinates is both enriched and strengthened. The degrading,distaste-

ful, dispiriting,and disruptive chronic fight over pay can be ended.

Employment life can be well on the way to becoming truly humanized,

because people have begun to be treated as breathing humans rather than

as dead commodities.

COMPENSATION IN GOVERNMENT SERVICE

I recognize that the differential pay levels listed above will seem

ridiculous to those in government service. In most countries(Singaporeis

one of the few exceptions of which I am aware), there is a considerable

compression of actual pay differentials as compared with commerce and

industry. There tends to be a roughly comparablerangethrough stratum I

and II, up to levels of work just below 1 year time-span, then the com-

pressionsetsin.Infederalcivilservicein W ashington, D.C., in the United

States, forexample,therange betweenrolesat1year time-span and roles

at20years time-span runsfrom about $75,000 to $120,000, as compared

with $80,000 to over $1 million in industry and commerce.

In the federal civil service,this compression is brought about by a

Congressional policy,the Congressional Cap, whichstatesthatnocivilser-

vantshallearn more than a member of Congress.Iknow ofnoevidence that
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this policy adds to the effectiveness of the CivilService,and there is much

evidence that the opposite is the case. It contributes to weak managerial

accountability,andjustifies thenotionthatcivilservantsare entitledtocon-

tinued security of employment regardless of their effectiveness.

My experience in working with top level governmental executives,

including top level military,is that their notions about what would consti-

tutefair and just payfor their work coincides with the felt-fairpaylevelsI

have described,despite thepay compression under whichtheylabor andare

paid.

There is a worldwide practice of compression in public service

salariesat middle and higher manageriallevels.

W hy governments uniformly underpay their civil servants has never

been completely clear to me.Part of it is a hangover from the days in

manyformer imperialist countries, like GreatBritain, in which the high-

er levelroles in government service were careersfor the well-to-do off-

spring of wealthyfamilies, who were also those who wereabletoattend

university,especially Oxford and Cambridge. That isnolonger an accept-

able answer in today’s democratic world to the question of why the citi-

zens in communities, or thenation, should expect that thepublicservants,

who, afterall, are working for them, should be paid less than themselves.

Nor,by the way,can the concept of the Congressional Cap be valid,

because members of Congress are elected representatives and are not

employees. It is thus just another of the misconceptions that litter the

field,to think of their compensation as salaries. They are not. They are

honoraria, or stipends, orfees, asfor elected directorsorforchurchcler-

gy,but not wages or salariesasfor employees.

These compressed compensation practices pose substantial well-

known leadership problems for CEOs of governmental and public ser-

vices organizations. It is difficult to fill managerial positions attheright

levelofcapability,and managerial accountability and authoritytendtobe

weakened as a result. Change is difficult because it becomes so mixed

with the fact that the employing organization in this case is, of course,

heavily engaged in politics.4 The CEOs of public services organizations

havearaft of blockages standing in the way of achieving effective man-

agerial leadership.

COMPENSATION FOR CEOS

A major issue for CEOs is to examine and seriously re-evaluate the
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assumptions about human nature in relation to these fundamental socio-

economic questions of: W hat makes people work? W hat should they get

paid for? Is greed the whole story of employees’ attitudes towards pay?

Areresults-based financial incentives essential? To whatextent are our

behaviors towards pay determined by the dehumanizing compensation

systems that we currently use,and their underlying assumptions?

It is time to clean house with respect to compensation atalllevels.If

CEOs are to give effectivetrust-inducing leadership, they must give the

lead by taking an equitable level of total compensation for the level of

worktheyarecarryingintheirown roles. Iamfamiliar with the argument

that CEOs, and their Boards, of the larger corporations could not have

made use of my equitable pay scales for stratum VI, VII, and VIII,

because it would have meant setting salary levels in ranges between $1

million and nearly $5 million a year. To state such total salaries over $1

million a year was said to be unacceptable to shareholders, employees,

and the public.

In the general absence of sound principles of salary payment for

level of work, the compensation of some CEOs has gotten out of

control.

W hat hashappened as a resultisthatways have been sought and found

to pay,not only these amounts, but much more,by other methods. The

firststep in this collusion wastostatesalaries as less than $1 million, but

to add bonuses of 100 percent and more. Thatstep has then led on to the

kind of feeding frenzied rushfor bonuses, stock options, and special pay-

ments that has characterized so much top level executive behavior over

the past five to ten years. This system reflects badly on CEOs as a class.

Itgivesfree enterprise capitalism a bad name. It is also a good example

(but not good in itself), of the degrading and corrupting impact of our

compensation systems, even upon CEOs. No good will come of it. But

once again, it is the system that needs changing. There is no use explain-

ing these behaviorsby blaming CEOs for being incorrigibly greedy peo-

ple in need of deep psychotherapyiftheyaretochange. The publicrecog-

nition and implementation of equitable pay could have an exhilarating

and uplifting effect upon the behavior of CEOs and our managerialorga-

nizations.

CONCLUSION

W e have for far too long implicitly denigrated our people and been
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bogged down in negativistic and short-sighted views. W e havefailed to

recognize,accept, and celebrate in our everyday policies and procedures

the extraordinary constructive side of human nature,even where pay is

concerned. Here is a situation that it must be the responsibility of CEOs

to put right. The ball is in their court.Itisthenature and quality of their

leadership thatisatstake.

The elimination of confrontational pay bargaining thattreats people

like commodities, would bring an immediate and all-encompassing

improvement of the quality of lifeinfree-enterprise democracies.

A great opportunity exists to rid the working world of systems that

alienate people and face them with moral dilemmas thatpitch them into

justifiable minor corrupt behaviors. CEOs who take advantage of this

opportunity will profit their companies by energizing the people they

lead,and will add a great fund of mutual trust and humanity to the face

offree enterprisefor the good of all. It will require an insighted class of

CEOs to accomplish the necessary widespread change,a change that

would,more than anything else,give the capitalistfree enterprise system

the honest face thatitdeserves.

NOTES

1. See Richardson, Roy (1971) FairPay and Work,which showed that

time-span explained 75 percent of the variations in felt-fair pay of the

research subjects, while their judgment of market value explained only

1.2 percent of the variation.

2. For further details on implementation of this compensation struc-

ture,seeJaques (1996) Requisite Organization. This book describes, for

example,how toadjustanorganization’s compensationstructureforearn-

ings inflation as published in the Earnings Index.  Such a compensation

structure should not be adjusted for cost of living inflation because cost

ofliving is a national economic issue and affects everyone’s standard of

living in the same way.  Compensation levels need to be corrected for

earning inflation because an organization’sfailure to correctforitleaves

their people differentially behind everyone else.

3. The question will be raisedabout whattodoabout premium payfor

scarce skills.  If necessary,pay an attractive joining fee,or a scarcitypre-

mium supplement.  But do not buildany supplement into the salary. Keep

them absolutelyseparate,tobereduced and removed if and as the scarci-

tydisappears. The grade and recognized compensationfortheroleisthe
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same as for everyone else at the same level of work.  Scarcity should be

no excuse for being given a higher status, and in a fair and just national

compensation system, would not even be an excuse for higher pay.

4. My experience has been that some countries, such as Sweden, have

compressed pay differentials, similar to government services. They lose

their high level people,who emigrate to other countries. Australia was

likethisfor manyyears, butisgoing through areadjustment of its paydif-

ferentials in privatebusiness in order to stop the flow of high levelexec-

utives and technical experts to England and the United States.
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CHAPTER 13

Managerial Leadership

W hat then is managerial leadership? If it is part of each employee’s con-

tract to do his/her best, then it need be no part of the leadership account-

ability of any manager to motivate,stimulate,or invigorate subordinates

to do their best. It brings the issue of leadership tumbling down to earth-

lyrealitiesfrom its idealized place in the sky.

This conclusion means that CEOs can stop looking in the mirrortosee

whether they look like leaders. They can also stop trying to change their

stance and their habits and behavior to look morelike Attila the Hun, or

General Patton, or W inston Churchill, or General MacArthur,or whoev-

er their leadership heroes might be. Leadership has nothing whatever to

do with such a commonplace approach. It has to do with something far

more important; namely,with the abilitytodevelop sound strategic plans

that will makeitpossibletoachieve the company’sgoalssetby the Board

or owners.

Effective leadership demands that CEOs, like all managers, seek and

take the counsel of their subordinatesindeveloping a strategyfor success

in achieving these goals. Having received and discussed this advice,the

CEO alone must then decide upon whatthebeststrategicthrustsare,and

proceed along the way.

Proceeding along the way calls for leading subordinates by giving

them assignments that make sense in contributing to the achievement of

company strategic goals. It provides the opportunity for demonstrating

initiative,flexibility,and adaptabilitybychangingdirection and adjusting

assignments in order to cope with unpredictable(orpredictable)difficul-

tiesthatare encountered along the way.



Nothing smacks more of good leadership, and breeds confidence and

good esprit in subordinates, than a CEO,or any manager,who knows

what he or she is doing in getting them to wheretheyaresettogo.Ithas

nothing to do with any particular or special personality qualities or char-

acteristics that a managerial leader might or might not possess. It is not

even a matter of so-called people skills, or leadership skills. Such skills

are in reality nothing more than the ability that managerial leaders need

inorder to manipulate subordinates and others to do whatyou want them

to do in the absence of clear and correct specification of accountabilities,

authorities, and requisite managerial leadership practices. It is perhaps

worthrepeating that people do not havetoloveorevenlike each other to

get along in managerial systems; but it is essential to haverequisite sys-

tems thatthey can rely upon to enable them to trust each other absolute-

ly.

Great managerialleadership derivesfrom thesettingofsoundstrate-

gies and success in carrying out those strategies, and not from any

particular personality qualities.

General W illiam DePuy,thegreatU.S. Army leadershiptraining devel-

oper,hasstated thispointofview in marvelouslyclear and concise terms.

Military commandersareaware of the seminal importance of oper-

ational command (managerial) work underlying effective leader-

ship....Itisaprocess thatunifies the efforts of thousands of men.

... Thisprocess produces unity of effortfrom a diversity of means.

At the heart of the process lies the mind of the commander.From

the mind of that single person, a dominating concept of operation

must emerge. That mental construct mustbepropagatedthrough the

minds of the whole hierarchy of subordinate leaders to animate the

entire command and to concentrate its actions.

. . . His concept of operation is the supreme contribution of the

commander to his command and to success. . . . His other qualities

of leadership, however many he may possess, and however

admirablethey may be,will be simplyirrelevant and ineffectual.1

Ifind the term managerial in parenthesis at the beginning of this quo-

tation to be very striking. In it, General DePuy links strategic military

leadership, even at the highest levels, directly to managerial leadership.

And,in short, military leadership, like managerial leadership, is not in

any way a special type of person with special leadership qualities. It is
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any and every kind of person in a role with accountabilityfor giving the

lead to others, such as a managerialrole,who is well-qualifiedfor doing

what he or she is accountablefor doing,and creates the necessarystrate-

gic concepts for doing it. If such leadership is to be supported and

enhanced,that can and must be done by theprovision of manageriallead-

ership practices thataresufficientlyrealistic and straightforward thatany

competent manager can handle them.

WHO SETS THE LEADERSHIP GOALS?

There is one other feature of leadership that needs to be noted.Just as

it is not the function of leadership to motivate subordinates, neither is it

the function of leaders to set the goals towards which they will lead their

followers. This fact is particularly evident in managerial leadership.

Managers do not set their own goals. Their goals are assigned to them

from above by the process of delegation. It is then for the manager to

decide how best to get to the assigned goal(thestrategy) and how best to

deploy their employedfollowers (subordinates) in getting there.

Thisfactistrue of all leadership. Even in political or religious leader-

ship, for example,a leader cannot set the goals towards which the fol-

lowers must then conform. It is the other wayround.Political party and

church memberschoose leaders whose professed goals are in line with

those of the organization and its members. There is a greatdiversity of

methods by means of which this choice of leaders is made. Two major

factorshave tobetaken into account. First, not whether a given candidate

manifests the ability to create desirablegoals, butrather does that candi-

date already possess the valued goals? Second,given the existence of

common shared goals, which of the candidates gives evidence of having

the capability to judge the best ways(strategies)forgetting to the shared

goals, and then leading the way, successfully overcoming obstacles

encountered along the path?

Leadership is a work-a-day concept of working towards goals,

rather than of setting one’sown goals.

The significance of peoples’ judgments of this second feature was

shown in a research study of the importance of capability of major party

candidates in United States presidential elections.2 Using the requisite

organization systems for measuring the current potential capability of

individuals, the research showed that in eight out of nine presidential

elections, the major party candidate with the highest potential capability
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won theelection, regardless of which party won the majority in Congress.

In the ninth election studied,the two candidates were nearly identical in

potential capability. That election was the almost tied vote in the recent

race between George W . Bush and Al Gore.

Itwould appear likelythat candidates who best express partygoalsare

sorted out in the primaries. In the national election, however,party mem-

bers mainlyvotefortheirown candidate,butswing voters, less concerned

about differences in goals, recognize and votefor the candidate with the

greater capability who will thus be able to get more done. How people

managetorecognize potential capability in others is not atallclear. But

Ihave muchexperience that tells me thatwe do. Indeed,itisthefactthat

managersareable to make such judgments accuratelyabout their imme-

diate subordinates as well as of their subordinates-once-removed thathas

made possible the gearing-process approach to the evaluation of the

potential capability of all employees, which was described in Chapter 9.

WHAT ABOUT CHARISMA?

The question of charisma and leadership is an interesting one. It will

be clear enough, I would hope,that my view of leadership is a very sim-

ple one. It has to do exclusively with the ability to work out the best

strategiesfor achieving goals which the leader and followers share,and

for leading followers along the pathway the leader selected,assigning

them tasks that contribute to getting to where all want to go. No particu-

lar personality characteristics are called for. W inston Churchill was a

great wartime leader. Not because of his personality,but because of his

greatstrategic sense under wartime conditions. He was a poor peacetime

leader,not because his personality had changed,but because he was nei-

ther deeplyinterested in peacetime civilian issues, nor very competent in

dealing with them.

Systems drive behavior.

The same analysis applies to charisma. It is commonly used in two

ways. The first is that of having inspiring personal qualities with an

authoritative aura and greatcharm thatgenerate enthusiasm in followers.

The second is that of claiming divine inspiration and divinely conferred

powers. It is the second usage thatreally counts, for such charismatic

leaders are concerned with magical or mystical goals that are to be

achieved,not here on earth but in some paradise of an after-life. This

charismatic leader is one who convinces followers, who havefound him
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or her to share their goals, that he/she alone has somehow received the

divine powers that enable him/her to perceive the (mystical) pathway to

the (mystical) goal. But even here,it may be noted,itisthecapabilityto

construct the convincing strategic pathway to the goal, albeit a mystical

pathway,thatistheleadership issue,and not a charming personality.Itis

understandableforfollowers to believe in a leader’s mystical or magical

strategic pathways that may seem morelike being charmed by a magical

personality than being convincedtobelieveinthatleader’s magicalstrate-

giccapabilities.

In short, asfar as leadership is concerned,CEOs do not have to con-

cern themselves with any esoteric considerations. Subordinates will fol-

low the lead with confidence and satisfaction to the extent that CEOs

show themselvescapableofsettingstrategically sound pathwaystowards

accomplishing the organization’s mission, and making effective use in

doing so, of financial and physical resources and of well-motivated

human resources for the results of whose work they should be account-

able. This leadership will be enhanced by the managerialleadership prac-

tices such as context setting,personal effectiveness appraisal, coaching,

mentoring,and meritreview.

LEVEL OF CAPABILITY OF THE CEO

There is a delicate issue thatinvolves CEOs that I mustraise,despite

its delicacy,because it is of such prime and absolute importance for the

effectiverunning of any and every managerial system. This issue is that

of the match between the level of applicable capability of CEOs and the

level ofworkoftherolethey occupy. Put in moredirectterms, this match

raises the question of whether anygiven CEO is just the rightlevelforhis

or her role; or perhaps too big for the role; or perhaps not quite big

enough.

CEOs need to havetheright level of working capability to be good

leaders, and not the magicofcharisma.

The degree of match canreadily be measured and statedinterms of the

time-span of the role (fixed by the key goals set by the owners or the

Board on their behalf,in consultation with the CEO), and the time-hori-

zon (current potential capability) of the CEO. The consequences arevast-

lydifferent when the CEO and role match, when the CEO is bigger than

the role,and when the CEO is smaller than the role,as illustrated in the

accompanying Figure 13.1.
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W hen a newly appointed CEO has a time-horizon that is shorter than

the time-span of the role,then he or she will contractthesize of the busi-

ness. W hile this process is going on, there will be predictable discomfort

within the organization. Subordinates of the CEO,who may havelevels

of capability within the same stratum as the CEO,willfind their innova-

tive initiatives being constricted. This constriction will work down

through the organization until, with loss of work, the organization settles

out atitsnew level; namely,atthelevel of capability of the CEO.

A much happier picture emerges when the CEO’s potential is in line

with the required level of work of the CEO role. A good,experienced

CEO,attheright level of capability,is the most powerful force you can

haveforovercoming the effects of the shortcomings in managerialstruc-

tures and practicesthathave been described. Such a CEO may notbeable

to overcome all the difficulties, but his or her effective operational lead-

ership can be a boon to employee morale and satisfaction.

If the CEO has a time-horizon greater than the time-span of the role,

thenyou can look forgrowth and development of the organizationdespite

any shortcomings in organizational arrangements. You do not automati-
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cally get a sound managerial system, but there is a dramatic impact on

employees because of their experience of sound and effective operational

leadership. Suchacircumstance can makeallthedifference,forexample,

in publicservice organizations.Militaryorganizationsdepend upon being

abletoget such capabilityat 3-Star and 4-Star Generallevel.

These conclusions arestrongly supported byrecent on-going research

studies by the Enhancer Group in Stockholm, Sweden, under the leader-

ship of Ulf Lindberg and the work of Robin Rutuli. They have studied the

impact on 20 large Scandinavian companies over the past 20 years of

changes in their CEO. Theirpreliminaryresults(currently being prepared

for publication) show,forexample,thatthesharevalues of the companies

go up or down, depending upon the match between the time-horizon of a

newlyappointed CEO and the time-span of the CEO role.

NOTES

1. DePuy,W illiam (1988) Army,page 47.

2. Brause,Alison (2000) “An Investigation of Presidential Elections

using Jaques’ Construct of Mental Complexity,” Doctoral Thesis,

Universityof Texas, Department of Educational Administration.
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CHAPTER 14

CEOs of Public Service 
Organizations

There are some very special and important issues thatface the CEOs of

our publicservice organizations. Under this designation I am referring to

the employees of federal, state,and city/town governments. By CEOs, I

refer not to elected representatives or political appointees but to those

who are full-time employed career heads of services. Therolesfall under

such titles as department director; chief executive; city manager; head of

service; or variations on the title secretary,such as assistant, deputy,or

permanent secretary (in the Britishcivilservice).

The special problems are well enough known. They getreferred to in

terms of criticisms that public servants do not work very hard; or they

avoid being accountablefor anything;orit’sajobforlife,because so long

asyou do not do anything wrong,you can stay on forever,evenifyou do

nothing very much. How much such views are warranted is a question.

But thereare some root causes of difficulties thatcallfor consideration.

Let me give an example from work in W ashington, D.C., with the

Deputy Head of a verylargecivilservice department (with over 300,000

people). I wastrying to illustrate to him how to do a time-span measure-

ment, and the meaning and significance of time-span. Thereason for the

meeting was that he had claimed thatyou cannot measure time-spans in

afederaldepartment, because federalcivilservants were “professionals,”

and he thought that I did not understand this simple fact.

Inorder to pursue the exercise,and as I thought, to demonstratethatit

was possible to measure time-spans of civil service roles, I asked him to

pick one of his immediate subordinates. Hepicked a subordinate who was

head of a large section that carried out civil construction in connection



with a large building resource that belonged to the department. I then

asked him to give me examples of assignments that he gave to this sub-

ordinate to carry out. He replied that he did not give any such assign-

ments. I was nonplussed,and asked him how his subordinate knew what

to do. He replied thatitwas up to his subordinate to decide.“That’s what

I mean by a professional service,”he added,“professionals are indepen-

dent. They know what has to be done,and they do it!”

Not quite understanding where we weregoing,I decided to go ahead,

and asked him for an example. He replied by giving me an example of a

verylarge construction project. W hen I asked how long he would givethe

subordinate to complete the assignment, he again replied that he did not

assign any target completion time,that was for the subordinate. And to

cut this story short, hisreply to the question of whatwould happen if the

subordinate took too long was that the subordinate was accountable,and

thatwasthat.Heaverred thatthecivilservice,asatrulyprofessional ser-

vice,was one in which individuals themselves not only decided whatto

do, how long they needed to do it, whatresources they needed,but decid-

ed also how wellthey had done.

I mention this example because it is the most extreme case of denial of

managerial authority and accountability in publicservice I have encoun-

tered. But even though it is an extreme statement, itnevertheless mirrors

an outlook thatpervades every publicservice department thatIhave had

the privilege to work with in fivedifferent countries, and in a plethoraof

state,provincial, and city and town services; namely,the absence of any

clear managerial accountability for what subordinates happened to be

doing or not doing,bolstered by an absence of clear managerial authori-

ty to do anything about what was going on even if you wanted to do

something. It is noticeably strong and all-pervasive in teachers, nurses,

and other professionals inhospitals, withtheirstrong sense of being “pro-

fessionals.”

It would seem that a public service career is something of a sinecure.

The question then would be why this view of management and managers

and accountability and authority should exist. One of the reasons, I

believe,has to do with the systems of compensation that characterize

nearly all publicservice organizations. As described in Chapter 12, there

is a uniform salary compression that occurs. The public does not consid-

erthat it should have to payreasonablesalaries to its mid-level and high-

erlevel publicservants.

The general notion that then grows is that publicservants are dedicat-

ed to working for the common goodregardless oftheirown personalgain.

This notion is all very well, exceptfor one thing.Itgoes along with the
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notion of entitlement of security of tenureinlifelong employment. That

in turn seems to undermine any notion of accountability, even the

accountabilityfor doing one’sbest.

PAY GRADES AND MANAGERIAL STRATA

Another factor that contributes to the undermining of managerial

accountability and authorityisthatofthefailuretorealize the difference

between paygrades and managerialstrata(layers). Thisproblem existsin

nearly every managerial organization, but is especially noteworthy in

public service organizations. The reason for this special situation is that

public service organizations have explicit well-articulated grading sys-

tems. The public services of most national governmental organizations

have one grading system that is applied in the same way to all depart-

ments. One suchexample is the FederalCivilServicein W ashington, with

approximately 4 million career civil servants, all covered by a 21-level

grading system thatruns from GS-1 to GS/GM-15, and from SES-1 to

SES-6.

The point about this descriptionisthatintheabsence of any system of

managerial layers, and indeed,the absence even of any conception of

managerial layers, pay grades come to stand for managerial layers as

well. As a result, too many organizationlayers come into being,with the

inevitable consequence of so-called managers breathing down the necks

of so-called subordinates.

As an example of how too manylayersarecreated,taketheexperience

Ihave had on many occasions of a group of civil servants in roles sayat

grade 10, with a manager in a role in grade 12, who then agitate to have

anew managerialroleestablished atgrade 11, in between themselves and

their existing manager. The argument that is put forward in favor of this

move is the need to organize “the missing promotion opportunity.”The

result is too manylayers.

The significance of having too manylayers is all too well-known. Too

many of the managerialrolesare managerial in name only. Thereisnota

sufficient difference in capability between manager and subordinates. It

would therefore be unrealistic to establish clear-cut managerial account-

ability and the authoritythat should gowithit. Therequisite accountabil-

ity could not be discharged,and the requisite authority would be evaded

or abused. It should come as no surprise that managerial accountability

and authorityare not specified.

There has been a widespread movement over the past 10 to 15 yearsto

overcome this problem by so-called broad banding. The idea is to getrid
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ofexcessivegrades bygrouping them into broad bands. An example was

one department in which a 23-grade system was grouped within 5 broad

bands. Thedifficultythat then ensued wasthat the 5 bands worked nottoo

badly as manageriallayers, butthatthey werefar too wide for paybrack-

ets. As a result, more and morepay bands begantocreep backin, and the

manageriallayers were pushed aside.

The solutionistocreatethenumber of manageriallayers needed bythe

basic managerialstructure,and then to divide each manageriallayer into

three pay bands, as described in Chapter 12. But, of course,inorder to do

so, you have to have a clearly understood distinction between the con-

cepts of manageriallayering and pay bands. Unfortunately,such concep-

tual clarity simply does not exist in the managerialfield. CEOs, whether

infor-profitornot-for-profitorganizations, would do welltotake note of

the need for this important conceptual distinction, if one wishes to havea

strong,decisive,and effective managerial system, and well established

managerial accountability and authority.Itisonly with such a system that

one can hope to have managers who are capable of discharging the

accountability and of making constructive use of the authority.

WHAT IS TO BE DONE?

This analysisisnotintendedtosuggestthatcivilservants do not accept

accountability. It is intended to submit that there is not an adequate sys-

tem of accountability,nor with it, a system of authority. Thislack of sys-

tematic well-articulated managerial accountability and authority leads to

thelack of sharpness thatpervades manyareas of the services, whether at

local, state,or federal levels. It is this symptom that leads to regular

attempts by governments to stir up, or stimulate,their civilservice staffs

to greater endeavors, of which the most recent in the United States was

thefailedre-engineering attempt.

The almost complete lack of adequate managerial systems, worse than

in other managerial organizations, leads to a greatrange of variation in

the effectiveness of public service departments because they are almost

completely dependent upon the outlook and level of competence of the

toplevel members who happen to be leading anygiven department atany

given time. These systemic difficultiesarenotrelieved bythestrong grip

that personality and group dynamics fads and panaceas have taken upon

the well-intentioned consultancy and managerialtraining institutions that

publicservice departments havebrought in to help them. All the miscon-

ceptions that we have been describing rule the roost. The very ideas of

managers, management, authority,and accountability arereferred to as
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militaristic command and control, oreven worse,as Taylorism.

Itisstriking thatmilitaryorganizations, whichafterallare also public

service organizations, use both managerial and pay grade layers in some

areas without quite realizing it. They have two different organizations:

onefor combatunits, asforexample,the companies, battalions, brigades,

divisions, corps, and armies; and one for the non-combatunits, whichare

organized not into units, but into 21 pay grades (ranks), much like the

civil service,and with much the same effects. The grossly incorrectfan-

tasy is that combat units, which are set up in manageriallayers, are top-

down autocratic.Infact, however,itiseffective combat unitswhich func-

tion with all the clear managerial (command) accountability and

authority,and requisite managerial leadership practices, that we have

been describing. The best evidence forthisstatement is the descriptionof

military leadership by General DePuy,in Chapter 13.

W hat thenneedstobedoneisthetotalreorganization of publicservice

organizations that would establish them as sound managerial systems,

with basic accountability and authority,sound vertical and horizontalrole

structures, role filling based upon applicable capability rather than upon

written exams, and the instruction of the full panoply of requisite man-

agerial leadership practices. I am quite aware that any such change is

unlikely in the near future,even in our new millennium. Meanwhile,we

shallhavetogo on hoping forthebestfrom those publicservants who are

personally capable of local successes in overcoming the powerful diffi-

culties that lie embedded in the system.
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CHAPTER 15

The Light at the End of the Tunnel

I have one final point to make,and it is a big one.Ihave hesitated over

whether to broach it; but I have decided to go ahead and take the risk,

since I cannot fail to accept the responsibility for presenting what might

atfirst sight seem to be an uncalled-for governmental fettering of free

enterprise. I am going to complete my argument about how compensa-

tion, wages, and salaries, should be handled in a capitalist democracy,if

we wish to have and to strengthen trulyfree enterprise,and the trulyfree

democracy upon which a genuine free enterprise must always be depen-

dent. I mean a trulyfree enterprise,one with a soul and a strong and hon-

estface,operating with justice,fairness, and generosity,and not a mean

and self-seeking free enterprise,devoid of harmony and with a face

turned green with personal greed and envy.

Labor economics, with its concept of labor as a commodity to be bar-

gained for,has put a big shackle upon employees while appearing to

make them free. It has done so by imposing its notions of labor as a com-

modity,with a price not only to be bargained over,but actually fought

over. The apparent freedom is that of trying to reduce costs by keeping

wages and salaries down to the lowest possiblelevel. Thisfightisagross

social canker foisted upon free enterprise. The distribution of wealth

becomes determined bythisfight, and considerationsofsocialjusticeand

fairness get pushed off to one side,often right out of the picture.

Thiscurrent(buttotally unnecessary)featureoffree enterpriseisinsid-

ious and nothing short of disastrous. It is so because it is based upon a

maleficent assumption about people as being nothing but greedy and

grasping where wages and salaries areat stake. As such, it obscures and



hides from the light of day a truth about compensation to which I have

referred,namely,thatthereexistuniversalnorms of whatconstitutesafair

differentialstructure ofpayrelativities. Insimpleterms tuckedaway deep

inside,everyone carries an extraordinary constructive shared sense of

fairness with respect to pay.

The best of good fortune would be visited upon any enterprise which

might choose to recognize these fair differentials, and to proceed with

implementing them. Moreover,it contains the seeds for an upwardtrans-

formation of our free enterprise democracies into nations with the great

advantages of competitive capitalism combined with a manifestly just

distribution ofthefruits ofitsendeavors. The potential contribution tothe

goodness of our society is beyond the bounds of our imaginations.

Everyone all over the world shares one deeply-buried common,

immutable,universal schema of what would be a fair differential

structure of wages and salaries, from top corporateexecutivestothe

shop and office floor. The release and application of this schema

would make a significant contribution to the peace,intellectual and

moral wellness of any society.

W hat needs to be done is base the success of managerial hierarchical

organizations and their CEOs, free enterprise,governmental, and volun-

taryalike,upon twofactors, and toexcludeathird. Thefirstfactoristheir

success and effectiveness in providing the community they serve with

goods and services which the community values and will seek. The sec-

ond factor is to do so at competitive or reasonable prices, orreasonable

cost, with continual price reductions, cost reductions, and quality

improvement, achieved by increasingly efficient methods of producing

and delivering these goods and services.

These twofactorsare whatfree enterprisethat melds with true democ-

racy must beabout. Theaboveefficiencies mayincrease the outputs from

the same numbers of people. Let me add,however,thatitmust be recog-

nized thatthey may also reduce the numbers of people employed in any

particular enterprise. I put in this last point about possiblereductions in

people,purposely and explicitly,because I do not believethatitis, or can

be,the accountabilityofany specific employment organization, including

publicservices, to guarantee employment for any specificnumber of peo-

ple. Full employment is an overall government issue,to encouragefree

enterprise,and to assist in maintaining the conditions for a full employ-

ment economythatcontinuesthrough the years, freefrom cyclesofabun-

dance alternating with depression and unemployment.
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Thethirdfactor,the one to be proscribed and legallyprohibited,isthat

ofreducing costs byfinding ways of beating wages and salaries down by

taking advantage of unemployment. Nor by the same token, should

employees be able to increase costs by using full employment to negoti-

ateincreased pay,and thus generateinflationary push upon the economy.

Thereasons for myreticence inbroaching this theme may now become

clear.Ihavealready been the targetofridicule and criticism from CEOs

and executives, on the one hand,for suggesting an abrogation of their

freedom to profitfrom success in lowering wages andsalaries;and,on the

other hand,from the officials of the professional associations and the

trade unions who negotiate wages and salaries for their members, and

interested individuals and gurus as well, for deigning to suggest the

removal of their legally-enshrined right to drive wages and salaries as

highastheirorganized might can enable them to do. One gets called com-

munistfrom the right side,and fascistfrom the left.

Nevertheless, I shall stick to my guns, and hope that those who have

readthisfarhappen tobetruly committed to the unfoldingofastrong and

healthy competitive capitalist free enterprise democracy atitsvery best,

its most creative,luxuriatinginforceful and vigorous economic achieve-

ments combined with social fairness, justice,and mutualtrust.

In a democratic society,employees are politically equal citizens,

and are not commodities with a price to be haggled and fought over.

I now,therefore,repeat: it should not be any part of a free enterprise

economy,for any employing organizations and their CEOs, or employee

organizations, tobeallowedtoreduce costs or to increase costs by means

of the soul-destroying fight called labor relations and bargaining.

Struggling for productive efficiency; certainly. Fighting over wage and

salary levels; most certainly not. For,as already shown, the fight over

compensation is for employees to be treated and for employees to get

themselvestreated,as things, as commodities, andnotaspolitically equal

citizens in a democracy.Notruly democraticfree enterprisenation should

allow its citizens to be degraded by being treated by their employers as

commodities. And perhaps the verystrongestreason for not doing so, is

that it is absolutely not necessary,and indeed seems downright silly on

straightforward economic grounds, if we will merely stop denying the

facts.

Remember the facts. People in employment all over the world possess

identically the same sense of fairdifferential pay. W hat needs to be done

is to establish a national differential paystructure. W age and salary push
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inflation are thereby eliminated. Everyone throughout the nation, work-

ing in roles in the same level of workrange,receives a total compensa-

tion within the same pay range,with regional differences in absolute

amounts. Let me explain them a bit morelucidly,inalessrushed manner.

CEOs need to be absolutelyclearabout these issues.

THE NATURE OF FELT-FAIR PAY

Regardless of any conditions for establishing paylevels, and regardless

of occupation, market values, quantities of assignments, working condi-

tions, or of anything else,every employee can answer the question, “What

do you think a fair total compensation would be for the work you are cur-

rently being given to do?” Thereare some half-dozen or more scientifical-

ly controlledstudies,1that demonstratethat people’s judgments of fairtotal

compensation are highly correlated with the measured time-span of their

roles; that is to say,people in the same economic area, and not just in the

same organization, with roles at the same measured time-span level, will

state the same felt-fair pay. Moreover,if they arereceiving thatpaylevel,

theywillexpress themselvesassatisfied;iftheyarereceivingless, theywill

be dissatisfied; if they arereceiving more,they will smile knowingly,and

will admit in confidence thattheyarereceiving more than would be fair.

A great opportunity lies in waiting to bringfairness and justice into

our compensation systems, with a potential boost to productivity,

employee morale,and social strength.

Secondly,the same structure of differentials in felt-fair pay exists

worldwide,and has not changed in the nearly 50 yearsnow during which

data have been obtained. That is to say,regardless of occupation, and

whateveristhelocalcurrency,thedifferential pattern shown in Table 15.1

forfelt-fairpayrelativities betweenstratum boundariesisthesameevery-

where. All thatisrequired in any nation, or in major differentregions of

nations, istolegislate the particular total compensation level in the local

currency to be assigned to the value of X at one-year time span.

Thereare many details for implementing such a pay scheme,such as,

forexample,dividing eachstratum into three equal time-span bands with

equally wide pay bands; placing eachrole in the pay band in which its

time-span falls;paying eachindividual atthestep within the pay band for

his or her role,determined by his or her manager’s judgment of the level

of personal effectiveness at which the subordinate is working, as

described in Chapter 10.
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This system would apply also to the compensation of CEOs. They

would be paid in a salary band determined by their level of work mea-

sured in time-span. This system provides for levels of compensation for

CEOs and corporatelevelexecutives in large corporations in the United

States, for example,in the range of $1 million to $5 million. I have

obtained suchfelt-fair compensationfiguresfrom a small sample of exec-

utivesat these levels.

That in outline is the full story. W ith this system, everyone will feel

fairly paid; and will be getting his or her fair share of the standardofliv-

ing provided by the degree of success of the national economy. This pay

scheme is a powerful force in the direction of a fair national distribution

of income for the vastproportion of the population.

The only waytoearn more orlessthanthedifferential wage andsalary

levels would be to be an entrepreneur; that is to say,to engage in your

own business as a professional lawyer,orarchitect, or engineer,orathlete

or entertainer (professional football, baseball and basketball players, and

film and pop starsare self-employed entrepreneurs, not on employee con-

tracts), or as an owner of a free enterprise business that employs people,

or as an investor (shareholder) in a business or businesses. As such, you

takeyourrisks, and you make or lose money.Ifyou getrich, it isbecause

you have been personally successful in providing the public with whatit

needs or wants, or in investing to do so. Such wealth does not distort
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income distribution unfairly in a society thatfairly distributes wages and

salariesfor the 90 percent of the people who are employed,and who, if

they chose to do so, are also free to take their shot at entrepreneurship,

self-employment, oratinvesting in the economy.

USE OF UNEMPLOYMENT TO CONTROL 
INFLATION

One of the consequences of labor economists’ treating of people as

commodities is the fact that when an economy is having a strong

upward move,and the economy gets “hot,” wage and salary inflation

occurs, and becomes a seriousfactor in causing an economic downturn.

From the point of view,therefore,of labor economics, unemployment

becomes a political means of controlling inflation. Thus, Alan

Greenspan and the Federal Reserve authorities must take the possible

wage inflation effects of lowering interest rates if unemployment

became too low.

To me the idea of using unemployment as a political instrument for

controlling inflation is social insanity. It curries disfavor against free

enterprise. Moreover,itisnotonlypolitically unnecessary,butitsantidote

is healthyfor a good society.

The antidote is a national equitabledifferential wage and salary policy.

No special groups can take advantage of a hot economy. No scarcity pay

is allowable,hence there is no pay bargaining competition, with its con-

sequences for social unease and restlessness. Successful areas of the

economy in need of staff will attract them by secure and desirable

employment, and not by buying them with favored compensation.

Togenerate unemployment as a political mechanism for controlling

inflation, is akin to social and political insanity. Successful areas of

the economy in need of staff will attract them by secure and desir-

able employment, and not by buying them with favored compensa-

tion.

In the same vein, therearenocostofliving increases to be won by spe-

cial interest groups with the most bargaining power,to the detriment of

those who happen to be less powerful.If,however,a national upward or

downward adjustment is needed,everybody can go up or down by the

same percentage,and Alan Greenspan and his successorsat the Federal

Reserve Board can keep the economyfreefrom uncontrolled and uncon-

trollable wagesinflation or deflation.
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CONCLUSION

I know that one CEO can personallydolittleabout these broad nation-

alissues, other than to take note of them if interested. On the other hand,

if my analysis is correct, national change in the direction I am proposing

will come about if,and onlyif,the CEO class is concerned enough to do

something aboutit.

I would suggest, therefore,that CEOs might consider their situation

given a level-of-work related incomes policy. No more wrangling over

compensation. Paylevels are set by the levels of work assigned to roles,

evaluated by a simple,objective,unarguable method of measuring that

level of work in time-span, thattakes but a few minutes to carry out (as

against the current, expensive,non-objective,readily manipulated,and

inaccurate methods called job evaluation).

The situation to be faced would be to run organizations with a fair and

just compensation system, that if nationally implemented would put all

CEOs and their organizations on the same levelplaying field. Under these

conditions, what could be done to be competitive and to do well? The

answeristhatnotonly could plenty be done,but the CEOs and the senior

executives would be doing what they always ought to have been doing.

They would be continuing their efforts to produce increasingly more

desirable goods and services, of better and better quality,at lower and

lower costs achieved by gains in efficiency of operation. Is that not what

free enterprise capitalism should always be about?

If that is not whatfree enterprise is about, what else could it possibly

beabout? Beating down wages and salaries, or beating them up? Not in a

democraticfree enterprisenation. Suchtacticsare notanessentialfeature

oftrulyfree enterprise. They are certainly not whatcreative competition

isabout. And they have an economically inflationary and socially injuri-

ous impact upon the nation that cannot and must not be tolerated.

Thefailure of academic gurusfor nearly 50 yearstotake note of the

possibleexistence of a massive sense of differentialfairness in peo-

ple about pay,neverfails to amaze me.

That then is my case. If it can be supported,I am awarethatitplacesa

greatburden upon the shoulders of the CEO,butonly whilethechangeto

anew and better and far more just system of compensationisputinplace.

From then on CEOs will be in a far more enlightened position, free to

exercise full creativity in leadership, without the continual cloying dis-

sension over pay that weighs down and makes debilitating hard work of
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every attempt at change and improvement. These are fetters that free

enterprise can well do without.

Toremovethesefettersistosetfree enterprisereallyfree,to soar with

the creativity of its CEOs, to unknown heights. Hierarchy based upon

human capabilitywillatlasthave comeintoitsown. And aboveall, CEOs

willfind themselves in the enviable position of being leadersofcitizens,

not master over servants, nor purchaser of the time and effort of living

commodities, but dignified leaders of dignified citizens entitled to be

treated with dignity. Removal of the degrading fight over the purchase

price of human labor is the single greatest step that can be taken toward

the realization of the greatfree enterprise capitalist democracy,replete

with economic justice and opportunity for human fulfillment.

NOTE

1. References will be found in Jaques (2002) TheLife and Behaviorof

Living Organisms. The most extensive study is that reported in

Richardson (1971) Fair Pay and Work.
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CHAPTER 16

Some Practical Examples of
Organizational Development

Inthisfinal sectionIpropose toillustratethepractical use of the concepts

and procedures described in the text. I will show how these concepts and

procedures can be used to overcome a central problem of organizational

development; namely,how todiagnose accuratelytheroot causes of orga-

nizational and managerialleadership problems, so that the causes may be

tackled and the problems overcome.Briefexamples will be given of how

these ideas can be effectively implemented.

One of the best illustrations of the unfortunate manner in which CEOs

and their managers are conduced unwittingly into wasting substantial

time and effortby ineffectual concepts and procedures is the widespread

unscientific use of employee surveysfor discovering and diagnosing the

sources of managerial problems. Such surveys can be very useful for

identifying problems, but to believethattheytellyou about the causes of

those problems and what to do about them is nothing shortoffoolhardy.

I have had the opportunity to sit through many meetings of managers

with their immediate subordinates, with consultants reporting to them the

results of such surveys. They may be told,forexample,thatover 70 per-

cent of those interviewedreportthat: communications are unsatisfactory;

theyget too muchblame for anything thatgoes wrong; personal develop-

ment is not good enough; they would prefer to change to individual

bonuses (they sought to changetogroup bonuses, threeyearsearlier);and

so on. The symptoms of trouble that occur the most frequently are then

diagnosed as the actual troubles that need to be treated.

However,it is no use to takebut one example and set up a program to

give people courses in how to communicate better with each other with-



out knowing why communications are experienced as a problem. But

managers will all too often latch on to such symptomatictreatment, both

because it seems simple,and satisfies the manager’s “theory” tenacious-

ly held on to since business school days, that the way to get good man-

agement is somehow to improve communications. Poor communications

may,forexample,be a symptom of anyorallof: too manylayers; unclear

managerial accountability and authority;defective systems of managerial

leadership practices; unspecified cross-functional accountabilities; etc.

Take care of the underlying causes, and watch the communications

improve.

Nor is it any use to try to solve suchdifficulties by teaching managers

to do something called managing the change process. Learning to man-

agethechangeprocess warrantslittlecomment.Itisanaimlessprocedure

thatsays, “I don’t know where Iam, and I don’t know whereIwanttogo,

but I’m certainly going to manage the changetogetthere.”

W hatisreally needed is help in identifying the causes of the symptoms

of organization problems, and an analysis of what managerialstructures

and managerialprocesses should be for the work that needs to get done.

Having this knowledge then makes it possible to consider what needs to

be done to getfrom whereyou are to whereyou need to be. The diagno-

sis of the source of problems thus calls for further consideration.

Comparison with the meaning of diagnosis in medicine can be reveal-

ing. Medical diagnosis comprises three components: symptoms, signs,

and theory. Symptoms are the patient’s description of what is bothering

him or her—the headaches, or dizziness, or abdominal pains, sweats, or

whatever. But treatment based upon symptoms alone—symptomatic

treatment—can never get at the roots of disease. It is essential that the

physician should examine the patient to ascertain the significant signs of

illness. This examination calls for the use of technical diagnostic proce-

dures; notjustthestethoscopeandthermometer,but also the more sophis-

ticated X-rays, complex blood tests, MRIs, etc.

Once the signs are established,the physician must haverecourse to a

theory in order to evaluate the signs and symptoms to make a diagnosis.

It is because of different theories that two physicians may arrive at two

different diagnoses using the same diagnostic data.

This same process must be used for analyzing managerial problems.

W e need to have diagnostic instruments based upon unequivocal con-

cepts, objective measures, an understanding of the true natureofrequired

managerialstructures and processes, the true nature of humans at work,

and a realistic theory of managerial leadership. If equipped in this way,it

becomes possible to note the symptoms, examine for signs, diagnose the
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causes, treat the causes, and then observe to see whether or not the symp-

toms of difficulty disappear. That is the proper use of symptoms, and of

the surveys that can help to reveal them.

The theory to be used here,the third leg of the diagnostic process, is

requisite organization theory.Ifyou use some other theory,you will get

different answers. One example would be to employ a psychologicalthe-

ory. But that theory on its own would havefailed to examine and to take

into account any problems of organizational structure and managerial

processes. In such a case you would end up with diagnosis in terms of

personality difficulties, inter-personnel stresses, and group dynamics

problems. Yourtreatments wouldbedirectedtowards the competencyfad,

executive counseling to help individuals change themselves and their

behaviors, differentgroup processes, and so on. Thatisoneapproachthat

Iwas deeplyinvolved inuntil1952, whenIfirstbegantolearnfrom expe-

rience about the absolute importance of managerial systems.

The first person to write seriously about the importance of adequate

diagnosis was Harry Levinson, in his book Organizational Diagnosis.1

That book was weighted towards a psychological theory, although

Levinson has always been oriented to combining psychological and orga-

nizational theory. W e both startedfrom the same psychoanalytical orien-

tation, but I believe thatIhave moved farther awayfrom the importance

of psychopathology in understanding managerialorganizationalproblems

than Levinson would agree with.

Let me,then, outline information that must be obtained,after having

ascertained the symptoms of difficulty,inorder to discover the signs that

may help to explain the symptoms, and to point to a way to resolve the

problems. It is a cascading process in which you start with the top three

organizational layers, and then work your way down through the organi-

zationlayerbylayer.

First, it is important to be clear about the company’s current business

strategy,because everything mustberelatedtothat. Then, findoutifthere

are any statements about managerial accountability,authority,vertical

structure,and cross-functional work relationships. Next, determine how

the capability of employees is evaluated,talent pool charted and devel-

oped,and selection and individual development carried out. Finally,dis-

cover whatthestate of the company’s managerialleadership practices and

compensationsystemis. Allofthisinformation hastobecheckedinterms

of consistency or inconsistency with requisite structures and processes.

Thislaststep then allows you to gettoarealistic analysis of the causes of

the symptoms, and a good picture of what has to be done in order to elim-

inatethetroublesome symptoms, and to movefrom the extant to the req-
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uisite organization, or in other words, improve the organization.

SOME EXAMPLES OF EXTANT ORGANIZATION ANALYSIS

The following are two examples of how an analysis of extant organi-

zation can be used to construct what is needed in accord with concepts

and principles of requisite organization.

Case One

This is the case of a large manufacturing company (over 20,000

employees), making thousands of component partsfor a small number of

large customers. It was divided into five substantial so-called Business

Units, each with a CEO who was accountablefor the BU’s P & L (profit

and loss) account. Because of the small number of customers, one central

sales organization was established,whose EVP was held accountablefor

salesfor alltheBUs. For the same reasons of economy of scale and func-

tional rationalization, all manufacturing was centralized,as was the pur-

chasing of the manyraw materials and components thatwere common to

all the BUs.

The following Figure 16.1 shows the manifest organization as it

appeared ontheirbulletin board and in their documents. It looks very neat

and tidy,as manifestchartsalways do.

A small team of fiveoftheirown senior executives, plustheir VP–HR,

was set up, and we took a few days to train them in the main aspects of

requisiteorganization, with special emphasis upon the basic stratification,

and with practiceinhow to do time-span measurement. Againstthisback-

ground they interviewed the top 80 employees in the organization, elicit-

ing their views about strengths, weaknesses, and needs of the organiza-

tion (symptoms), and obtaining time-span measurements of the roles of

their immediate subordinates (about 400 time-spans in all). Figure 16.2

shows what the extant organization (as it really operates) looked like

when charted (not all the roles are shown). You may notice the following

features of this chart, some of which also show in the manifestorganiza-

tion.

BU “CEOs” control only their product design, purchasing,and some

marketing functions. Their mainstream production, delivery,and sales

functions are subordinate to others who are held accountable for the

results. The production and delivery managers aretreated as profit cen-

ters, as are the BU–CEOs. The EVP Sales is held accountable for the

sales results, P & L accounts, and customer satisfaction despite the fact
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that he has no controlover whatproducts areavailable,nor over the qual-

ity of the products or service provided. The actual situation was that no

one subordinate of the corporate CEO could justifiably be held account-

able for profitability,for no one but the corporate CEO himself had

accountability and authorityover allsixmainstream functions thatarethe

essential parts of any true P & L business; namely,product/service

improvement, production, procurement, marketing,sales, and delivery.

It will come as no surprise that the impact of this extant organization

was to produce greatstress in relationships between the BU–CEOs and

the EVPs of manufacturing and of sales. All of them were dependent

upon eachotherfortheirresults. And they all had subordinates who were

in active and important cross-functional working relationships with each

other,but nocross-functional accountabilitiesorauthorities had been for-

mulated and specified. If sales were unhappy because of poor deliveries,

quality,orproduct design, there was nothing they themselves could do to

correct the situation. If production was unhappyabout the mix of orders

received,or about difficulties in making the newly designed products,

they wereat the mercy of colleagues.

The point that cannot be over-emphasized is thatgood personal rela-

tionships existed among them. They would do their best to help each

other to do their best for the company,for their people,and for their cus-

tomers. Good intentions were in plentiful supply. But they were all held

accountablefor their results, and they had to look after their own self-
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interests. And much worse,theresultsfor which they were held account-

able were unrealistic in the first place. Thefinancial accounting arrange-

ments, extremely convenient from the accounting control point of view,

made them accountableforresultsover which none of them had adequate

authority and control. The accountabilities and authorities were frag-

mented.

This situation placed each one of them in a situation of conflict: how

to look after the best interests of you and your department, while at the

same time doing your best to cooperate and collaborate. And along with

it went the impatience of the corporate CEO,who found himself pulled

down into making decisions between subordinates he felt he should not

havetobeinvolvedin, and which pulled him awayfrom dealing with cor-

porate issues whichurgentlyrequired his attention. This type of situation

is common enough to be an almost everyday phenomenon in most man-

agerialorganizations.

Note also the way in which the immediate subordinates of the BU–CEO

were spread down through the strata. They all seem to be well lined up as

far as is shown on the manifestchart.Buttherealsituationrevealed by the
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extant chartisthat this CEO has immediate subordinatesinroles one stra-

tum below him, some twostrata, and some threestratabelow. Thisarrange-

ment simply cannot work. Most of his subordinatesare working much too

far below him. He is inevitably pulled down into the weeds.

In addition, the CEO’s meetings with his immediate subordinates are

extremely difficult. They are working at such different levels thateffec-

tive two-way discussion is predictably impossible because their needs for

guidance areatsuchgreatlydifferentlevels of detail. By the same token,

it is impossiblefor individuals working at such different levels to work

together with each other in effective collateral working relationships.

Thereare many other predictable symptoms of difficulty arising from

this situation. These symptoms show in difficulties in interpersonal rela-

tionships, problems in handling accountability and authority,shortcom-

ings in decision-making,passing too much up to the boss, weakness in

innovation, and so on. Such symptoms may seem to be tied up with per-

sonality problems in the people themselves, but none is in fact the result

ofsuch personal issues. Theyare systemic problems. Tosort themout, the

requisiteorganizationalproposal shown in Figure 16.3 was devised bythe

team and put forward.

The solution required a substantial reallocationofroles in accord with

the principle that each business unit CEO had to have control of the six
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basic mainstream functions—product development, production, purchas-

ing,delivery,sales, and marketing. The company’s manufacturing and

deliveryfacility were decentralized and reassigned to the business units

whose products they made. Sales was left as a centralized service,but

each business was given its own small sales staff with accountabilityfor

sales initiatives, including visits to customers. The centralized sales per-

son acted as gatekeeper and coordinator,arranging visitsofBU salesstaff

to customers and coordinating sales negotiations and proposals to cus-

tomersthatinvolved more than one BU.

Each BU–CEO must have control of the six basic mainstream func-

tions in order to be held accountablefor the BU–P & L.

These changes included ensuring that the immediate subordinates of

each BU–CEO were all in stratum IV roles. This change was accompa-

nied by a talent pool analysisright down to and including all staffatstra-

tum II, to ensurethat no one with the current potential to workatstratum

IV was overlooked in filling the new stratum IV roles. Sufficient talent,

including previously unrecognized talent, was identified and the new

roles werefilled internally.

Two yearslater,they had not looked back. The organization, with its

newly appointed people,was working effectively. Customers expressed

themselves to be much moresatisfied.Orders were morereadily handled.

New product designs were more readily produced. The manufacturing

was integrated into the business, and production costs were reduced

(mainly by a process similar to that described in the next case). The

BU–CEOs’ meetings with subordinates were changed beyond recogni-

tion: they achieved real work. Relationships between the BUs and the

Sales Services were transformed; in particular, the BU–CEOs were

accountablefor their own sales, and the Sales Services organization was

accountablefor giving a good gatekeeper service,but not for sales.

Case Two

Thisexample takes us to the other end of the executive system.Itillus-

trates how to handle the problemofthree-shift working atshopfloorlevel

in an engineeringrepairservices station, partofalarger engineering com-

pany,repairing small front loaders, tractors, and other mobile equipment,

relining bearings, and carrying out all kinds of enginerepairs. Locatedin

the middle of a heavy industrialarea, the shop waskeptrunning 24 hours

aday,5 days a week. It employed some 200 staff: 100 on dayshift, 80 on
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evening shift, and 20 on nights; of whom 20 worked in maintenance,12

in the offices, and 5 in sales. The manifest organization was as shown in

the accompanying Figure 16.4.

There were a few outstanding problems. The most difficult was that

there was no first-line manager whom the station manager could hold

accountable for the station’s machine tools and equipment, since they

were used by different shifts under different supervisors. There was also

the continual complaint, common under these conditions, that each shift

left problems for the succeeding shift; as for example,equipment that

should have beensentfor maintenance but was used up to the last minute;

small tools not put awayproperly;theplaceleftinabitofamess. And of

course,none of the shift supervisors could be held accountablefor con-

tinual process improvement. Any changes would involve the other shift

supervisors, and seeking their agreement was just too muchtrouble.

An analysis of the extant organization was carried out. It is illustrated

inFigure 16.5. Examinationofthischartrevealsanumber of very impor-

tantfacts. All of the operational shift supervisors, apartfrom the mainte-

nance and office supervisors, werecrowded in low or medium stratum I

roles close on top of their shop floor staff. They were working supervi-

sors, with planning outlooks in days and weeks, not the 6 months to a year

forward thatyou would wantinatruefirst-line manager.

The problem wasclear; namely,how to get a full-scale first-line man-

agerial system in place. The team that carried out the project made the

recommendation illustrated in Figure 16.6. This recommendation was

based upon establishing first-line managerialroles accountable 24 hours

for a particulararea of the shop. The principle applied was thateacharea

could get its work done byafirst-line manager with a span of control of

20–25 operators. This principle led to the division of the shop into first-

line operating sections, plus maintenance,offices, and sales, as shown in
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Figure 16.6. In addition, two deputy station manager roles were estab-

lished to ensure that workran smoothly on the evening and night shifts.

Provision was also made forgiving some experienced operatorsaddition-

al part-time administrative,technical, ortraining duties within their sec-

tions.

This reorganization called for nine new first-line managers and two

deputy station managers.Inordertofilltheseroles, a talent pool analysis

was carried out in which all employees were evaluated in a gearing

process carried out by the Station Manager,assisted by his two immedi-

ate subordinateday shift and evening shift managers, and an HR special-

istfrom Headquarters. To their surprise,because they had never carried

out such an analysis, they discovered thatthey had 12 individuals—4 of

the existing supervisors and 8 of the operators with the clear potential to

work then and there — wellintostratum II levels.

Of the 12 potentials, the 4 supervisors and the 5 operators who were

most experienced and most committed to having a shot at a managerial

career were selected for the first-line operational managerial roles. The

maintenance supervisor and the officesupervisor werealready working at

stratum II, and were left in role with their titles changed to First-Line

Manager. The day shiftandevening shift managers were moved sideways

into the roles of deputy station managers, which wereextantly the roles

they had already been holding.

This discovery of individuals with high level potential capability at

shop floorlevelisfarfrom unusual in myexperience. It is an almost uni-

versal phenomenon thatthereare many high-potential individuals at shop

and officefloorlevel who do not getrecognized. Theyarestereotyped as
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“operators,”and their maturing potential remains unnoticed. Thisfailure

of higher management recognition of individual capability is a serious

one.Itleaves manydisaffected underemployed individuals, inadditionto

whichthebeliefisjustifiedthatshopfloorstaffare denied the talent pool

and careerdevelopment opportunitiesof “better educated” staffinrolesat

the next higher level and above.

The implementation of these organizational structure changes was

accompanied by the introduction of a complete change in managerial

accountability;namely,thateach andevery manager,including thestation

manager and all the newlyappointed first-line managers, were to be held

accountablefor the results of the work activities of their immediate sub-

ordinates, along with the introduction of the minimal managerial author-

ities, and the requisite managerial leadership practices.

It took about nine months to implement these changes fully. In par-

ticular,thechanges in the compensation system from incentive bonuses

tolevel-of-workrelated total compensationtookagreat dealoftimeand

effort. Three yearslater,the managers and operators continue toexpress

deep satisfaction with the changes. The station manager has 11 imme-

diately-subordinate,stratum II first-line managers, and finds this situa-

tion much easier to control than the previous unclear and uncontrolled

situation with the anomalous supervisory roles. Costs continue to

decrease with well-established continual improvement. The first-line

managers enjoy their clearly-articulated accountabilities and authori-

ties. The operators enjoy what they experience as the simple reality of

being held accountablefor doing their best, whichgives them greatsat-

isfaction, as is the relieffrom being held accountableforresults which

they always had known intuitively that they could not do anything

about.

Figure 16.6

Repair Service Station: Requisite Proposal



FULL IMPLEMENTATION WITH MANAGERIAL LEADERSHIP
PRACTICES

Ihave purposely described in some detail the firststage of implemen-

tation; namely,getting into place the requisite vertical organization of

manageriallayers and the alignment of mainstream business functions. I

have done so partly because this part of the analysis and implementation

process will be entirely unfamiliar. It is also, however,the essential first

step, because without a sound basic organizationalstructure it is not pos-

sible to construct sound managerial practices. Let me,therefore,now

complete the pictureby outlining the succeeding steps that must be taken

to achieve full implementation.

I shall not go into detail in describing these steps because I have

described them in earlier chapters. Their implementation requires only

the will to do so, along with the effort to understand them.

Implementation, per se,is not an overwhelming problem. Your HR staff

should be ablereadily enough to learn how to do so, regardless of how

different these practicesarefrom whatthey may have been used to doing.

Accountabilities and authorities: Establish clearly the policies on the

accountabilities and authorities of all employees, and the additional

accountabilities and authorities of managers, with particular emphasis on

everyone’s accountability for doing his/her best, on managers’ account-

abilityfor subordinates’ results, and on minimum managerial authorities.

Ensure thateveryone is trained to understand these new policies and that

reverting to old practices will not be tolerated.

Cross-functional accountabilities and authorities: Ensurethat allman-

agers sustain good collateral working relationships among their immedi-

ate subordinates, and that managers-once-removed specify the necessary

cross-functional working accountabilities and authorities among their

subordinates-once-removed and below.

Selection and role filling: Implement the application of the very sim-

plecriteriafor selection; namely,establishthelevel ofwork (time-span of

therole and skilled knowledgerequiredforit), and select on the basis of

current time-horizon (potential capability), skilled knowledge,and com-

mitment of candidates, and absence of any known seriouslydysfunction-

al personal characteristics. Stayawayfrom fancy personality inventories

and take advantage of the fact that the system provides fordiversity neu-

trality.

Managerial meetings: Require that all managers (down to and includ-

ingfirst-line managers and their shop and officefloor subordinates) have

regular meetings with their subordinates in which they update priorities,
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plans, and strategic context, and keep each other informed of important

developments and issues, in a setting of constructive two-way discussion

from which the manager is assisted in decision-making.

Early warning task assignment: All tasks must be assigned in the con-

text of the early warning system in which subordinates mustinform their

managers in timelyfashion if and when circumstances preclude success-

ful completion of any assignments or allow for more to be done.

Personal effectiveness appraisal: Eliminate performance appraisal

processes based upon results plus other specified factors, and which

require lengthy documentation, and replace by appraisal based upon the

judgment of managers about the level of effectiveness of each of their

subordinates.

Coaching: Holding managers accountablefor the results of the work

and the results of the working behavior of their subordinates is a magical

stimulus to spontaneous regular managerial coaching of subordinates.

Train managers to use their personal effectiveness appraisals as part of

coaching.

Systems drive behavior.

Meritreview: In connection with the personal effectiveness appraisal

process, managers will decide eachyear the levelatwhich each subordi-

nate has been working during the year under review. It is this judgment

that will determine the levelat which the subordinate is paid within the

pay band for the role. Require that managers-once-removed carry out

annual equilibrationchecks to ensurethat their subordinatesareapplying

common standards in their personal effectiveness appraisals.

Deselection: All of your managers must be trained to understand the

difference between disciplinary issues and personal effectiveness. They

must know to refer any evidence of true infractions against policies and

regulations to higher levels for action (including subordinates who are

simply not doing the best thatthey cando). Against thisbackground,they

must know equallyclearlythatitisfor them to deal with problems of sub-

ordinates whose best is below the minimum level of effectiveness

required for the role,by means of proper use of the deselection process.

They will learn thatthey can no longer complain about problem subordi-

nates; they must use their proper authority to do something about it, and

their managers will support them in exercising this authority.

Continuous improvement: Managers must learn that while they may

expect each subordinate to let them know about ideas that he/she might

havethat might improve work, itisfor the managertotake continualini-
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tiative in attempting to improve the processes that he/she controls and

assigns to subordinates to use.

In addition to the aboveprocesses thatare mainly the accountabilities

of immediate managers, there are the following leadership practices

which are the accountability of the important role of manager-once-

removed.

Establishing new roles: It is the MoR who has the authority,as partof

resourcing,to decide whether one of his/her subordinates should be given

a new subordinaterole.

Evaluating SoR potential capability: The MoR is accountablefor car-

rying out the gearing process forevaluating the current potential capabil-

ity (time-horizon) of all SoRs. It is necessarytotrain at least one person

in the HR organization to assist MoRs in carrying out this process.

Talent pool mapping and analysis: The MoR is accountablefor ana-

lyzing the data on the time-horizons of immediate subordinates, SoRs,

and S2Rs, to determine the state of the talent pool, and to take steps as

necessaryfrom time to time to ensurethat the talent pool is in satisfacto-

ry shape in relation to mid- and long-term plans.

Mentoring and career development: The MoR is accountablefor men-

toring his/her SoRs, discussing with them possible career developments,

and taking suchsteps as might assist this development. All MoRs need to

betrained to do this new work.

Equilibration of personal effectiveness appraisal: This accountability

is described above.

3-Stratum leadership: The MoR will hold periodic three-level meet-

ings of two kinds. One kind is a meeting with one immediate subordinate

and his/her immediate subordinates in which thereisageneralreview of

problems and progress in that particular area. The second kind is a peri-

odic conference type of meeting (perhaps quarterly or twice a year) with

all immediate subordinates and all their immediate subordinates, in which

there is two-way discussion (not decision-making) of broad issues of

strategy,policy,and department development.

PROBLEMS OF COMPENSATION

Finally,I must mention problems of compensation as a special issue in

implementation. Here we come to a difficulty thatarises because it has

been taken for granted ubiquitously over so many generations. W e have

believed that employees at all levels must be given incentive payments

over and above base wage and salaryinorder to motivate them to do their

best. These incentivepayments have been in the form of directindividual
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results-based payasinproduction piecework or in sales commission pay-

ments, or in moregeneral departmental or profit-related bonuses.

There are two connected arguments, and they are both powerfully put

forward by management consultants, academic gurus, and HR profession-

als. Thefirstisthateveryone needs at leastsomefinancial incentiveinorder

to be encouraged continuously to put forth his or her best efforts. This

notionisclung to most strenuously and tenaciouslyinrelationtosalesstaff

out on their own, visiting customers day in and day out, with no one to

supervise them. The second is that when a department or a company does

well, surelyeveryone should be entitled to share in the monetaryresults.

The catch in both these arguments, as I have discussed in detail in

Chapter 12, is that employees who are doing their best can do nothing

moretoaffecttheirresults. Incentive pay does not produce better results.

Itonly stimulates uncertainty and unsettled feelings. W hen conditions are

favorable and results are good,it may be very nice to receive healthy

results-based payincreases, orfat bonuses. But whenresultsare notgood,

itfeels infuriatingly unfair to lose in pay when, afterall, employees were

doing their best and were not the cause of those poor results. A fair dif-

ferential pay system based upon level of work allows employees to do

their best and to focus upon what they are doing in relation to attaining

the assigned outcomes.

My experience has been, however,that implementing a change from

results-supplemented compensation systems (including stock options), to

aflat-ratelevel-of-work based compensation system mustbethelaststep

in any total system development of the kind I have been describing.It

requires thateveryone should become familiar with whatitfeels like to

work in a rational principle-based system of management, with account-

able and authorized managersinroles at one-stratum higher and the nec-

essary higher capability,and all the managerial leadership practices with

their constructive human consequences and fairness and inducement of

mutual trust, before serious consideration can be given to the possibility

of justice and fairness in compensation.

Thechangetoafelt-fairdifferential total compensationstructure,with

payrangesrelatedtothree workranges within eachstratum, has had uni-

versally constructive outcomes. This change includes sales staff coming

off of commission pay,being paid fair salariesforlevel of work, and led

to get on with their work with their managers held accountablefor their

results. It also includes the possibility of payment of premium supple-

ments when thereistrue personnel scarcity;but such supplements should

not be builtintothesalaryorgrading system, and mustberemoved when

the scarcity ends.
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My first experience of such a change was in an engineering factory

employing 1,800 workers, all on piecework, including a group bonus sys-

tem in one department. After months of discussion among the managers

and with local trade union representatives on behalf of the workers, they

decided to end all piecework at one go. The effects were dramatic and

immediate,and were described in a book written by the CEO with the

title Piecework Abandoned.2

Among the results was an increase in output throughout the factoryof

20 percent the firstyear,and another 20 percent the second year. These

increases were spread fairly evenly across all departments. Arguments

over Taylor-type time-studies disappeared. W orkers stopped keeping their

methods improvements a tight secret, and shared them happily with each

other and with their managers. Some of the very best operators and high-

est piecework earnersgave up being shop floor workers where they had

been able to earn big bonuses, and sought first-line managerial positions

in whichthey were successful and made a more useful contribution tothe

company. Other outstanding operators freely accepted any of the most

difficult assignments which they would previously have argued to avoid

because it would have reduced their piecework earnings. The social

atmosphere of the factory underwent a total change: mutual trust

increased; employees worked just as hard,butfelt better,morerelaxed,

more in tune with each other and with the company,and as a number of

them expressed it, “ We’ve all become humanized!”

Another example of what can be achievedisfrom a companythatover

the period of one year had completely and successfully implemented all

aspects of requisite organization step-by-step. This company was a

national subsidiaryofalarge global corporation, and had achievedrecog-

nition for having become one of the most efficient, effective,and com-

petitive subsidiaries. Morale inside the company had become very high,

and this progress had been achieved while completing the bedding down

of a disruptive acquisition: the sorting out of the acquisition had been

markedly assisted by the organizational development work.

Again, compensation issues were left to the end. There developed a

strong consensus atalllevels of management that eliminating their elab-

orate profit-related bonus payment system would be in the best interests

ofeveryone. This view wasstrongly supported by most others. This step

was taken without a tremor. But the sales force was given an additional

six months to decide whether they wanted to remain on commission pay,

orchangeovertoflat total compensation. It was a veryactivesalesforce

engaged in very active selling against strong competitors. At the end of

the six months, and after much hot debate,astrong consensus developed



infavor of coming off commission and other bonuses and onto flatrates.

Their reasons for supporting this change were clear and prescient.

Being on a realistic salary meant that the most difficult but potentially

lucrative customers could be accepted by the best sales persons, rather

than being rejected by them because of increased uncertainty in earning

commissions from them. The sales force also recognized thatthey could

stop getting involved in collusivetricks with customersfrom which they

could earn more commission; and,moreover,they couldregain theiriden-

tification with the company and get back to being the company’srepre-

sentatives to the customer,rather than being “customers’ representatives”

to the company. Three yearslater the sales organization has not onlyset-

tled down, but has been flexible enough to help the company carry

through a change taking place in customer relationships that would have

been very difficult to weather had they been subject to the rigidities

imposed byresults-based incentive payments.

I know of no benefits either in productivity or in mutual trust to be

gained byresults-based payment. I am less sureabout stock options. They

arecertainly successfulinattracting scarceresources.People willrespond

torecruiters offering potentially inordinate amounts of wealth. W hether

or not those great sums will lead to greater productivity and creativity

from these people is, however,quite another question; and my currently

accumulating evidence for the answer to that question is thatthey do not

do so. And even as a technique for attracting scarce personnel, the evi-

dence is mounting thattheyproduce much social turmoil. Fortune maga-

zine has recently characterized the system on its cover page3 as “The

Great CEO Pay Heist,”and has described the system as requiring corrupt

practices by honest CEOs. The cost of this disturbance has yet to be cal-

culated.

In short, do not play around with fancy,everchanging,compensation

systems. Be simple.Payfelt-fairdifferentialsrelatedtolevel-of-workdif-

ferentials, and let your people get on with their work.

DOES THE WHOLE SYSTEM HAVE TO BE USED?

The above description gives a summary picture of what would be

involved in implementing the whole system. You will, of course,reason-

ablyaskifitisalways necessary to implement the whole system. W ould

it not be possible to take this or that part of the system, in order to deal

with an immediate limitedproblem? It is possible,but doing so cannot be

carriedveryfar. Thus, forexample,itispossibletostart withatalentpool

analysis, or with an analysisoftheextantstructure,or anevaluation ofthe
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performance appraisal system. Such a start may give the experience nec-

essary to decide whether or not to gofurther.Itisimportant tonote,how-

ever,that whatever partyou might changefirst is likely to expose and

show the defects in related parts of the organization. You mayfind it too

disruptivetofailtoproceed with further change.

The main reason, however,why in due course a full implementation

needs to be faced lies in the argument I have pursued throughout; name-

ly,thefactthat all of our managerial people systems—vertical and cross-

functional structures, accountabilities and authorities, selection proce-

dures, compensation systems, and managerial leadership practices—are

togreaterorlesserextent, defective. Their shortcomings areovercome by

effective employees using their experience and common sense spurred on

by their drive to do well personally and for the organization. The net

effectisthatorganizations doget theirwork done; butthecostinlostpro-

ductiveefficiency and in human travailishigh, unacceptable,and unnec-

essary.

Beware of the belief that things cannot be all that bad with  current

managerial systems. Their serious defects are concealed by the

sound common sense and constructive impulse of their people.

As I pointed out atthevery beginning,however,anyapparentcriticism

isnotacriticism ofindividuals.Itisacriticism thatsays thatweareover-

burdened byaclutch of misconceptions about human natureatwork and

about working organizations, misconceptions thatappear veryreasonable

and have been around for many years. The impact of these misconcep-

tions is now preventing us from taking the next, urgentlyrequired stepto

bring our managerial systems into line with the fundamental needs of a

successful and human worldwide free enterprise democracy.

NOTES

1. Levinson, Harry (1975) Organizational Diagnosis.

2. Brown, W ilfred (1962) Piecework Abandoned.

3. Fortune,June 25, 2001.
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CHAPTER 17

Some Results in One Company

It is not my intention to claim thatcertain gains in effectiveness can be

traced to a direct one-to-one result of certain specificchanges in orga-

nization along the lines that I have been describing. Changes in the

effectiveness of any given organization are always and inevitably the

result of multiple other changes occurring both simultaneously and

interactively. Nevertheless, it will also be clear that the organizational

developments made a significant contribution to the changes achieved,

and indeed made possible smoother transitions than in the past. I will

illustrate the kinds of progress that would be reasonabletoexpect with

full-scale implementation of the requisite organization structures and

processes based upon the concepts and principles thatIhave been out-

lining.

For the purpose in hand,then, Ihave decided to giveareasonablyfull

account of highlights of development in one company.Ihavechosen this

particularexample,because there has been a consistent development over

a period of nearly 20 years with the same leadership, including a Board

and ownership committed to a requisite organization, and this develop-

ment with this same leadership is still actively continuing. In this last

regard,the project is different from most others. One of my difficulties

has been that major developments accompanied by significant results,

even over periods of years, are suddenly terminated by changes in top

management in which the new leadersfind that the requisite develop-

ments run counter to their assumptions or traditions, or as I believe,run

counter to their misconceptions.

Theresultsareinterms of substantial gainsinproductiveeffectiveness,



in competitivesales, and customer satisfaction, and of substantial gainsin

mutual trust, good feelings, high engagement and identification with the

company and its management of employees within the company. I shall

add some specific examples of various types of result from some other

organizations.

THE COMPANY: 1985–1992

The company in question, Commonwealth Industries, Inc., is an alu-

minum rolling company producing sheet aluminum and specialized alu-

minum products for a wide range of industrial uses. At the beginning of

the project in 1987, it had headquarter offices and one plant in the mid-

west United States. It employed some 1,350 people and it wasproducing

about 25 million pounds of rolled aluminum per month.

In 1985 the Company was purchased by CRA, an Australian mining

company,whose Board intendedtouseitbothasanoutletforitsown pro-

duced aluminum and as part of a plan forexpansion into North America.

The new parent company had been engaged since 1979 in a substantial

organization development, in which I had been involved. This develop-

ment led to the establishment of systematic concepts and principles for

organizationalstructuring,managerial accountability and leadership, and

human resourcing and talent pool development. It contributed to manyof

the new ideas thatIhave described in these pages.

The new Australian ownersfound that its new subsidiary was in con-

siderabletrouble. Substantialcapitalhadbeenputintoproduction process

improvements, but had not paid off. Quality and delivery standards were

inferiortothree-quarters of the nation’s aluminum producers, and recov-

eryrates were low. In addition, a serious strike threat was brewing over

industrialrelationsdifficultiesthat had been building up overtheprevious

two to three years.

By the end of 1987 the CEO wasretiring.Inorder to try to overcome

the problems, the Australian owners decided to appoint one of their most

experienced managers as the new CEO. He was a metallurgist who had

become expert in the parent company’s systematicapproach to organiza-

tion and managerial leadership. The terms of reference given to the new

CEO weretoturn the companyaround if it were not to be sold. He decid-

ed upon a three-pronged thrust:

1. A requisite organizational development.

2. Introduction of statistical process control and continuous improve-

ment atalllevels.
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3. Analysis and improvement of all major systems, including informa-

tion, finance,and marketing and sales.

Phase one: creating a requisite organization: In line with the parent

company’sestablished practice,the new CEO took as his phase one a full-

scale reorganization driven by a special internal project team of six, plus a

team leader immediately subordinate to himself and trained in requisite

organization, with a six-month completion target. Thattarget wasachieved,

with the following results:

• The company had four manageriallayers instead of eight.

• Every managerial role,including the shop floor first-line managers,

carried full managerial accountability not onlyfor the work of subor-

dinates, butforexercising full-scale managerialleadership, asdefined.

• The beginnings were made of a changefrom results-based perfor-

mance appraisal to personal effectiveness appraisal.

• Evaluation of potential capability (time-horizon) and talent pool

analysis began to work down from the top layers, and eventually

reached the shop and officefloor.

• Two-way manager-subordinate meetings wereintroduced atalllev-

els, and officesfor such meetings werebuiltdown on the shop floor.

• A clear separation was developed between mainstream business

functions and specialist staff functions.

• Cross-functional accountability and authority was established.

• There was also a move towards, but not yet full implementation of,

equitablepayment.

Phase two: introducing SPC:Following the establishment of an effec-

tive managerial leadership organization, statistical process control was

introduced. An outside specialist consultant was brought in. This consul-

tant, as is common, wanted to set up quality circlesateachleveltoiniti-

ate changes. But he was instructed to work from level to level directly

down through the new managerialhierarchy.

As a resultofthisprocess, all managers (and many operators) had suf-

ficient preliminarytraining to be held accountable not onlyfor the per-

manent sustainment of continuous improvement priorities and projects,

but also for ensuring that quantitative procedures were used in ferreting

out problem causes and priorities.

Phase three: broad system improvement: The ongoing development
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wasthenfilled out with the methods improvement work in sales and mar-

keting,and in finance and information.

SOME OTHER SIGNIFICANT CHANGES

W hile the above developments in managerial organization and man-

agerial leadership weregoing on, two other significant events occurred.

Thefirst of these events was the appointment of a new factorygeneral

manager,Mark Kaminski, as an immediate subordinate of the CEO. This

manager took like a duck takes to watertotherequisite concepts, princi-

ples and practice,and gave an enormous push to their rapid and effective

implementation throughout the production shops. Mark Kaminski was

promoted to become the company CEO in 1990, as the CEO from

Australia was taken back home for a promotion in the parent company.

Kaminski laterarranged for the financing of the purchase of the compa-

nyfrom its Australian parent. It became a free-standing American public

company with its own shareholders and Board of Directors. Kaminski

stayed with the companyinitsnew situation, and remains its CEO today.

The second of these crucial events was that the strike that had been

brewing occurred in 1989. It wasavery militant 11-weekstrike,with the

full panoply of baseball bat smashing of car windshields of managerial

and office staffs who remained at work and kept some production under

way. In terms of appreciating later constructive developments on trust,

morale,and productive collaboration, it is important to understand the

low level to which morale and trust had plunged.

The morale and industrialrelationssituation is perhaps best described by

the response on the shop floor to the news that the new Australian parent

company wasreplacing the retiring CEO with a CEO from Australia. The

response wasforthelocaltrade union leaderstobuyalife-sized stuffedtoy

kangaroo, and to hang it by its neckfrom one of the telephone poles atthe

door of the local union house used as an office just outside the front gateof

the plant. This attitude wasreflected in the way in which union supporters

would turn their backs on managers as they walked through the shop. The

kangarooremained in its hanged positionfor welloverayearafterthestrike.

SOME RESULTS OF DEVELOPMENTS TO 1992

Recall: new Australian CEO,and new general manager,1987; introduc-

tion of improved managerial system, 1988; strike,1989; new American

CEO,1990; improved systems, 1990–1991. By 1992 the following results

had been achieved.
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In summary,there were dramatic improvements in productivity and in

customer relationships. For example,a 35 percent increase in output was

being regularly produced with 20 percent fewer people. The company

moved to the top third in the nation in quality and delivery and continued

rapidlytorise,and customer satisfaction continued to grow.Internalrecov-

ery had risen by 7 percent to worldclass, customer rejects had fallenby 50

percent, and total inventories had been reduced byover 50 percent.

It will be obvious that these substantial improvements were not pro-

duced by organizational and managerial developments alone,but they

were certainly facilitated by the new managerial developments. And

indeed,it is the unequivocal conclusion of the CEO and executive staff

that these results could not have been achieved without the improved

managerial system. This conclusion is supported by the following devel-

opments that occurred during this same period.

A major influence wastheeffectthatthenew managerialarrangements

and leadership practices had upon shop floor relationships and attitudes.

There was widespread shop floor involvement in improvement work

through first-line managerial leadership. First-line managers began to

meet regularly in full team meetings with their operators in two-waydis-

cussion of issues, just as any executive manager would be expected to

meet with his or her subordinates. Operators were actively involved as

membersoffirst-line managerial, and unit managerial, improvement pro-

jectteams. A state-of-the-artlearning center wasbuilt, in which operators

could be periodically involved in updating work process specifications,

and upgrading their own skilled knowledge.

Against this background of total managerialchange,the long yearsof

embattledtrade union relationships culminating in the 11-weekstrike had

been totally transformed into an extraordinarily positive collaboration

from the union, directly as a response to the new organization and posi-

tive managerial leadership of the operators. The turning-the-back hostile

behavior changed to a reassuringlyfriendlyreception of managersfrom

all levels, and an extraordinary willingness and desire to discuss useful

ideas on how the work could be improved. Quite an extraordinarychange

had taken place,and it is an indication of how mutual trust can be creat-

ed out of trustworthy systems, for the employeesremained the same.

Systems drive behavior.

A further indication of shop floor change was that shop floor griev-

ances had fallen from 315 still being processed atany time in 1990 to a

mere 3 in 1991.
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CHANGE CONTINUES TO 2001

The company,without outside specialist assistance,has continued to

grow and develop in customer satisfaction, productivity,profitability,and

growth in size. By 2000 the position had become as follows.

The company has acquired other companies, and has grown to$1.2bil-

lioninsales, 10 operating locations, and approximately 2,000 people. All

new acquisitions have been reorganized in line with the company’s man-

agerial and organizational policies and practices. Theyarerecognized as

worldclass.

In addition to its full implementation and use overtheyearsinthepar-

ent company,the application of requisite organization has been useful in

two other ways. Thefirst way is in due diligence evaluation of a possible

acquisition. Here a rough and ready diagnostic evaluation of the extant

managerialstructure,talent pool, and managerialpractices gives a useful

idea of how readily a potential acquisition could be fitted into the com-

panyorganization, and wherethedifficultieslikely would arise. The plan-

ning that becomes possible smooths the way to a much quicker adjust-

ment.

The second wayisby the immediate implementationofrequisite orga-

nization within a new acquisition. In a most noteable example in

Commonwealth, one such development contributed (did not cause,but

contributed) to an increase in output of over 100 percent within the first

two years.

Turning now to the impact on the employees of the implementation of

requisite managerial structures and processes, there have been many

examples of major changesfor the better. One suchexample is thattrade

union relations have improved beyond recognition and a further change

hastaken place. They had been a “me-too” company,thatistosay,a small

company which followed and automatically accepted the conditions

negotiatedeverythreeyearsby the two major firms and the nationaltrade

union. Their local union took the initiative in instituting their own nego-

tiations and conditions, 3 to 6 months in advance of the national negotia-

tions. Thatchange is a major sign of growth in mutualtrust, whichisthe

most significant criterion of a healthy and constructive atmosphere that

breeds a sense of well-being and security in employees.

The same atmosphere and outlook pervades atalllevels. Duringrecent

years a number of mid- to high-level people who left to accept greater

opportunities offered by other employers have sought to return. They

report that theyfound the standard conditions thatexist in other “good”

companies to be really unacceptable. Thereishighly-effectivecross-func-
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tional collaborationasaresult of the clarity of accountability and author-

ity bolstered by the general sense of well-being and opportunity for self-

actualization thatsuffuses the company.

This is not intended as a description of some kind of utopia, but mere-

ly as an example of the great social power of the CEO. It is quite possi-

ble for any CEO in any company to maintain a principle-based set of

managerialstructures and managerial leadership processes thatreally do

provide enhanced productive effectiveness and a high-morale mutual-

trust organization that is actually good for employees personally,

inevitably good fortheirfamilies, and eventually good for society.

To take the most recent example,a new plant was purchased in 1997.

Table 17.1 shows the results of a rapid application of requisite organiza-

tion practices. W ithin the firstyear,production had increased by 20 per-

cent with a 10 percent decrease in total expense. Revenues had improved

by a significant 4 percent. And promise performance had increased by

over 15 percent. At the end of four years, production had increased by 50

percent with no furtherincreases intotalexpense,recovery had increased

to worldclassby another 5 percent, and promise performance had shot up

to a record 92 percent. A sharp increase in customer satisfaction was

shown in a reduction of customer claims from 1 percent to 0.2 percent.

Didtheorganizationaldevelopments explainalltheseresults? The answer

is no. But did the organizational developments contribute significantlyto

the achievement of these results? The answerisyes.
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CHAPTER 18

Managerial Leadership and the Great
Free Enterprise Democracy

This book has been about values for the leadership of hierarchical man-

agerialorganizations, unreservedlyabout values, the values thatIbelieve

should inform socio-economic life in a sustainable system of democratic

free enterprise. It has, especially,been about the value of mutual trust

between people,to be ensconced in the people systems in these organiza-

tions, and made realandsubstantialby being carriedintopracticethrough

these systems. Moreover,IbelieveIhave made my case thatestablishing

mutualtrust in the CEO’s managerial system is not in any way in conflict

with sound business practices. Indeed,requisite managerialorganization

and practices are shown to enhance productivity and effectiveness.

Central to my whole theme has been the role of the CEO. Not that

aspect of the CEO role concerned with how to be a good business man or

woman, or how to determine the needs of the population served by the

organization, or how to develop moreefficiency and effectiveproduction,

sales, research, and development processes. I have been concerned about

the CEO’s managerialleadership, that aspect of CEO workthatishaving,

and will continue to have,such an enormous impact upon society and its

people,and its political structure.

CEOs as a class have a dominant effect upon the social quality of

life in free enterprise democracies, and the future of capitalist

democracyisstronglyinfluenced by outlook and values.

My hope is thatIhave succeeded in demonstrating this impact of the

greatpower of CEOs as a class in determining largechunks of the quali-



ty of socio-economic life in our free enterprise democracies. This power

is an awesome development in the modern world,and will only increase

in the oncoming decades.

The successful continuation and improvement of free enterprise

democracy will depend upon the quality of leadership of CEOs. The

social system which they lead,the managerial hierarchy,is an integral

partoffree enterprise democracy. Along with free enterprise democracy,

itisnotonly heretostay,butitwillcontinue to play a dominatingrolein

free enterprise democracies as the institution in which the vast majority

of the populationwillcarry out its economic work;thatistosay,the work

by which they take their part in adding value to the world in which they

live,and receiverecompense in return thatwilldetermine the standardof

living thatthey and their families may enjoy.

Managerialhierarchies, whether in privatefor-profit commerce,indus-

try,or technology,or nonprofit governmental departments and govern-

mental services, or voluntary organizations, are led by CEOs. The ubiq-

uitous presence of these hierarchies has now turned today’s CEOs into a

group, orclass, who wield enormous powerover the quality of socio-eco-

nomic life,and over the social atmosphere,of these nations and of all of

us wholive in them. They do so in part because they produce the means

by which welive,butthatpart has not concerned me. They do so also by

the direct impact upon their employees of the quality of their leadership

day in and day out for the 40 to 50 years of their employees’ working

careers.

This impact of the leadership of CEOs upon their employees, contrary

to common opinion, does not depend upon their charismatic or other per-

sonality qualities. It depends upon their wisdom in deciding upon the

managerial leadership systems, the people systems—human resourcing,

accountability and authority,organization structure,compensation, per-

formance appraisal, and other managerialpractices—by means of which

theyexercise their leadership.

W isdom in sanctioning and directing good managerial leadership

systems, and not charisma, is the key to constructive CEO leader-

ship.

The wisdom of the CEO will show up most vividlyinthefairness and

justice of the managerial leadership systems he or she allows to exist.

Fairness and justice in employment in a managerialhierarchy in a demo-

craticfree enterprisenation must of necessity mean recognitionofthefact

that employeesarecitizens. As suchtheyare politicalequalsoftheirman-
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agers, and,indeed,of their CEOs and board members and shareholdersor

owners, and are not their servants.

Superior and subordinate in managerial hierarchies refers solely to

accountabilities and authorities in dealing with the work in hand,and not

to personal or political statuses in society-at-large. There is a need to get

back to the meaning of hierarchy that lies embedded in its roots in the

Greek languagefrom which it comes: hieros meaning sacred,and archon

meaning leader,which, put together,givesyou the meaning as originated

inthechurch, ofsacred leadership of equals by equals in the eyes of God.

In a democraticcapitalistsocietyallcitizens are bornfree and equal,

and CEOs carry a sacred trust to ensure that their employees have

the opportunitytoapplytheirfullcapabilitiesintheirwork withfair

and just distribution of compensation differentials.

Does this all addtogether to postulatethat CEOs carryasacredtrustin

relation to their people? In an anti-democratic authoritarian society? No.

In a democratic capitalist society? Most certainly.For the economics of

capitalism to take its proper place,and its most economically effective

place,in a democratic society,itmust function socially within the sacred

principle of all democracy that all its people are bornfree and equal.

A decent democratic society must be able to look to its CEOs to dis-

charge without equivocation this most sacred trust. To do so requires

bringing their managerial people systems into alignment with organiza-

tionalrealities and,by the same token, into alignment with supportforthe

expression and satisfaction ofthefair,just, and constructivetreasuretrove

of goodness thatresides in human nature.

The possibilities for the improvement of the social and political quali-

tyoflifeinourfree enterprise democraciesareawesome.Itisthereforea

matterofthegreatestgood fortune that the people systems that will most

benefitthefeelings and outlook and morale of employees and their fam-

ilieswillat the same time contribute optimally to the successful operation

of the hierarchies in which they work, on the one hand,and to the well

being of their nation, on the other.

The problem with getting good managerial leadership practices has

been that the ordinary wisdom and good sense of our CEOs has been

blocked and stymied by a small number of crucial and seriously mislead-

ing misconceptions, which are an unfortunately deeply ingrained partof

our ordinary everyday common wisdom. These misconceptions have

been unwittingly picked up and absorbed (by osmosis, ifyou will) from

the environmental surround,where they abound and hold sway unchal-
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lenged. They include misconceptions about motivation and why people

work, about managerial accountability and authority,about results, about

work and compensation for work, about employment, about hierarchy,

about performance,about human capability,its growth, and talent pool

development, and about leadership itself.

It will be noted that I have emphasized that leadership in managerial

hierarchies is conducted through managerial leadership systems and prac-

tices, and does not depend upon influencing people’s personality makeup

and thereby changing their behavior. Misconceptions havearisen over the

two-sided qualities of human nature.People havepropensities foraltruism

as wellasselfishness, love as wellashate,fortrust as wellassuspicion, for

enthusiastic collaboration as wellasdisruptiveself-interest, for cooperative

generosity as well as greedy grasping,for honesty and integrity as wellas

untrustworthy deviousness, and,need it be said,forgood as wellasevil.

CEOs cannot be blamed for espousing misconceptionsabout human

behavior thatare part of the conventional orthodoxy in society.

Unfortunately,the people systems based upon misconceptions about

people havecalledforth behaviorsthat pushtowards theexpression ofthe

negative side of what is possiblefor people. Not wholly,not constantly,

but admixed with the good,and to be observed alongside or intertwined

with the good; and varying widely in intensity from merely mild to occa-

sionally strong or even violent, depending upon the prevailing circum-

stances. Moreover,the observable presence of these negative behaviors

and the fact thattheyarelikelytoappear from time to time,often unpre-

dictably,in our current systems, means that continuous fulsome well-

founded and well-grounded mutualtrust cannot exist between employees

whether or not theyare managers, or professionals, orexecutives, atany

level. Only CEOs can ensure the elimination of those widespread mis-

conceptions discussed,along with the elimination of their malevolent

effects upon the design of our people systems.

A WORD ON FREEDOM AND BEHAVIOR CHANGE

The question is how can CEOs bring about these changes? W hat can

CEOs do to bring about changes in their own outlook and behavior,as

well as in the outlook and behavior of everybody whom they have the

privilege to lead,as well as all the people whom they will lead over the

years to come? These questions bring me to the last misconception thatI

have considered and explored.
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General wisdom has it thatyou must somehow bring about behavioral

changes in yourself and in your people one by one,or in and bytraining

in groups. For after all people can become very unreasonable; greedy;

uncaring for others; lacking in ordinary initiative and use of new ideas;

suffer inexplicable bouts of excessiverisk and of apparently stupid cau-

tion, as well as bouts of anger and argumentativeness; make irrational

demands; become destructively competitive or lazy; espouse funny ideas.

To change such behavior,it has seemed obvious thatyou have to find

ways somehow to change the people themselves.

If I may be permitted to be personal for a moment, I too, like most

other people,wasbrought up with the notion thattheonly waytoget sub-

stantial changes in behavior was via individual psychological change.I

concentrated in psychiatry while atJohns Hopkins Medical School; in

personality theoryfor my Ph.D. in Social Relations at Harvard; in psy-

choanalytical psychology for my training to qualify in both child and

adult psychoanalysis at the British Psychoanalytical Society.Itwas quite

an education; and as such, quite a background to overcome.

As I became more deeply engaged with questions of developing and

sustaining effective and human managerial systems, I found myself

forced to revamp my whole education. I would still maintain that psy-

chologicalchangeprocesses aregermane forindividuals who are seeking

deeper insight into themselves, and perhaps seeking to change them-

selves. But I have found what now seems obvious, that far-reaching

changes in peoples’ social behavior can readily be achieved with no psy-

chologicalchange whatever in the individuals.

Good managerial systems bring out mutualtrust and commitment in

people. Bad systems breed extreme self-interest.

First, Ihavefound from practical experience thatyou can change,and

radicallychange,the behavior of people employed in managerial hierar-

chies simplybychanging whatIhave called the people systems, without

requiring anyone to change their psychological makeup or personal val-

ues. Or to put it the other wayround,people can change their behavior,in

their own way,whileremaining who theyare as persons.

You can be assured that the most far-reaching changes in behavior of

people can be achieved quickly and readily. And if the changesareinthe

direction of the opportunity to express the positive side of human nature

and thereby supportive of mutual trust, they can be achieved without

resistance or demur.Ihave hadregular and predictableexperience of 180º

changes in behaviorofexecutives, middle managers, and shop and office,
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from dark night to bright sunlight, within days, following upon construc-

tivechanges in organizational structures, clarification of accountabilities

and authorities, and modifications of managerial leadership practices.

People areextraordinarilyflexible.

The second reason is even more obvious. Our democraticgovernmen-

tal system is dependent upon the ability of individuals to change their

behavior overnight, sometimes dramatically,without changing or having

to change themselves. These changes are occasioned by legislative

changes, which can even flip-flop back and forth with changes in gov-

ernment. If people were not behaviorally adaptive,and readily so, the

flexibility of democraticgovernment would be impossible.

Soitisthat CEOs can bringabout substantial and far-reaching changes

in the behavior of the people they lead by changing the people systems

within whichtheyareexpected to work.People arefine.Itisthesystems,

based upon false assumptions, thatareflawed. That has been the central

theme of this book.

Inorder to make suchchanges, you do not havetochange as a person.

In order to change the way people work and collaboraterequires under-

standing,not psychologicalchange.Itrequires a head-on tangle with the

misconceptions about human behavior under conditions of managerial

accountability and authority within managerial systems.

People need to have the steady opportunityfor workthatisofvalue

to others;itisagenetically in-builtrequirement for our survivalas

a species.

Thelastremaining question then is: “ Whatright, ifany,do CEOs have

torequirecertain the behaviorsfrom their people?” The answer is simple

enough. They have no option but to do so, and the full ethical right to do

so. They mustset, and are entitled to set, policies governing their people

systems thatrequire certain behaviors: policies governing accountability

and authority; compensation; methods of evaluatinglevel of work; meth-

ods of evaluating capability; coaching and mentoring; personal develop-

ment opportunities; vertical and horizontal organizational structure; and

othersbesides. These areordinary matters. Theartofconstructive leader-

ship is to set policies and procedures thatenable people to worktogether

with mutual trust, self-realization, fullexpression of potential capability,

and all-out commitment to do their best.

As a matter of fact, the problem of ethics lies in trying to change the

personality makeup of people,ortheirvalues, inorder to gainchangesin

behavior. The values, attitudes, wishes, and desires of employees, the
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behaviorstheyprefer,are nobusiness of their employers. Require them to

carry out certain legally acceptable activities as part of the contract, and

even help them to do so. But leavetheirindividual unique nature alone.If

this orientation seems to mean that some managerial leadership training

and development programs are unethical, then thatistheproblem of those

who run or allow such programs. It is for them to consider the reason-

ableness and morality of whattheyare doing. This issue is a veryserious

one.

SHOULD WE NOT THEN BE GIVING COUNSELLING? 

I know that in many companies it is thought to be a good thing if

Human Resources, or psychologists employed by Human Resources,

should be available for giving personal counselling services. Indeed,I

know of many CEOs who rely upon their head of Human Resources for

the reassurance of personal counsel for themselves. Equally,I know of

heads of HR who are proud of the personal counsel they give to their

CEOs, and consider it to be one of their most important functions.

I would suggest, however, that provision of personal counselling

should be no part of the work in managerialorganizations. If individuals

need psychological counselling or therapeutic help, they should have

recoursetoprivate help outside the company. It might be part of manage-

rial policy to assist, financially and with time off,established employees

whose work is being negativelyaffected by personal problems to getsuch

external help, but that assistance should not be provided internally.

Managers in the course of coaching,and managers-once-removed in

the course of mentoring,may point out difficult personal behaviors to

subordinates, and should be willing to haveordinary common sense dis-

cussions about how subordinates might seek assistance,should they need

it. But anything more than this, or reference to HR for help, is out of

bounds.

Thereare two main reasons for thispointofview. Thefirstisthat man-

agerial systems are adult systems, and personal emotional problems

should be the personal accountabilityofadults. The employment contract

must assume that employees should be accountableforleaving their per-

sonal problems at home,and not to carry these problems with them when

they go to work.

The second point may help to overcome any idea that the approachI

am suggesting is emotionally cold,or lacking in sympathy,or dehuman-

izing the organization. It is that the really human, contractually sound,

and psychologically constructive approach is for a company to provide
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people systems of the kind I have set out. These systems grip employees

in a high-trust, self-actualizing situation that is an extraordinarilystrong

supportfor emotional stability.Itisthepresent systems, based upon such

far-reaching misconceptions about human nature and organizational

needs, that stir up and increase whatever emotional instability employees

might have. And who is entirelyfree of such problems? Requisite man-

agerial organizations and managerial leadership processes can make a

substantial positive contribution to the sound mental health of individuals

and the community.

MUTUAL TRUST AS A BASIC VALUE

To provide managerial leadership policies and procedures is not nec-

essarily to inhibit, constrict, or impose excessive control over people.

Such negative effects are not the inevitable consequence of policies and

regulations. It is the consequence of policies and regulations based upon

faulty and fallacious understanding of human nature. W ell-founded poli-

cies, procedures, and regulationsare constraints which, paradoxically,are

the true roots of freedom. Freedom derives from knowing that welive

together under insightful and good constraints; that is to say,constraints

thatsetgood limits, in the sense of limits thatallow us to work together

knowing that we can rely upon each other’strustworthiness with com-

passion.

Underlying everything I have written, I have assumed one overriding

value,with whose descriptionIhavechosen to concludethisessay.Ishall

eschew a consideration of the misconceptions about values, and in partic-

ular about organizational values, thatrule the roost and dominate CEO

thinking. Theyarefar too numerous, and there is little to be gained from

reviewing them. In any case,Ipropose to boil all the possibilities down to

one simple value,avalue that can be used as a touchstone against which

CEOs can evaluate the efficacy of all managerial leadership conditions

and practices.

The value thatItake to underlieallothervalues is that of mutualtrust.

By mutual trust, I mean that we can rely upon each other to be fair and

just, and not to do anything thatwould harm each other. Itisembedded in

our language. Trust, and truth, are out of same wordroot as troth,in the

sense of kinship and good family. And just and justice are out of the same

root as jury,asagainst injustice,which is to cause injury.

But I do not think thatitisgood enough to rely upon the judgment and

the good nature of each and every individual. Employees need to be able

torely upon our systems to be such as to require and reinforcetrustwor-
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thy behaviors. As I havesaid,itisaverybasicfactthat employees do not

havetolove each other,or to be friends, oreven to like each other. After

all, not many of us have chosen to be working with each other. But we

certainly havetobeabletotrust each other. Then wecanallrely upon and

be comfortable with each other.

Ihave used mutualtrust inducement to test all of mypropositions. That

is to say,I havechecked to ensure that the propositions herein, if imple-

mented properly,would strengthen the ability of CEOs and all the man-

agers, and all the people they lead,to mutually trust each other. I have

also checked,one by one,thatevery single misconception, if used as a

principle,will not only undermine mutualtrust, but will significantly add

to mutual mistrust and suspicion, which (in my own colloquial technical

language), can be described as paranoiagenic.

In short, the managerial systems that we use determine the behaviors

werequire of employees, managers, and non-managersalike. The behav-

iorsrequired may be such as to lead to economic or psychologial(oreven

physical) injury to others with whom we work. Or they may guarantee

thatsuch injury cannot occur. Theformer systems are paranoiagenic and

undermine sound relationships. The latter systems aretrust inducing and

support the basic glue that holds society together at the level of species

survival.

Required managerial leadership practices must pass the test of

inducing and reinforcing mutual trust between employer and

employee and between employees, managers and non-managers

alike.

In all social relationships, mutual trust can be shown to be of deeper

significance than mutual liking,or love,or friendship. It is possible to

have mutualtrust without friendship, liking,orevenlove.Butfriendship,

liking,and love,without mutual trust, is an oxymoron. It just is not pos-

sible.Friendship, liking,and love with suspicion and mistrust, arelikeoil

and water. They do not mix.

This issue of values can be illustrated in connection with the selection

of people for vacant positions. If you use friendship, or just liking some-

one,as a criterion for selection of subordinates, or allow it to be used as

acriterion anywhere down in the organization, that will undermine mutu-

altrust. The criterion for selection has to be that the selecting manager

must judge which of the available candidates can be best trusted to have

the necessarycapability andtoapply ittodothework, trusted toactwith-

in policies, trusted to be committed,trusted to work within cross-func-
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tional relationship requirements, and trusted to behave within ordinary,

to-be-expected limits. Given such trust, there is nothing against friend-

ship. But thatfriendship should in no way influence working relation-

ships of mutual trust in any way,other than by adding some ordinary

warmth and personal satisfaction.

Organizationalstructures, selection and career development processes,

personal effectiveness appraisal, meritreview and compensation systems,

methods forevaluatinglevels ofwork andlevelsofcapability,thatrequire

behaviorsthat support mutualtrustaregood forefficiency,good for peo-

ple,and good for thenation.Itistheonesthatrequire behaviors to induce

and support mutual suspicion and mistrust, the onesthatareparanoigenic,

thatare nothing short of a social and economic curse. Everyone loses.

CEOs hold the key to a hugearea of potential social freedom in soci-

ety. Badly handled,the costs and the sheer waste and loss arefrightful.

W ell handled,CEOs have the power to give their organizations, their

communities, their free enterprise democratic nations, and society at

large,a huge fund of trust, creativity,human fulfillment, common sense,

and good will.
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Glossary of Key Concepts

Accountability:A situation where an individual can be called to account

for his/her actions by another individual or body authorized both to

do so and authorized to giverecognition to the individual for those

actions.

Authority:Legitimated power;thatistosay,powervested in a person by

virtue of role to carry out specific actions.

Capability:The ability of a person to do work.

Applicable Capability (AC):The capability someone has to do a

certain type of work in a specificrole at a given level at the

present time. It is a function of his/her complexityofinforma-

tion processing measured in time-horizon (TH), how much

s/he values the work of the role (V/C), his/her skilled use of

knowledgefor the tasks in the role (K/S), and ability to carry

outrequired behaviors (RB). W e canthinkofthisas AC = f TH

·V/C ·K/S · RB.

Capability Mode:The highest level of complexity of information

processing to which an individual will finally mature.

Current Potential Capability (CPC):A person’s highest potential

capability in the sense of the maximum levelat which some-

one could workatthepresent time,given the opportunitytodo

so and provided that theworkisofvalue to him/her,and given

the opportunity to acquire the necessary skilled knowledge.It

isanexpression oftheperson’s maximum complexityofinfor-



mation processing,and is measured in terms of a person’s

time-horizon (TH). This level of work is the level that people

aspire to have and feel satisfied if they can get. W hen people

have workattheircurrent TH, theyfeel they have an opportu-

nityfor the full expression of their capability.

Future Potential Capability (FPC):The maximum time-horizon at

which aperson will be capable of working in the future,sayat

5, 10, or 15 yearsfrom now.

Coaching:Regular discussions between a manager and an immediate

subordinate in which the manager helps the subordinate to increase

his/her skilled knowledge so that the subordinate is able to handle

an increasing amount of the full range of workavailable in the sub-

ordinate’srole.

Compensation:See remuneration.

Cross-Functional W orking Relationships:Accountabilities and author-

ities obtained between the work-relatedroles not in the same verti-

cal managerialline.

Advisory: A must provide information on new developments in

specifiedfields, to specificindividuals, B1,B2,B3..., with no

accountability or authority to ensure that B uses the informa-

tion.

Service:B must provide authorized service on request from autho-

rized service-getter,A, inorder in whichrequests arereceived,

unless priorityissetby policy or other rules of engagement. If

A is not satisfied,then A referstoown manager.

Coordinative:A is accountable for ensuring that B1,B2,B3 ...

engaged in multi-organization projects or proposals are in

sync,andifnotsatisfied can call meeting of B1,B2,B3...and

persuade them to change. If not satisfied with outcome,must

take mattertoown manager.

Monitoring,Auditing,Prescribing:A is accountablefor ensuringthatB

is functioning within specified policies, practices, or other rules of

engagement. Has authority to be kept reasonably informed,and if

not satisfied then:

Monitoring:A has authoritytopersuade B to change,andifnotsat-

isfied,A must refer matter to own manager,while B delays

action if required.

Auditing:A has authoritytoinstruct B to stop, and B must stop. If
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B not satisfied,B must subsequentlyrefer mattertoown man-

ager. A mayreporttoown manager.

Prescribing:A has authority to instruct B to take a given action to

prevent an anticipated problem, and B must do so. If B is not

satisfied,then B must subsequentlyrefer matter to own man-

ager. A mayreporttoown manager.

Decision:The making of a choice with the commitment of resources.

Deselect:See managerial accountability and authority.

Employee Accountability and Authority:All employees, including

managers, are accountable for doing their best to apply their

employedlevelofcapabilitytoachievethelevelofeffectiveness for

which theyare being paid.

They must be held accountable and subject to specified penalties for

any infractions against policies, rules, regulations, or established custom

and practice.

W hen circumstances make it likely that assignments cannot be

achieved,or that more could be done,they mustinform their managerin

time for adaptive action to be taken.

They must advise their managersabout ideas whichtheybelieve might

be helpful, and about disagreements.

They must seekspecialdispensationfrom managers ifandwhen theyare

unable to do their best or when they judgethat doing their best is atalevel

ofeffectiveness significantly below thatfor which theyare being paid.

Grades:Bands for pay and progression within a stratum.

Individual Development:Assisting an individual to obtain work atfull

potential capability.

Information Processing:The use of a particular mental process for han-

dling information in order to do work. The four methods of pro-

cessing informationare declarative,cumulative,serial, and parallel.

Knowledge (K):Consists of facts and/or proceduresthathave been artic-

ulated and can be reproduced.

Levelof W ork (LoW) in Role:The weightofresponsibility feltinrolesas

aresult of the complexity of the workintherole. Thelevel ofworkin

anyrole can be measured by the time-span of discretion of role.

Management:The act of managing subordinates; but not used as a status

term suchas “the management,”norasaterm for managingprocesses,

asin “management of finance.”(see also accountability; and authority)

Manager:A person in a role in which he or she is held accountable not
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onlyfor his/her personal effectiveness butalsofortheresults of the

work and working behavior of subordinates; and is accountablefor

building and sustaining an effective team of subordinatescapableof

producing those outputs, and for exercising effective leadership.

(see accountability; and authority)

A Manager is the incumbent of a role in which he or she:

(i) Is assigned 24-hour accountability for doing his/her best to use

assigned financial, physical, and human resources. The human

resources comprise subordinates under contract to do their best.

(ii) Is accountablefor deciding how best to get optimum short-, mid-,

and long-term results from given assignments and in overcoming

obstacles on the way,in an assigned functional area(e.g., adepart-

ment, or a geographical area, or a customer category).

The Manageris Accountablefor:

(i) Theresults of the work andtheresults of the working behaviorof

subordinates, but not for subordinates’ penalizableinfractions.

(ii) Maintaining a team of subordinates capable of doing the neces-

sary work.

(iii) Effectively applying all managerial leadership practices in rela-

tion to subordinates.

Minimum Authority of a Manager:

(i) Decide veto on appointments of immediate subordinates.

(ii) Decide types of work assignment.

(iii) Decide personal effectiveness appraisal and compensation level

within payrange.

(iv) Decide deselection (removalfrom role) with due process.

Manager-once-Removed (MoR):The manager ofasubordinate’s imme-

diate manageristhat subordinate’s manager-once-removed.

Managerial Accountability and Authority:See manager.

Mentoring:Discussion by a manager-once-removed to help a subordi-

nate-once-removed to understand his/her potential and how that

potential might be developed to achieve as full a career growth in

the organization as possible.

OrganizationStructure:The system of rolesandrolerelationships with-

in which people work that establish the boundaries within which

people relate to each other.

Performance:Theresults achieved by an individual or department.
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Personal Effectiveness:The level of effectiveness of an individual in

producing outputs under prevailing conditions as judged by that

individual’s immediate manager.

Remuneration: The total compensation granted to an employee in

exchangefor work and comprising all forms of payment including

money and the financial equivalent of non-monetary payments.

Role:A position in a social system.

Role Relationships: The accountability and the authority obtained

between any tworoles in a social system.

Skill(S):An ability,learned through experience and practice,to usegiven

knowledge without having to pay attention, i.e., what a person has

learned to do without thinking through the steps involved.

Subordinate:A person for whose output a manager is held accountable.

Subordinate-once-Removed (SoR):The subordinate of a manager’s

immediate subordinate is that manager’s subordinate-once-

removed.

Task:An assignment (QQT/R) to produce a specified output (including

quantity and quality) within a targeted completion time,with allo-

catedresources and methods and within prescribed limits (policies,

procedures, rules, regulations, etc.).

Time-Horizon:The longest time-span a person could handle at a given

point in thatperson’s maturation process.

Time-Span of Discretion (T/S):The targeted completion time of the

longest task or task sequence in a role. Time-span measureslevelof

work (complexity) in a role.

Values and Commitment (V/C):Those things to which an individual

willgivepriority or wantstodo. Values arevectors whichdirect our

actions. How much wevalue a role determines our commitment to

workinit.

W ork:The exercise of judgment and discretion in making decisions in

carrying out goal-directed activities.
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Accountability,defined,183; impor-

tance for the individual, 27

Accountability (manager-subordi-

nate): absence of policies, 30;

accountability basic to all relation-

ships, 29; accountabilityfor

results, 34;false idea that subordi-

nate should be held accountable

forresults, 35; in three-shift work-

ing,42–44; manager accountable

for decisions in meetings, 31–32;

never wellformulated,30; positive

effects of clarity,41;required to be

learned,20; summary,48

Achieving organizational change:

changethestructure not the peo-

ple,67; people are adaptive,77;

unethical to change people’s out-

look or values, 77

Advisory,defined,184. See also

Cross-functional working relation-

ships

Alienation, arisingfrom wrong

assignment of accountability,39

Applicablecapability (AC), defined,

183

Assessment centers, 83

Auditing,defined,184–185. See also

Cross-functional working relation-

ships

Authority,defined,183

Behavior change: employers do not

havetherighttotrytochange the

people themselves, 178; employers

havetherighttorequire system

implementing behaviors, 176; false

idea that the people must be

changed in values and outlook,

176; no resistance to desired

changes, 176; readily brought

about bychanging the systems,

176

Behavior,change systems to change

behavior,34, 41–42

Brause,Alison, 131 n.2

Brown, W ilfred,68 n.3, 164 n.2

Bureaucracy,3, 4; an essential organi-

zation, 24; spread across the world,

24

Bush, George W ., 128

Capability: allpersonality qualities

needed within range of normal, 80;

Index



applicable,79–82; commitment,

82; defined,183; evaluation of out-

side candidates, 85–87; dysfunc-

tional behaviors not acceptable,

80–81; false assumptions about,

79–80; personality,competencies,

special qualities, notrelevant, 80;

potential, 79–82; potential and

time-horizon, 80–85; skilled

knowledge,82–83

Capability mode,defined,183–184

Cason, Kathryn, 60 n.3, 95 n.1

CEO: asaclass, 9;greatpowerover

quality of social life,173–174;

impact on society,9;influence on

improvement of free enterprise

democracy,174; obligations, 2;

power acts through managerial

hierarchies, 174; sources of power,

10; two main functions, 5

Chronos, Greek forfirst time dimen-

sion, 59

Coaching,defined,184

Cognitiveability. See Capability

Commitment. See Capability

Commonwealth Industries, Inc., 166

Commonwealth Project, The,

166–171; organization changes,

167; organizational problems, 167;

results obtained between

1987–1992, 168–169; sustainable

change and furtherresults to 2001,

170–171; the three phases of

development, 167–168

Compensation, 187; all bonus systems

are alienating and corrupting,117;

defined,184, disruptiveeffects of

commission method of payment,

117; disruptiveeffects of profit

sharing,117; fairness in paydiffer-

entials, 115; half-truths about peo-

ple’sattitudes towards pay,118;

impact of treating employees like

commodities, 116; negativeeffects

ofresults-based incentive pay,116;

labor is not a commodity,

114–116; three major misconcep-

tions, 113–115. See also Fair com-

pensation system

Compensationinfree-enterprise

democracy: employees as freeciti-

zens, 141; fallacy in economic the-

ory of labor as a commodity,

139–140; free enterprise judged by

provision of goods and services,

not by beating down wages, 140;

need for equitable pay system,

141–142; worldwide structureof

fair-paydifferentials, 142–143;

unemployment, inflation and con-

trol of paylevels, 144; wages and

salariesversus entrepreneurialat-

risk earnings, 143–144

Compensation system: false argu-

ments forresults-based incentive

pay,161; implementation of,

160–163; results obtained from

requisite compensation 161–163;

steps to be taken in implementing

requisite compensation, 162–163

Coordinative,defined,184. See also

Cross-functional working relation-

ships

Counseling: employees are account-

able,as adults, for leaving personal

problems behind when they come

to work, 179; should be no partof

HR services, 179

CRA, 166

Cross-functional working relation-

ships: advisory,73; auditing,73;

collateralrelations, 71; coordina-

tive,74; defined,184; example in

U.S. Defense Forces, 74–76;

examples of problems, 70; internal

supplier-customer relations, 72;

monitoring,73; prescribing,73;

service-getting,73
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Cumulativeprocess. See Information

processing

Current potential capability (CPC),

defined,183–184

Decision, defined,185

Declarativeprocess. See Information

processing

DePuy,W illiam (General), 126, 131

n.1; judgments of leadership capa-

bility in presidential candidates,

127; qualities of leadership, 126

Deselect. See Managerial authority

Diagnosis of causes, medical diagno-

sis, 147; diagnosing personalities

and group dynamics does not

work, 149; need forinstruments to

get to underlying causes, 148;

steps in diagnosis, 149–150; symp-

toms, signs, and theory,148. See

also Extant organization

Differential pay,equitable norms, 56

Dunnette,Marvin, 59–60 n.1

Employee accountability and authori-

ty,defined,185

Employee surveys: do not diagnose

root causes, 147; no true theory

available,148; provide symptoms

only,147; symptomatictreatment,

147–148;

Employment contract: accountability

for doing one’sbest, 35–36; indi-

vidual, not group, 26, 33

Enhancer Group, 131

Extant organization, case one,

150–154; case two, 154–157

Fads and panaceas, 4;produce inept

practice,17; summary 16–17

Fair compensation system: bad sys-

tems generate corruption, 122; how

to establishrealistic pay grades

within strata, 118–119; premium

payfor time scarcity,123; use of

personal effectiveness appraisalfor

placing individuals within pay

bands, 119–120. See also

Compensation

Federal Reserve Board,144

Felt-fair pay: discovery of,55;find-

ings, 55–56

Fortune Magazine,164 n.3

Free enterprise democracy,manageri-

alhierarchy is an integral part, 174

Future potential capability (FPC),

defined,184

Gearing process: forevaluation of

time-horizon, 84–85

Glacier Metal Co., 44 n.2

Goldwater,Barry (Senator), 75

Gore,Al, 127

Grades, defined,185

Greenspan, Alan, 144

Hierarchy,etymologyfrom the Greek,

hieros (sacred), archon (leader-

ship), 175

Hire and fire authority,45–46

Honeywell Corporation, 59–60 n.1

Human nature: misconceptions

strengthen negative behaviors, 176;

the positive side,18; two-sided

qualities, 176

Implementation of managerial leader-

ship practices, 158–160; account-

abilities and authorities, 158;

coaching,159; continuous

improvement, 159–160; cross-

functional accountabilities and

authorities, 158; deselection, 159;

early warning task assignment,

159; equilibration of personal

effectiveness appraisal, 160; estab-

lishing new roles, 160; evaluating

SoR capability,160; managerial
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meetings, 158; mentoring and

career development, 160; merit

review,159; personal effectiveness

appraisal, 159; selection and role

filling,158; talent pool mapping

and analysis, 160; threestratum

leadership, 160

Individual development, defined,185

Information processing: defined,185;

four methods, 86; orders of com-

plexity,86

Intentions, and planning,58

IQ tests, 52

Job,evaluation, 52–54

Jones, David (General), 75

Kairometry,59

Kairos, Greek for second time dimen-

sion, 59

Kaminski, Mark, 168

Key goals, 105

Knowledge (K), defined,185

Leadership. See Managerial leader-

ship

Level of work (LoW), inrole defined,

185

Levinson, Harry,164 n.1

Lindberg,Ulf,131

Management, defined,185

Manager accountability and authority.

See Manager

Manager,defined,185–186

Manager-once-removed (MoR),

defined,186

Manager-subordinaterole distance:

justright, 65; too close and too far,

64

Managerial authority: assign, 47; des-

election, 47;four minimum author-

ities, 46–48; hire and fire,45–46;

personal effectiveness appraisal,

48; summary,48; veto, 46

Managerialhierarchy: long history,3;

systems atfault, 4

Managerial leadership: charisma and

leadership, 127–128; depends upon

effectivestrategy setting and goal-

directed behavior,125–129; leader-

ship goals set by others, 127; need

for a scientificfoundation, 4–5; not

a set of personality qualities, 125;

not to motivate,125; relation to

levels of capability,130–131

Managerial systems: achieving

change,13; decided by CEOs, 11;

and free enterprise democracy,13;

impact on employees, 11; summa-

ry,10

Maturation of potential capability

(time-horizon), 89–90

Measurement: IQ tests, 52; Myers-

Briggs, 52; objective measurement

in psychology said to be impossi-

ble,52; size of people,51; sizeof

role,51; thermometer and chem-

istry,51

Mentoring,90–93; defined,186; men-

toring and career development at

shop floor level, 95; natureofa

mentoring discussion, 94–95; not a

special psychologicalskill, 92;role

of MoR, 91

Meyer,Shy (General), 75

Misconceptions, about people at

work, 15–21; produce fads and

panaceas, 17; summary,16

Mission, 105

Monitoring,defined,184

Mutual trust: the basic test for good

managerial system is whether or

not they enable employees to work

together with mutualtrust, 180;

content of the trust is that the sys-

tems impose constraints thatpre-

vent any one person from injuring
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another,economically,psychologi-

cally,or physically,181

M yers-Briggs, 52

National equitabledifferential wage

and salary policy,144; all employ-

ersaregoverned by,144; all

employees paid in the same level

of work band are in same pay

band,145; elimination of pay bar-

gaining,144; free enterprise com-

petition resultsfrom success of

goods and services for the market,

145

Nichols, W illiam (Congressman), 75

Organizationstructure: absence of

principles for,62; Army combat

structure,65–66; basic structureof

managerialhierarchy,61–66;

defined,186; not well portrayed by

organization charts, 61–62; poor

organization leads to excessive

control, 63; seven layerstructure,

65

OSS selection, 83

Parallelprocess. See Information pro-

cessing

Pay compression: ingovernment ser-

vice,120; as national policies, 124

People systems. See Managerialsys-

tems

Performance appraisal: cannot add

multiplefactorstogether,98;

defined,187; evaluation of

Business Unit Presidents, 98;false

principle to judge employees by

theirresults, 98;results based,

chronic problems with, 97

Performance,defined,186–187

Personal effectiveness: defined,

186–187; difference between per-

formance appraisal and personal

effectiveness appraisal, 100; equili-

bration to set common standards,

100–102; evaluation by manager’s

judgments, 99; how to make the

judgments, 100; positive impact of

good effectiveness appraisal sys-

tem, 102; 360 degree performance

appraisal and its shortcomings,

103

Planning horizons, 106

Planning system: examples of align-

ment, 109–110; key planning peri-

ods, 107; vertical and horizontal

alignment of plans, 107–109

Potential capability. See Capability

Powell, Colin (General), 74–76, 78

n.3

Prescribing,defined,184–185

Publicservice organization: account-

ability in 133–135; broad banding,

136; problems of CEOs, 133–134;

too manylayers, 135–136; two

aspects of military organization,

137; weakness of managerial

accountabilityin, 133–135

Remuneration, defined,187. See also

Compensation

Results, determined by manager and

outside circumstances, 36–39

Richardson, Roy,59–60 n.1, 123

n.123, 146 n.1

Role,defined,187

Role relationships, defined,187

Rutuli, Robin, 131

Sacredtrust of CEO,maintain sys-

tems thattreat all employees as

equal citizens, 175

Self-actualization, 97

Self-esteem, 97

Self-managed teams, 25, 30–33

Serialprocess. See Information pro-

cessing
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Service,defined,184

Skill (S), defined,187

Skilled knowledge. See Capability

Strategy,105

Subordinate,defined,187

Subordinate-once-removed (SoR),

defined,187

Survey. See Employee surveys

Systems (managerial). See Managerial

systems

Tactics, 106

Talent pool analysis, development,

84–85, 91–93

Task, defined,187

Theory of managerialhierarchy,87

Time: 2 dimensions, Kairos and

chronos, 59

Time-horizon: defined,187; measures

size of person, 57. See also

Capability

Time-span, defined,54–55; measures

sizeofrole,55–56

Time-span of discretion (T/S),

defined,187

Three-shift working,necessary orga-

nization, 42–43

Tribal organization of work, 24

U.S. Army Research Institute,60 n.3

Values and commitment (V/C),

defined,187

Vessey,John (General), 78 n.2

W isdom, blocked by misconceptions,

175–176; CEO wisdom shows in

managerial leadership, 174

W hy people work: absolute need for

constructive work, 22;false

assumptions of CEOs, 21; man-

agers’ deprecatoryattitudes, 22;

the need for a 40–hour week, 24;

work as the keytolife,22

W ork, defined,187; importance to

people,10
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